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the first chorus
By Charles Suber

^his is a true and somewhat personal story 
about a young boy, now grown, and his 

first musician hero —a Snare Drummer.
The boy’s father and uncle were drummers, 

other uncles and a grandfather were Profes
sional Musicians in New York City. (The boy 
was not to realize why those words were 
spoken as capitalized until he went out into 
the world beyond the Hudson River, beyond 
New Jersey even.) But he seldom heard his 
father play. “Can’t take you on the job and 
besides you’ve got school next day.”

The boy was allowed to handle the mys
terious and wonderful things in the drum case 
“if you're very, very careful” —things like 
slide whistles and bird whistles you filled with 
water, slap sticks and cow bells (“cows have 
different ones with clappers inside”), shiny 
red temple blocks, and shakers and scratchers 
"from the time your father was in Cuba”: and 
the forbidden (fascinating) snare drum which 
you could tighten or loosen with your skate 
key. “Don’t touch it: you’ll break the head" 
was a familiar admonition. (The only circum
stance where a bath could be delayed was 
when a calf skin head was soaking in the bath 
tub). So the boy was familiar with the drum 
things as toys and “what your father does for 
a living" but had only a vague idea of what 
power and glory lay among the wood, brass, 
and skins.

The Hero made his appearance to the boy 
playing the Snare Drum with the World Fa
mous Radio City Music Hall Symphony un
der the direction of Erno Rapee. The scene 
was magnificent. You’re sitting on a luxu
riously upholstered seat in the World’s Great
est Movie Palace. On the World’s Largest 
Movie Screen Hashes in flowing cursive: "... 
performing Maurice Ravel’s Bolero with the 
entire Corps de Ballet plus the Rockettes". 
The World’s Largest Tab Curtain is lowered 
and the World’s Largest Proscenium Arch is 
bathed in blood-red color. The pit is rising 
now. rising with what seemed like hundreds of 
musicians —all in tuxedos (the harpist wore a 
black beaded evening gown) with snowy 
white bosom shirts. Then with a slight tremor 
the orchestra pit stopped rising and the first 
and only sound in the vast theatre was the 
Snare Drummer beginning the tension that 
was to be so agonizingly prolonged for a brief 
eternity.

The Snare Drummer stood slim and tall, his 
handsome head cocked slightly to his drum. 
His attitude was one of quiet strength and 
infinite control. He was in command. It was 
his commanding sound and insistent, steady 
beat that set in motion all the other players to 
whom the Conductor was making wildly ex
travagant gestures. It was the Snare Drum
mer that brought all those beautiful women to 
leap and glide and cast great writhing shadows 
on the World’s Largest Cyclorama. And when 
the climax came shudderingly to a frenzied 
end, only the Snare Drummer remained 
steady and Cool and In Command. The boy 
sensed that only he and the Snare Drummer 
knew by whom the applause of 6,000 persons 
was deserved.

It wasn’t until sometime later that the boy 
could bring himself to ask his father who the 
Snare Drummer was. His father’s reply was 
matter-of-fact: "His name is Billy Gladstone. 
He’s a good drummer and teaches quite a bit. 
One of his students is about your age — 
Charlie Manne’s kid, Sheldon.”

Later on, the boy was to know Shelly 
Manne and other great drummers and believe

Continued on page 46
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SOUNdsATIONAl!
We don’t comment on our competition. 
The new Farfisa VIP 233 does it for us!

Want today’s “heavy” sound for your group?—FARFISA. 
Want percussion on four footages?—FARFISA.

Want the unique Slalom full octave glide?—FARFISA.
Want full bass or string bass—manual or pedalboard?—FARFISA.

Want moire? Farfisa gives you corresponding drawbars that control 
voice and percussion footages—including a quint.

There’s also two parallel 49-note manuals for compactness.
Vibrato selection in 4 different speeds.

And a 30° console tilt for stand-up playing.

Farfisa really puts it all together! Don’t wait to see this all new 
portable electronic organ. Note its extras! Hear its notes!

Take our word for it!
Soundsational!

■■

Farfisa S.P.A , Exclusive Distributors: Chicago Musical Instrument Co.
7373 N. Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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word of advice from Elvin Jones 
“Gretsch”

Elvin Jones has everything from superb individual technique to tremendous creativity 
As a great talent and winner of countless jazz polls, he knows what makes

Gretsch drums great. Elvin plays the new Gretsch Snare Drum with the Lightning 
Throwoff—the throwoff so fast and modern, he can release it with just a flick.

And that’s an exclusive Gretsch feature! Whether you’re up there like Elvin, 
or just starting to make your move, there’s a Gretsch drum for you.

Write for the free full-color Gretsch drum catalog.
The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc. 60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
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Newport Move

... George Wein will move the Newport 
Jazz Festival to New York and the only jazz 
that Newport will see this year is a possible 
one afternoon-and-evening affair. 1 was 
present at last year's festival as I have been 
for quite a few years and can only agree with 
Wein’s decision.

I feel that I must express the anger, con
tempt and regret that I and other jazz fans in 
Rhode Island feel for the irresponsible, dis
respectful young people who were the cause 
of the past summer's fiasco.

The distance to New York City is a minor 
obstacle easily overcome and 1 plan to attend 
all nine days of the N.IF this summer; but it is 
indeed a shame that the world's greatest out
door music festival will have to take place 
elsewhere than in its home city.

Alas ... Newport in New York is not 
Newport.

Brian Robert 
West Warwick. R.l.

Two Different Worlds?
Although it is currently fashionable to be 

optimistic about the jazz and rock worlds 
“coming together”, one needed only to wit
ness a recent fiasco at Philadelphia’s Spect
rum to be totally convinced otherwise.

Placed between frantically received sets by 
War and Buddy Miles, Archie Shepp got what 
amounted to no reception at all. The au

dience. in fact, was extraordinarily rude; Jim
my Garrison's unaccompanied bass solo was 
almost drowned out by conversations in the 
crowd. Shepp himself played comparatively 
little, but his group (including Grachan Mon
cur III. Beaver Harris and Dave Burrell) 
played passionately and well, under the cir
cumstances.

Incredibly, though, only a few hundred of 
the several thousand present bothered to ap
plaud when the performance was over. And

when Shepp introduced the musicians individ
ually (over a mike that kept feeding back) 
there was virtually no applause. When one 
considers the fact that the audience was pre
dominantly black, the situation becomes even 
more perplexing and discouraging.

James Roman 
Pemberton. N.J.

The point is well taken, but conceivably a 
different kind of jazz might have been better 
received, — ed.

Terry's Buddy
Your reviewer gave Buddy Terry’s new al

bum 3¥i stars, (dh, Feb. 3). He also allowed 
that “Buddy Terry can play.” Who ever said 
he couldn't play?

I’ve been a friend an fan of Buddy’s for a 
long time. I'm proud of his latest effort.

A wareness offers a variety of quality music: 
Straight ahead, avant garde, and soulful.

Could Bob Porter’s negativism be “sour 
grapes" over losing a musician of Buddy’s 
stature? Incidentally, why is an employee of a 
record company reviewing records for down 
beat? Are we to assume there is no vested 
interest?

Maybe Awareness should be reviewed by 
one of Mainstream’s producers.

J. Cohen 
Frazer, Pa.

No employee of any record company re
views for this magazine. Bob Porter has re
sumed reviewing because he is presently not 
employed by any record company; he left 
Fantasy-Prestige several months ago. Paran- 
thetically, to say that a musician “can play” 
is a laudatory phrase which doesn't imply the 
opposite. And the review wasn’t nega
tive— 3 Vi stars means better than good. — ed.

Chase-tening
Thanks to Mike Bourne for his interesting 

review of King Curtis Live at the Fillmore 
West (dh, Feb. 3). Curtis is surely a beautiful 
guy who will be missed.

Also, we at this end would like to hear more 
about Angel South and the rest of Chase 
along with Bill. Szantor's interview was pretty 
good, but there are nine guys in Chase, not 
one.

Mike Jarboe 
Vincentown, NJ.

And that’s why Szantor’s interview was 
called Chase: Focus on Bill. — ed.



We’re giving you an unprecedented peek into the 
heart of a new Gibson Flattop guitar. Beneath the 
surface of this beauty is a sound distribution center 
called “bracing”. It’s probably the most important 
part of the guitar, because the very first string 
vibrations are received here. It’s vitally important 
that they start out right.
Gibson, in a constant effort to improve its already 

great flattop guitars, has developed the NEW sym
metrical bracing design. It's patented and that 
means only Gibson has it.
Exclusive symmetrical bracing allows the use of 

lighter tops without sacrifice of strength. Response 
is above excellence because vibrations are dis
tributed evenly to all areas of the top.

If you demand tonal purity beyond recall, and 
response that knows no peer, stop in at your local 
Gibson dealer and try the ALL NEW Gibson 
Flattop with symmetrical bracing.

Gibson, Inc., 7373 N. Cicero Avenue, Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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MAHALIA JACKSON 

1911-1972
Mahalia Jackson, who rose from poverty to 

world fame as the greatest of gospel singers, 
died of a heart seizure in Little Company of 
Mary Hospital in Evergreen Park, III. Jan. 27. 
She was 60 and had been in poor health for 
several years.

Born in New Orleans Oct. 26, 1911, Ms. 
Jackson was the third of six children. Her 
father was a longshoreman who worked as a 
barber in the evenings and was a preacher on 
Sundays. Her mother died when Mahalia was 
6. and she was reared by /Xunt Duke, a deeply 
religious woman who instilled in the child the 
strong faith that was to become the guiding 
principle of her life.

Though she was taught to regard secular 
music as profane and wicked. Ms. Jackson 
was nonetheless profoundly influenced by the 
singing of Bessie Smith, which could be heard 
on phonograph records throughout her neigh
borhood. She began to sing in a local Baptist 
church, joining in "because I was lonely."

Obliged to leave school in the eighth grade, 
Ms. Jackson went to work as a cook and 
laundress. In 1928. she left New Orleans for 
Chicago to live with an uncle. Here, she con
tinued to do domestic work, but also joined 
the Greater Salem Baptist Church, where she 
soon became a solo singer.

In the early 19 30s, she made a 
cross-country tour with a gospel crusade and 
began to attract attention in the black commu
nity. Her first recording, made for Decca in 
1937. was God's Gonna Separate the Wheat 
From the Tares.

It took some time, however, before Ms. 
Jackson was accepted in the larger, more 
middle-class black churches. The vigor of her 
style and performance was frowned upon as 
"undignified." But as her fame spread among 
the masses, these churches began to open 
their doors to her. and she responded by 
performing more traditional songs on such 
occasions.

She did not record again for almost ten 
years, but when she signed with Apollo 
records in late 1946, her records began to sell 
in the millions, particularly the two-part Move 
On Up a Little Higher, considered by many 
to be her masterpiece.

On Oct. 4. 1950, she appeared before a 
packed house at New York’s Carnegie Hall in 
the first of a series of annual concerts there. 
Soon thereafter, she began to appear on radio 
and television, and further broadened her au
dience with tours abroad, starting in 1952. 
She became particularly popular in Erance. 
Denmark and Israel.

In 1954. Ms. Jackson began to record for 
Columbia, and that company placed her in 
more commercial contexts, though she 
steadfastly refused to sing secular material. 
Her version of Silent Night became tremen
dously popular here and abroad.

In 1958. in her second appearance at the 
Newport Jazz Festival, she was persuaded to 
sing with Duke Ellington’s orchestra in a spe
cial setting of the 23rd Psalm and Come Sun
day from Black, Brown and Beige. She ap
peared again at Newport in 1970. in the 70th 
birthday tribute to Louis Armstrong, whom 
10 □ down beat 

she joined in several selections. These occa
sions marked her only concessions to jazz; in 
the days of the "pop gospel” movement, she 
was offered enormous sums to appear in Las 
Vegas and other night club venues, but she 
turned them all down, refusing to sing any
where where liquor was sold or served.

Ms. Jackson was a symbol of the civil rights 
struggle, and one of the great moments of her 
career came when, at Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s request, she sang I’ve Been ’Baked 
and I've Been Scorned as a prelude to his 
famous “I Have a Dream” speech at the 
March on Washington Rally at the Lincoln 
Memorial in 1963.

From 1964. Ms. Jackson was in and out of 
hospitals. Doctors warned her to slow down, 
and she was hospitalized with heart trouble in

the fall of 1967 and again last year. Never
theless. she continued to tour (in 197 I, she 
sang in Japan. Europe and India) and attend 
to her considerable business interests, in
cluding a beauty parlor, Hower shop and real 
estate holdings.

She persevered in performing, she said, be
cause “I have hopes that my singing will 
break down some of the hate and fear that 
divide the white and black people in this coun
try." But her main intent, as always, was 
communication of her faith, which was as 
profound and deep as it was immediate and 
direct.

Her art, projected with immense dignity 
and vital power through the magnificent in
strument of her voice, is one of the glories of 
black American music in this century, and it 
reached and touched untold millions, —d.tn.

STARS SPARK SRO
MINGUS N.Y. CONCERT

Though the downers had been mumbling 
about a repetition of the 1962 Town Hall 
disaster that was Charles Mingus’ last New 
York concert, a souled-out house including 
most anybody who is somebody in the local 
jazz community was on hand to greet the 

bassist-composer at Philharmonic Hall on 
Feb. 4.

The concert, by any standard, was a major 
musical and social event. It started almost on 
time, proceeded without a hitch, and ended a 
bit anticlimactically only because the clock 
had run out.

If there was too little for some of Mingus 
the brilliant bassist (he took no solos and left 
conducting chores to Teo Macero) there was 
a great deal of Mingus the brilliant composer.

Even though rehearsals proceeded almost 
until starting time, some of the new music 
written for the occasion and most of the music 
from Mingus’ soon-to-be-released album an
nounced in the program had to be omitted, but 
this was no cause for complaint.

A fabulous orchestra had been assembled. 
It had guest stars, members of Mingus Work
shops past and present, and capable section 
hands all working together to make the music 
come alive. Sy Johnson admirably accom
plished the difficult task of orchestrating.

The roster: Eddie Preston. Lloyd Michaels, 
Lonnie Hillyer, John Faddis, trumpets: Eddie 
Bert, trombone: Dick Berg and a pretty young 
blonde whose name wasn't announced, 
French horns: Bob Stewart, tuba: George 
Dorsey. Lee Konitz. Charles McPherson, 
Richie Perri, Bobby Jones, Gene Ammons, 
Howard Johnson, Gerry Mulligan, reeds 
(quite a section); John Foster, piano; Milt 
Hinton and Mingus, bass; Joe Chambers, 
drums; Honi Gordon, vocalist.

Ammons, scoring in particular with some 
wonderfully earthy blues (at intermission, a 
very young man was heard to say. “He’s 
playing some of that early King Curtis stuff’), 
Konitz, Jones. Hillyer. Mulligan, McPherson 
and Miss Gordon were spotlighted, but al
most all members of the band got to solo. Joe 
Chambers did his job splendidly.

On a fast blues (E Flat's A Flat Too), there 
were surprise walk-on solos by James Moody 
(fiute) and Randy Weston, and some scat 
singing by Dizzy Gillespie, looking a bit wan 
but in good spirits. But the real solo surprise 
of the evening was 18-year-old John Faddis, 
called upon to fill the big shoes of Roy El
dridge in a piece composed for the absent 
trumpeter (he was suffering from laryngitis).

Little Royal Suite (yet another beautiful 
Mingus title) presented the most demanding 
task for a soloist of the evening, and Faddis 
acquitted himself splendidly. He wisely re
frained from attempting to copy Eldridge, but 
brought to the music a strong Gillespie in
fluence and astonishing assurance.

But this is not a review of the concert, just a 
report. It was refreshing to see so many young 
people in the audience, and so many musi
cians. As we left the hall, Mingus was at the 
apron of the stage, signing autographs for the 
youngsters crowded below, and he was beam
ing.

Compliments to Bill Cosby, who presented 
the concert and was its amiable if somewhat 
overactive emcee, and producers Julius Lo- 
kin. Arthur Weiner and Seth Willenson. all of 
whom began producing jazz events in college 
(the first two at Hunter, the latter at Cornell). 
Also to Teo Macero, Susan Graham, and 
Columbia Records, who recorded the eve
ning's music. — d.m.



GIL EVANS AT SLUGS': 
A MEMORABLE WEEK

Not since those memorable weeks in I960 
at the Jazz Gallery have New Yorkers had 
the pleasure of hearing a Gil Evans-led band 
in a club. (Some lucky Europeans did have the 
opportunity last summer.)

During the last week of January, however, 
Evans directed I 1 musicians who obviously 
enjoyed every moment of it at Slugs', and that 
somewhat seedy but relaxed East Village jazz 
spot provided a welcome if not ideal setting 
for some vibrant music-making.

The lineup was Woody Shaw and John 
Faddis, trumpets; Dave Bargeron. trombone; 
Pete Levin. French horn: Howard Johnson, 
tuba, baritone sax, fluegelhorn; Billy Harper, 
tenor sax, flute; Ted Dunbar, guitar; Herb 
Buschler, acoustic and electric bass; Bruce 
Ditmas, drums; Sue Evans, percussion; Dave 
Horowitz, synthesizer, and the leader on 
acoustic and electric piano.

It was a very cold night when we dropped 
in. and by the time the last set got under way 
(about 2:45 a.m.), band and audience were of 
about equal size, and the proceedings took on 
the informality of a rehearsal.

Rehearsals, of course, are sometimes 
sloppy. But this band was together; it was just 
a matter of getting things really tight, and 
Evans would repeat certain sections of a 
chart, etc., to achieve this. The men were into 
the music.

On this and the previous set, there were 
both new and familiar pieces, but even an 
Evans standard like John Benson Brooks’

lovely Where Flamingos Fly seemed a fresh 
discovery. There could be no doubt that this 
was Evans’ music, yet the band is unlike any 
previous editions. These were not the sounds 
of the Miles Davis period nor those heard on 
the Ampex album, though they contained the 
beauties of the former and the energy of the 
latter.

There was much room for solo ventures. 
Shaw handled most of the trumpet spots more 
than capably, but Faddis, playing first chair 
and taking just one brilliant solo, is a find. 
Recommended by Snooky Young (for whom 
he's been subbing in the Thad Jones-Mel 
Lewis Band), this 18-year-old has fabulous 
chops and executionary skills.

Harper shone on Flamingos and Blues in 
Orbit, and Bargeron had plenty to say, in an 
explosive, full-toned style sometimes reminis
cent of Roswell Rudd. But it was Johnson 
who provided the most exciting solo mo
ments. particularly in a wall-shaking tuba out
ing.

The piece de resistance for the collective 
forces was the closer. Eleven (familiar to 
Miles Davis followers under another title), 
which really should be re-named Twelve— 
Evans’ strong comping was very much in 
evidence in a rousing performance.

Evans says he intends to keep active this 
year. His long-awaited Capitol LP should be 
out before long. He is doing a March 19 
concert at Washington's Kennedy Center, 
and he would like to take a band to Europe 
again this summer (promoters please note). 
Hopefully, there’ll also be more things in the 
nature of this far-too-short club stint.

— morgenstern

FINAL BAR
Trombonist Richard Roush, 24, died of can

cer Jan. 24 in Elgin. III.
A native of Park Forest, 111., Roush played 

bass trombone and baritone horn in the Uni
versity of Illinois Jazz Band from the late 
1960s until 1971. He appeared with the band 
at many major college jazz festivals and also 
at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1969. He also 
toured Europe and the Soviet Union with the 
band.

Roush also played with the UI Dixieland 
group and played on several of the big band’s 
recordings, including In Champaign-Urbana 
and In Stockholm Sweden. At the time of his 
death, he was in his second year as music 
teacher at Elgin Jr. High School.

MAHALIA REMEMBERED 
by Studs Terkel

“Life is short, art is long. And music is the 
noblest of the arts." Viennese maestro Josef 
Krips was reflecting on this day. com
memorating the birth of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart. On this day, Mahalia Jackson died. 
All her live-long days, she followed the in
vocation of David . . . “Make a joyful noise 
unto the Lord.” She lifted up all hearts with 
her singing. In such a way she blessed His 
name that even agnostics, such as 1, were 
buoyed in spirit. Thus her art endures; and 
though doctors tell us she died of heart failure, 
she really died of joy. And of hope in times of 
such despair.

Who was Mahalia that all sorts of swains 
commend her? Tributes will be paid by el
derly people with calloused hands, black and 
white: by young people just now discovering 
Bessie Smith and Billie Holiday: by the dis
possessed in all societies, the wretched of the 
Earth, who, lacking coal, warmed themselves 
with her song. Yes, politicians, too, will be 
ready with their superlatives; the same ones 
who “buked and scorned" Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. in life and praised him in death are to 
be heard, loud and clear, informing us of 
Mahalia's majesty.

Some 20 years ago. as we sat in her Prairie 
Avenue flat in Chicago, she was staring out 
the window, toward the setting sun. miles 
away and centuries ago. "Mahalia, she was a 
girl in the slave days. She was dreaming of 
Jubilee all the time. Of better days to come. 
My people gave me her name.”

Her hands were clasped on the kitchen 
table. They were delicate, graceful hands. But 
not dainty, not soft. The callouses were 
eloquently there. She had scrubbed floors in 
other people’s parlors. She had laundered oth
er people's finery. She had nursed other 
people’s children.

Oh yeah —to use Mahalia's favorite ex
clamation—hers was not an easy life. It was 
out of such tribulations she sang out of her 
soul. It was a fusing of the artist’s flesh and 
spirit.

“You got to work with your hands. All 
artists should work with their hands. How can 
you sing of amazing grace, how* can you sing 
prayerfully of heaven and Earth and all God’s 
wonders without using your hands? My hands 
demonstrate what 1 feel inside. My hands, my 
feet. 1 throw my whole body to say all that is 
within me. The mind and the voice by them

potpourri
Erroll Garner is set for his first tour of 

Australia, which will take place June 22 to 
July 3. Garner may also play two concerts in 
Tokyo en route, which would mark his first 
appearance in Japan. The pianist will be tour
ing Europe in April and May. On St. Patrick's 
Day (March 17), he starts a three-day stand at 
Brandi’s Wharf in Philadelphia, where he set a 
house record last fall. Garner's new album is 
being readied for late spring release.

•
Trumpeter Buck Clayton, inactive for some 

time, was set to perform at New York Uni
versity’s Loeb Center March 7 at 8:30 p.m. in 

selves are not sufficient....”
She was part of an early migration to Chi

cago. some 45 years ago. Her people wanted 
her to have a better chance than she’d have in 
New Orleans. Perhaps, she’d become a beau
tician. She didn't make it. She worked as a 
factory hand and as a domestic.

But come Sundays, she found respite and 
exhilaration. She sang open-voiced and freely 
in the Greater Salem Baptist Church. For that 
matter, she sang in any church you could 
name on the South Side, the West 
Side —wherever black working people gath
ered to find a one-out-of-seven days of solace.

"When did I first begin to sing? You might 
as well ask me when did 1 first begin to walk 
and talk. When did I first breathe? 1 remem
ber singing as I scrubbed the floors. It would 
make the work go easier. When the old people 
weren’t home, I’d turn on a Bessie Smith 
record and play it over and over. Careless 
Love, that was the blues she sang."

Suddenly, her eyes suggested a twinkle.
“That was before 1 was saved. 1 don’t sing 

the blues now. The blues are wonderful and I 
don't sing them. Just remember, all I’m saying 
about my listening to Bessie and imitating her 
when I was a little girl, just remember this was 
before I was saved.”

Again, the twinkle and the deadpan serious
ness. as 1 chuckled. As she knew 1 would. 
“And I’m going to save you. too." But al
ways, it was a remembering of beginnings, of 
where she came from, and of her people’s 
condition.

“1 don't know what it was at the time. All I 
know is it would grip me. Bessie's singing 
gave me the same feeling as when I'd hear 
men singing outside as they worked, laying 
the ties for the railroad, working on the docks

Her reminiscences were always interrupted 
by friends and strangers. The doorbell rang 
incessantly. And the telephone was always 
the hot line. A blind basso and four women 
singers entered. They were from a gospel 
group from Washington, just passing through. 
They’d dropped in to rehearse. Mahalia's pi
ano was available.

Mildred Falls came by, her sensitive and 
warm-hearted accompanist, who knew every 
breath Mahalia took. In my mind's eye now. I 
see Princess Stewart at the door, sightless

Continued on page 43 
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a concert billed as The Living Legends of 
Jazz, with Jerry Jerome, tenor sax, flute: Tiny 
Grimes, guitar; Hayes Alvis, bass, and Percy 
Brice, drums.

•
ASCAP now offers associate membership 

(without dues) to writers of music or lyrics 
even if their works have not been published, 
in an effort, the music licensing organization 
says, "to encourage young writers in their 
professional aspirations and growth. Informa
tion is available from ASCAP’s New York, 
Nashville and Los Angeles membership rep
resentatives.

•
Weather Report’s first tour of Japan in 

January was a tremendous success. The 
group (Wayne Shorter, saxophones; Joe Zawi- 
nul, keyboards: Miroslav Vitous, bass; Eric

The

TRAPEZOID

PAPERS

by Jim Szantor

Ij ere at last are the fabled, not-so-se- 
■ ■ cret Trapezoid Papers. The real thing - 
the result of much leakage and an un
known (but probably scant) amount of 
thought, whimsy and unfashionable horse 
sense-in which it is revealed that:
-Dizzy Gillespie would be the greatest of 
talk show hosts. His handpicked house 
band would, of course, be out of sight and 
would play no fewer than three full-length 
feature numbers per program. (But the real 
treat would be Dizzy doing Aunt Blabby.) 
— Contemporary commercial music is in 
dire need of proper interpretive terminolo
gy a la allegro, andante, con vivo, etc. How 
about schlockissimo, rockante, non tropo 
de Motown ...
— People who complain that Chicago does 
not have enough (or any) live jazz and/or 
full-time stone jazz clubs are really being 
unfair. Chicago is a great sports town and a 
stronghold of the Democratic machine. 
Isn't that enough for a city of four million 
people?
— You know they're bombing when they 
ask you to clap (or sing) along.
— Did you know that, among them, the reed 
section players in the University of Illinois 
Jazz Band (Ron Dewar, Howie Smith et al.) 
have amassed a total of 634 years of col
lege jazz band experience?
— It's nice to award jazzmen honorary de
grees, but those who receive them (admit
tedly deservedly) usually need the ex
posure and publicity the least. How about 
an honorary sheepskin for someone like, 
say, Cecil Payne? Not to mention a little 
dishonorary employment.
— All that glitters department: You hear a 
lot of talk these days about the fabled Gold
en Age of Television. Surely you remember 
all those specials on Billie Holiday, Prez, 
Bird, Fletcher Henderson, not to mention 
Art Tatum's long-running series ...
— Had a weird dream recently involving 

Gravatt, percussion) played to S.R.O. houses 
in Tokyo. Osaka and Sapporo, and one of the 
concerts was recorded live for the group's 
second Columbia album. The group also re
ceived Album of the Year and Band of the 
Year awards from Swing Journal. From April 
15 to May 10. Weather Report will tour South 
America with pianist Friederich Guida, and a 
European tour is planned for the summer.

•
The Louisiana Jazz Club, a division of the 

Music Therapy Fund, is expanding its activi
ties. Chapters are being organized in a dozen 
cities along the Mississippi River now visited 
by the Delta Queen, last of the passen
ger-carrying riverboats. New Orleans jazz 
bands will be sent to these cities to further the 
membership drive, and is hoped that an inter
nationaljazz club can be developed.

reincarnation. Duke Ellington was joining 
Harry Carney’s big band and Nat Hentoff 
was seen burning manuscripts in his back 
yard. But Miles was still with Columbia.
— To some, Doc Severinsen is beginning to 
look (not sound) like the horn man’s Liber- 
ace. Now before you write angry letters, we 
all know Doc can take a joke ... or at least 
pretend to. (Nobody gets that much ex
posure without having to pay some dues.) 
— In the early days, musicians and athletes 
had a lot in common. Then came airplanes, 
expansion, million-dollar gates and sim
ilarly lucrative TV packages. But still, the 
only basic difference now between, say, 
Vida Blue and Tommy Flanagan, is that 
when Tommy turns 50 there’s no 
$1,700-a-month pension waiting for him.
-Interpreting the critics: “Acquits himself 
well" (doesn’t really stand out or con
versely, embarass himself); “intelligent use 
of space" (musicians, too, must breathe) 
(momentarily hung up for ideas); “deserves 
kudos" (if that's a foreign currency, 
good! —musicians should get something 
for recording these days), and “really 
burns" (plays over his head).
— There’s 16-track recording and talk of 
32-track. Sgt. Pepper was made on 4-track. 
Sorry Bix, Hawk, Bird and Prez. You were 
just born too soon.
- If ever an area replaces 52nd Street as an 
incubator of heavy new jazz, they’ll have to 
call it Europe.
— TV commercials, great mirrors of the real 
world as they are, have neglected jazzmen 
for the most part (though Duke Ellington, 
for one, has done commercials). But no 
matter. No need to show Miles eating a 
bowl of Wheaties. We all know Miles must 
be eating something ...
— There’s a new plastic trash bag on the 
market especially for musicians. Let’s see, 
there's the disc jockey size, the pi
ano-tuner’s size, the bus size. Sorry, no 
wallet size.
— Would like to see a season of The Odd 
Couple with different pairs of musicians 
enacting the lead roles each week. One 
week there’d be Doc Severinsen and John 
Lewis, then Lionel Hampton and Rahsaan 
Roland Kirk, followed by Stan Kenton and 
Rashied Ali, then Tommy Newsome and 
Yusef Lateef, Ira Gitler and Jim Szantor... 
-Country-rock is really the evil of two less
ors.
-I’m planning to market a new breakfast 
cereal. What'll I call it? Let’s see, we al-

strictly ad lib
New York: For the second time, a
scheduled engagement of the Oscar Peter
son Trio at the Rainbow Grill failed to come 
off. With only a moment’s notice, singer 
Morgana King was the very able substitute. 
Stan Getz’ three weeks at the club, preceding 
the singer’s frame, found the tenorist in fine 
fettle and offered a rare and welcome op
portunity to hear drummer Tony Williams 
in a different musical context. Tony’s former 
Miles Davis sidekick. Chick Corea, played 
exquisite electric piano and provided much 
of the group’s repertoire, and bassist Stanley 
Clarke and percussionist Airto Moirera,

Continued on page 39

ready have Total, Product 19, Special K. 
But mine’s for certain New Music types. 
They’ll start off their day with Practice.
-Names of jazz clubs sometimes are quite 
ironic. The Open Door, the Five Spot...
— Overdubbing Dept: Airline passenger 
(bassist) to stranger (drummer): “That’s 
quite a coincidence-1 was at Jake's Mem
phis Musicland Studio at 9 o'clock this 
morning too!"
— IRS investigator to jazzman: “I’m sorry 
sir, but ‘dues’ in that sense ...”
— Do you know what it means to be re
jected by the counter-culture just because 
you happened to have more than their obli
gatory 10-word vocabulary. Well, I do and 
I’ve written a song about it: Baby, They 
Ripped Off What I'm Into Even Tho I Was 
Right On With My Rappin' Bad Number 
Blues.
— I’m overdue for announcing my Worst 
Albums of 1971 Awards. I’m having trouble 
deciding, but so as not to keep you in 
suspense too much longer I'll at least an
nounce the prizes:

First Prize: A string tie once worn by 
Ralph Gleason.

Second Prize: The original manuscript of 
a Leonard Feather article —successfully 
placed in 17 different publications.

Third: A transcript of a Ramsey Lewis 
solo-successfully placed on 17 different 
album tracks.

Fourth: A treatise on the acoustical defi
ciencies of the throw-away bottle by Yusef 
Lateef.

Fifth: A string tie never worn by Ralph 
Gleason. ’

Sixth: A pencil once used by Johnny Car
son-guaranteed to tap on one and the 
and-of-three.

Seventh: A mirror once kissed by Buddy 
Rich.

Eighth: An electric handkerchief once 
used by Don Ellis.

Ninth: A cup mute once used by Maynard 
Ferguson.

Tenth: A mirror once smashed by Buddy 
Rich.

Eleventh: A used container of Arrid 
Double Dry once used by Art Blakey. 
Trapezoid Salutes: Bassist George Duvi
vier, who has probably elevated more 
record dates by just walking in the door 
than any other musician. Liberace could 
probably play the blues if George Duvivier 
was playing bass (at least I'd be willing to 
listen to the attempt). db
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INTRODUCING NORMAN CONNORS
“It’s important fora drummer to keep time, 

for people to feel the rhythm. It's important 
for the drummer to hit the right nerve in 
people —when you hit the right nerve, it does 
something spiritually. It’s like a natural reac
tion that makes for a natural acceptance of the 
music. If that doesn't happen, if it doesn't 
have that rhythm, it don't swing and it don’t 
have that thing. It seems like everything is 
rhythm, rhythm ....”

Thus, paraphrasing Duke Ellington’s old 
adage (It don't mean a thing, etc.), speaks 
Norman Connors, a young man of 25 who has 
been supplying much rhythmic fire in Pharoah 
Sanders' group.

The softspoken, friendly and very much 
together young drummer was born in Phila
delphia and has been playing since the age of 
5 or so.

“1 started in elementary school, played 

and played in the orchestra in junior and 
senior high school.

"It was then.” he recalls, “that 1 started 
working around Philly. A lot of the cats. Lee 
Morgan. McCoy Tyner. Reggie, and 15 or 20 
others had left by then, so from early high 
school 'till my early 20s 1 was very active on 
the local scene.

“I worked quite a bit with the Dockery 
brothers (pianist Sam and bassist Wayne), 
who stayed in Philly at that time. I went to 
Temple University for a couple of years, ma
joring in music education, and had my own 
band now and then in little clubs.”

Connors' next step was to move to New 
York, which he did about four years ago. He 
went to Juilliard for a year, then dropped out 
“and started working with Marion Brown and 
then Archie Shepp. Archie gave me my first 
record date. All through there I free-lanced 

chance to really stretch out and do their thing, u* 
Whatever you have to offer him, he gives you *< 
a lot of room for. o

“Since I’ve been working for Pharoah, M 
we've played to capacity crowds ... I never 
played to such big crowds before in my life. 2 
We've packed the Arena in Philly, and that’s O 
about the size of Madison Square Garden: the 
only other people on that bill were Alice q 
Coltrane and Nikki Giovanni. We worked a □ 
club in Philly and they had to let people out to 2* 
get others in —the only other times I’ve seen CD 
that happen in Philly was for Miles and Can- 
nonball. The people can really get with the 
music, and I like that. 1 like playing for the 
people. Our audience is mostly young, teens 
up through 26-27. but then again. I'm starting 
to see a lot of different ages, "The majority of 
people who liked John like Pharoah. It’s com
pletely different than working with

snare drums in assembly and things like that,” 
he says. “When 1 was in the first grade, Bill 
Cosby and Lex Humphries were in the sixth. 
Lex was my idol in those days. In fact, he 
lived right across the street from me. That 
was the beginning.

“1 grew up in the projects of North Philly, 
where Lee Morgan, Spanky De Brest and 
Reggie Workman lived. They and Lex and a 
few other people would have rehearsals at De 
Brest’s house, and I would go there and sit 
and watch and listen: I guess I did that for 
four or five years, between the ages of 10 and 
15. 1 learned a lot from that.”

Connors also studied privately at Music 
City with Ellis Tolin and other teachers. Mu
sic City then was the site of many jam ses
sions (“Everybody who came to town used to 
play there”), offering the opportunity for fur
ther extracurricular study. He also studied 
composition at Philadelphia Music Academy 
and the Settlement School House of Music, 

with Sun Ra. Sam Rivers —about 50 other 
groups.”

The drummer then joined Jackie McLean, 
recording two as yet unreleased Blue Note 
albums with the altoist, did a couple of TV 
things (Like It Is, for which he recorded the 
theme), and then “hooked up with Carlos 
Garnett, with whom 1 worked quite a bit for a 
year-and-a-half. along with a lot of other 
groups.” Then he was with Jack McDuff for 
about 15 weeks, and then came Pharoah, 
which has been his most rewarding associ
ation so far, he says.

“Pharoah is good to work with. We have a 
beautiful relationship. He learned a lot from 
John Coltrane in many ways, not just musi
cally but spiritually. And then he has a lot of 
his own. He treats everybody good: wants 
them to be happy, economically and in other 
ways. He’s a beautiful person.

“The job is like heaven, and I’ve worked 
with a lot of people. He gives everybody a 

McDuff, which was a heavy grind, but a nice 
experience too. I'd worked with organs be
fore: Larry Young, Lonnie Smith, and Luther 
Randolph, with whom I went on the road 
about two years ago. We played the same 
rooms with McDuff, and it’s nice getting to 
those people, too."

Connors, not surprisingly, thinks it is im
portant to be a flexible musician. But within 
certain limits.

“Some people are specialists at it. but who
ever I work with. I just do my thing. 1 figure 
they hired me for myself. Sometimes people 
will hire you and have somebody else in mind 
and expect you to play like that person. That 
doesn’t usually work out for me. If someone 
has Tony Williams in mind, they shouldn't 
call me.

"The nice thing about Pharoah is that he 
hires you because he likes what you’re doing.

Continued on page 37
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elvin talk:

an

interview

with

elvin Jones

E.J.: I don’t know whether I was the first or not! But I 
suppose so, because I know I was very conscious of doing 
it.
V.W.: How does it feel to be regarded as an influential 
drummer?
E.J.: There’s no particular sensation from that —I’m 
serious! I get no particular emotional feeling, but I do have 
a certain knowledge, a satisfaction from having at least 
accomplished that-of having been recognized for doing 
that much in my musical field.
V.W.: Who do you consider the most important drummers 
around today?
E.J.: Well, if I knew all of them, I might possibly be able to 
tell you. There’s quite a few. One thing I would say is that I 
don’t think Buddy Rich is all that important as far as 
drumming is concerned. I think he’s had-whatever he 
was going to do he's already done. He’s been accepted 
and standardized and he’s part of the past. And then 
there’s some interesting so-called "rock” drummers. But I 
think what drumming is coming to now is lining up more to 
what we know to be standard percussion. It’s more that 
than what we used to call trap drumming or jazz drumm
ing, it’s all sort of evolving —or rather reverting —or com
ing up to the level of philharmonic percussion. I can see 
that kind of a trend. Drummers are beginning to be more 
intellectual in their approach.
V.W.: It’s no longer a case of being "just the drummer with 
the band”, is it?
E.J.: No, it's an essential part of the musical organization.
V.W.: Why do you think it took so long for people to take 
the drummer seriously rather than seeing him as just an

by
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Qinger Baker challenged Elvin Jones to a drum battle in 
the columns of the London Melody Maker, and the 

cynics sneered. When Elvin accepted, the result of the 
duel was already history as far as they were con
cerned — but was it really as one-sided as they predicted?

When the two maniacal drummers finally got together in 
front of a keen-eared audience, the British rocker proved 
that it’s not for nothing that he has been acclaimed for his 
rhythmic drive by most Africans who have heard him. 
Although his concept is simplicity itself compared to El
vin’s—or to that of Max Roach or Milford Graves, for that 
matter-his actual rhythmic feeling is much more intense 
than that of many of his jazz counterparts.

Of course nobody won the battle. Elvin is and always will 
be one of the heaviest drummers of all time and should, 
theoretically, be able to wipe out any whippersnapper of 
rock with one swipe of his mighty fist, yet working out side 
by side with Baker, they ended up like a well-drilled team 
playing just for the pure enjoyment of it. For all their 
respective braggadocio, Ginger and Elvin just had them
selves a good old-fashioned ball. Bearing their pure sim
plicity of approach in mind, I asked Jones to reiterate the 
role of the drummer.
E.J.: Primarily to keep time. Whether you think you are or 
not, always in one way or another, either consciously or 
subconsciously-or unconsciously-the drummer is keep
ing time, or implied time. Regardless of how abstract it 
may seem, if it’s analyzed to its fullest extent, it will be 
ultimately a very definite repetitious rhythm.
V.W.: Would you say you were the first person to change 
the time around?
14 □ down beat



instrumentalist sitting at the back of the stage making a 
noise?
E.J.: I think it was mainly just the assertion of the drum
mers themselves. It's not their fault so much as the fault of 
the educational system. The emphasis wasn’t there until 
drummers began to be stronger people. For example, one 
of the finest percussionists/drummers that I ever knew 
was a former trumpet player. He had a very bad accident, 
he got tuberculosis, couldn’t play trumpet any more, and 
he was a fine composer, and so he started to play drums. 
Now here was a man with beaucoup knowledge musically 
and this was many years ago. He was Denzil Best —you 
know, he played with George Shearing-and he was one 
of the first conversions, as you might say. Then of course, 
there’s Kenny Clarke. He started out as a pianist, and he 
just switched to drums.
V.W.: Don’t you think also, that in the West, people aren’t

very serious about drummers? They don’t have the kind of 
drum orientation that people have in, say, Africa.
E.J.: Well, that’s true. You know, drums in Africa-I’m sure 
the drum is part of and a very essential and indigenous 
part of the culture all over the country, each nation, and so 
the people don't put it down. It has some kind of status to 
be a drummer, and not only in Africa but in other parts of 
the world.
V.W.: Do you think that being a drummer here doesn’t 
have much status?
E.J.: Being a musician doesn’t have much status-here. I 
think that here you’d have more status if you're an au
tomobile mechanic or something like that.
V.W.: Why is this?
E.J.: As I said, it’s all in the system of education. The fine 
arts are more or less left to chance and this is the basic 

cause of a lot of these effects.
V.W.: It's a drag because people should really dig drums.
E.J.: I think so, too! (Strangely enough!) But I know when I 
was going to school that they didn’t even pass out music 
to the drum section. It was always ‘‘just watch the con
ductor” and when he waved, you’d play along with him. 
The bass drum was really the most essential part, that’s 
why school bands keep time and drummers like Baby 
Dodds —and Buddy Rich, Gene Krupa, Cozy Cole, Jo 
Jones, Davey Tough and guys like that —had a great in
fluence over the recognition of drums as a musical in
strument. People like Fred Weest —he was a drum major 
but people never heard of him - he was a great educator in 
the school systems of the Midwest. They did things that 
people right now are studying. If a young drummer wants 
to start to play, he’ll pick up a book, and the things that 
he’ll start to study are some of the methods that these 
people actually brought into the curriculum of study.
V.W.: Do you think, though, that Kenny Clarke and Max 
were the first people to really play a different kind of thing 
on the drums from what you’re talking about?
E.J.: Well recognizably, yes. They were the ones that got 
the recognition for it, but there were other people. Not that 
many, but I think the first was probably Chick Webb or to 
go back a little further, maybe Baby Dodds. He was ac
tually the first person who actually started using coordina
tion and things.
V.W.: What about Ed Blackwell and Billy Higgins-do you 
like their playing?
E.J.: I do, very much so. I think that they made —and are 
making —a very significant contribution. And Milford 
Graves, he’s another very interesting innovator, and there 
are a lot of people like that. Then there are a lot of rock 
drummers that are doing an awful lot, too. I was very 
impressed with Ginger Baker when I was in London, the 
way he did things not so much as what he was doing; it 
was just the way and the energy that he put into it. There’s 
quite a few fellows 'round there —Tony Oxley, I like him, 
and Daniel Humair. I hear people. Although I don’t know, 
I’m quite sure that there’s a beehive of activity going on in 
the world of percussion that will have a profound effect 
upon the music to come, to make it better, more sensitive. 
It’s possible.
V.W.: Yet the fact remains that Max Roach, Art Blakey and 
Buddy Rich apart, you are the only ‘‘name” drummer 
leading a group. Why don’t more drummers lead bands?
E.J.: Maybe they don’t want to! I don’t know, that’s a hard 
question —it’s not for me because I can't answer why 
anybody doesn’t lead a group, but I know that that's what I 
wanted to do, just like drums was what I wanted to play. So 
I’m doing it —I just put all my life into what I’m doing, so it’s 
not something new ...
V.W.: Have you always led your own group since you left 
Trane?
E.J.: I had a period with Duke Ellington, but since then, 
1966, I’ve had my own group. That record by the trio, 
Puttin’ It Together, sort of got it off the ground. I was 
stumbling around there for a while because we didn’t 
really start as a trio; it was a quintet. I had a piano, Billy 
Green, and Paul Chambers was playing bass for a while. 
We used to work the Five Spot on Monday night-1 dug 
that job out of Joe Termini-and it was very successful. It 
was like Monday nights at the Vanguard, only with three 
times as many people. We had a very big, nice crowd of 
people that were very interested and very kind to us at that 
time. There was an entirely new personality coming out on 
the music scene and I was really given a tremendous 
amount of support from the people here in New York and 
that was encouraging. It really encouraged me to keep 
on-other than the fact that I had to pay my rent, support 
myself and whatnot-but it was, and still is, very encour
aging to me. <Jb
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11 is awareness of the contributions of 

"the artist to society and his under
standing of the realities of his own ex
perience and its relationship to music, 
history and culture have determined the 
evolution of Max Roach from famous 
percussion innovator to complete artist.

Possessing the multiple talents of mas
ter percussionist, band leader, composer, 
arranger, choreographer and educator, 
Roach is involved in realizing the full 
potentials of these varied but related pur
suits.

“Black music,” he explains, “has al
ways played a great part in tracing the 
history of our existence in this hemi
sphere. My activities have given me di
rection and have substantiated what 1 
felt about some of the things I'd already 
been involved in.”

During the past year, Roach vigor
ously resumed activity as a player and 
leader, performing with his small group 
(ranging from quartet to sextet) in the U. 
S. and overseas. On his new Atlantic LP, 
Lift Every Voice and Sing, his sextet 
combines with the 22-member J. C. 
White Gospel Singers in a program in
tegrating spirituals and gospel songs with 
instrumental Afro-American improvisa
tional music.

Roach arranged all the music, and the 
ovations at two recent concert perform
ances in New York City demonstrated 
the success he achieved in blending the 
various elements involved.

The title of the album is derived from a 
famous poem by James Weldon Johnson, 
originally written for school children in 
Jackson, Miss. It became known as the 
Negro National Anthem during the 
black cultural renaissance of the 1920. 
The liner notes consist of another John
son poem O Black and Unknown Bards, 
a re-evaluation of the spirtuals which 
many Afro-Americans had rejected.

In his imaginative approach to the mu
sic, Roach, who like so many 
Afro-American musicians and singers 
grew up with a church background, has 
himself re-evaluated the spirituals and 
their historic and cultural importance. 
This indicates a musical direction con
trasting with that taken by those in
strumentalist-composers who have 
turned to rock for inspiration.

Roach has also been active on other 
fronts. “I was doing other things besides 
working in clubs and going on tours 
whenever they were available,” he says. 
“I lectured on the history of black music 
at colleges —Yale, the University of 
Pittsburgh, Kalamazoo College, Nassau 
Community College. Many students 
were surprised to learn where the music 
really came from; how certain styles de
veloped and who was responsible.

"With good musicians teaching on the 
campuses, such as Nathan Davis, David 
Baker, etc., the transfer of knowledge 
about the music will have to go in anoth
er direction. There aren't many clubs or 
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other performing places where a young 
musician can get all kinds of experience 
as he can on a campus, working with big 
bands and getting the history together.

“More Black Music courses such as 
now exist at Wesleyan and Berkeley and 
several other universities and in some of 
the colleges right here in Manhattan are 
needed. In Harlem, we are exploring 
new methods of teaching at the Harlem 
Music Center."

Roach, of course, is passing down the 
tradition and awareness he acquired 
from Lester Young, Charlie Parker and 
other giants in other, more direct ways. 
His present quartet includes trumpeter 
Cecil Bridgewater, tenor saxist-flutist 
Billy Harper and bassist Reggie Work
man. fine young players to whom he is a 
respected guiding force. A partial list of 
other gifted players who spent formative 
periods with Roach would have to in
clude Freddie Hubbard, Charles Toll
iver, Gary Bartz, James Spaulding, Stan
ley Cowell, Alex Blake and the late 
Booker Little.

Of the men he himself learned from, 
Roach says:

“They were great creators, and they 
were individuals who personified the art-
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ist. It is better to be a good musician than 
to be a great instrumentalist, and it is 
even better to be an artist than to be a 
good musician. Bird and Pres could 
make people laugh and cry with their 
music; this is what they were and this is 
who they were and this is what they gave 
to us who were young at that time 
and were with them.

“It was just a world of total educa
tion—musically, spiritually, and philo
sophically. For instance, Lester Young 
had a way of saying goodnight to you. 
We would say, 'Goodnight, Pres,’ be
cause he was the President, and he 
would say something like ‘Don’t 
stumble, you might fall and hurt your
self.’ He had different ways of telling you 
things that would help you along the 
way, as well as helping you with what 
you did musically. Charlie Parker, from 
the time he came through New York 
with the Jay McShann Band, was always 
astounding to me.

“One of the important things about 
those people is that in our music we learn 
from each other, from mouth to mouth. 
You didn't learn it in conservatories and 
universities; it was passed down to you 
by watching the man. not just as a musi

cian, but as a human being. Theirs was 
the style of a man who'd let you know 
that he was interested in everything.”

What of Roach's association with the 
legendary Clifford Brown?

“Clifford Brown was a most dedicated 
man. The group I had with him started in 
California. I was working out there, and 
Gene Norman approached me with 
‘Why don’t you form a band?’ So I came 
to New York and got Brownie and we 
returned to California. Brownie was cer
tainly gifted. He played not only trumpet 
but also piano, and he was a great com
poser.”

Throughout the years following 
Brownie’s tragic loss, Roach’s unique 
drum style has propelled notable musi
cians of different eras and backgrounds, 
always inspiringly. He has also per
formed with the Boston, Chicago, Mon
terey and Kalamazoo Symphony Or
chestras, and the varied knowledge gath
ered from different Helds has fertilized 
his own progress.

His involvement with new drum tech
niques as well as human values, 
socio-political ideas, and his cultural 
heritage has been documented on his 
recordings throughout the '60s: Per
cussion Bitter Sweet: We Insist: Free
dom Now Suite; Drums Unlimited, and 
Members, Don’t Get Weary.

About the concept of "free time” 
drumming, Roach has this to say:

“I've done a lot of free time drumm
ing, as on Members, Don’t Get Weary, 
and on the recent album there’s no time 
on Motherless Child or Troubled Wa
ters. But time is always prevalent, 
whether you play in 4/4 or in a mixed 
meter or in what is called rubato. Time is 
still in. 1 keep time in all kinds of ways. I 
think that meters, chordal structures and 
melodies are tools that should be used to 
create some kind of expression. If you 
want to make your point by creating a 
feeling, then that feeling would deter
mine whether you'd play in time or not. 
As long as the point is made ....”

Roach also commented on the so
cio-political references evident on Free
dom Now Suite (which was adapted for 
film by the Italian Gianni Amici, winning 
1st Prize at the 18th International Festi
val of Film in Locarno).

“It sneaked into South Africa until 
they heard the words Oscar Brown, Jr. 
had put to it. Then it was barred. Now, 
it’s off the market and you can’t buy it 
anyplace but in Japan. We started the 
work in 1960, for the centennial celebra
tion of the Emancipation Proclamation, 
and the suite was only a section of a 
larger work we had developed. We never 
finished it, because Oscar and I both 
realized that we weren't free. There we 
were, talking of celebrating 100 years of 
freedom and we weren't free ... so the 
work stopped of itself."

Roach's observations about the Suite 
dovetail with his constant awareness of 



the unethical changes practiced on musi
cians. The industry, he feels, fails to pro
mote the music. Instead, “club owners, 
agents, promoters have provided only 
bad contracts, low salaries, inferior 
working conditions, and cultural dis
crimination.”

Cultural discrimination from writers, 
anthropologists, musicologists, etc. he 
interprets from the standpoint that “most 
of the things we’ve had we have never 
named ourselves. Our music suffers be
cause of this. The creators have never 
accepted the word jazz, just as we have 
never really named it ourselves. We have 
always allowed somebody else that privi
lege, for many sociological reasons, and 
to protect ourselves.

“For myself, personally. I’d prefer to 
say that the music is the culture of Afri
can people who have been dispersed 
throughout North America. This may be 
a long title, but that’s what 1 would call 
it.”

In keeping with this is his opinion of 
such terminology as “the New Jazz,” or 
just “New Music”:

“The reason why it’s categorized is 
mainly commercial. The music of Sun 
Ra or Cecil Taylor is placed in an objec
tive category which means it is avant 
garde and separates them from the mass. 
It’s like saying ‘This is a I960 car and 
this is a 1972 car’, the implication being 
that the 1972 car is the better —but it’s 
still a car. I think that Cecil Taylor and 
Sun Ra are innovators, though, because 
they have brought new things to the mu
sic.

“But for some reason, the mass of 
people has accepted dance music, to a 
large degree. Nothing wrong with that, 
but now you have to sit down and think 
out exactly where everything is, and if 
it’s going to take you away from what 
you’re really involved in. When I think 
about ‘the New Music’ and analyze 

it —including the music of B.B. 
King —it's all together, from one end of 
the spectrum to the other. It's all black 
music.”

For Roach, the relationship of black 
music to other aspects of black art is best 
realized through the theater. Recently, 
he has been conducting rehearsals for 
two plays in his capacity of musical di
rector for the Negro Ensemble Com
pany, but he has worked in this medium 
in the past. His musical show Another 
Valley, which he producted, directed and 
choreographed in the '60s, was hailed by 
the New York Herald Tribune as a pro
duction indicating a new direction for 
jazz. (“While some jazz musicians flirt 
with the symphony, others think in terms 
of an African heritage ....”)

In the related area of film. Roach has 
scored the music for Black Sun (Nikatsu 
Studios, Japan) and Trail of Tears (NET 
Productions).

Currently he is writing another music
al, in which the action will be dramatized 
through percussive accompaniment, and 
as a lecturer in choreography to graduate 
students at New York University, he has 
been devising ballets based on such per
cussion pieces as his A Love Silent and 
Attacks to Attica, pointing up the feeling 
and significance of the music through 
dance expression.

Attacks to Attica is also being per
formed by a percussion ensemble con
ceived by Roach called M’Boom Re: 
Percussion. It consists of Roy Brooks, 
Joe Chambers. Omar Clay. Warren 
Smith. Freddie Waits, and Roach.

At a recent rehearsal in downtown 
Manhattan, the group's workshop was 
strewn with trap sets, tympani, tambour
ines, bells, congas, xylophones, ma
rimbas—all manner of percussion in
struments.

‘‘The basis of M’Boom," Roach ex
plained, ‘‘is that it utilizes mallet in

struments and every kind of percussive 
instrument. We lean heavily on in
struments from the Third World. What 
we’re coming up with is totally new and 
fresh. It not only involves powerful and 
innovative rhythmic aspects, but also 
moves into new melodic and harmonic 
variations. Everybody in the group 
writes.”

Warren Smith's effective and unusual 
role in Tony Williams' Lifetime has al
ready demonstrated some of the validity 
of M'Boom's involvement with the total 
usage and meaning of percussive music 
and its investigation of new roles for the 
percussionist.

Aside from functioning as a workshop 
collective, M’Boom has given perform
ances at colleges (Adelphi. Swarthmore, 
Dartmouth), also conducting clinics.

At the rehearsal, the group went 
through the “battle” section of Roach’s 
Attucks to Attica, which began with 
wall-thumping sounds realized on tym
pani. Assimilated pan-African rhythms 
were then superimposed as the players 
switched instruments, Max himself mov
ing from trap set to xylophone to congas. 
Battle cries were heard from the en
semble, characterizing the work’s theme: 
The struggle for liberation, and its mar
tyrs from Crispus Attucks to the men of 
Attica.

Such themes have often been com
memorated in Roach’s music. Most of 
the selections on Lift Every Voice and 
Sing are dedicated to figures like Martin 
Luther King. Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, 
Patrice Lumumba and Paul Robeson. 
“These men.” Roach explains, “gave of 
themselves for the sake of humanity.”

Throughout his career, the name of 
Max Roach has been synonymous with 
progressive ideals. Many have benefit
ed from his knowledge and dedication. 
Inspired by thoughts of the future, his 
evolution continues. db
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1.1 y first exposure to John Von Ohlen is 
iT1still a vivid memory. On a hot Septem
ber night in 1967 at Chicago's now-defunct 
Plugged Nickel, he virtually lifted the 
Woody Herman Herd off the bandstand 
with his slashing, straight-ahead big band 
drumming.

After the first set, a bystander ap
proached Cecil Payne, then the band's 
baritone saxophonist, and asked him to 
account for the band's fire, drive and 
swing.

Cecil chuckled. Then, he stabbed a fin
gerai the man's lapel. Then he said: “Man, 
if you want to get a big band rollin', you've 
got to have John Von Ohlen.”

Cecil's words, as accurate as they were 
poetic, are still good today. Since May of 
1970 John Von Ohlen has, perhaps more 
than any other single factor, helped propel 
the Stan Kenton Orchestra to amazing new 
heights. And in unique fashion. Although 
he's the most powerful big band drummer 
I've ever heard, in many ways he’s also the 
swingingest and most sensitive. He prods, 
stomps, cajoles, impales, dances and ex
plodes—and all with phenomenal control, 
strength and feeling. He's the most elec
trifying big band percussionist since Buddy 
Rich debuted nearly 35 years ago.

Self taught on drums all the way, Von 
Ohlen’s musical background started with 
piano at 4 and continued at 10 with trom
bone. It wasn’t until 17 that he took up 
drums.

He took them up in a big way, though —to 
the exclusion of virtually everything else.

“When I first started playing I was so 
turned on that I played literally all day. My 
parents didn’t learn this until later, but I cut 
school for about two weeks straight. And 
I’d get on that drum set about 8:30 in the 
morning and wouldn’t get off until my folks 
came home at night. I was playing along 
with records the whole time.There was a 
six-month period there when I played with 
records constantly.”

After a short but unproductive stint at 
North Texas State ("school and me just 
didn't get along") following high school 
graduation in I960, John went on the road, 
on trombone, with a unique band based in 
Florida. Backed by a wealthy aficionado, 
Leo Andrews, the band didn't work much 
but got paid for much rehearsal and even 
made a record. One of his fellow sidemen 
was Joe Riggs, former Harry James lead 
altoist now based in Las Vegas.

Then it was on to Ralph Marterie-his 
first drum gig. There was also an inter
esting record date with Don Jacoby's Col
lege All Stars ("dumb charts, but the 
band —with Dee and Willie Barton, Keith 
Jarrett, Gary Slavo and Carl Saun- 
ders-really got it on").

After Marterie, John did six months 
with Warren Covington's Tommy Dorsey 
ghost crew (“good band; Don Sebesky 
charts and it was fun"), four days subbing 
for Dee Barton on Stan’s band (the mello- 
phonium outfit), two years in Army bands, 
and then, upon discharge, nine months 
with Billy Maxted’s swinging little Manhat
tan Jazz Band.

"I loved it and it was a drag to leave 
because we were just getting the thing 
rolling good when Woody called out of thè 
blue. This was one of the biggest crises of 
my life. Here I was with a band where every
body got along so well and Maxted’s such a 
beautiful leader. But I had to go with 
Woody. It was a beautiful jump for some
one like me who loved big band jazz and 
you don’t get that call every day. It really 
tore me apart to tell Maxted I had to leave.’’

John's first night with Woody was an 
auspicious one in an inauspicious place —a 
Moline. III. night club.
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“It was a beautiful first night; couldn't 
have been better. In fact, I think I played the 
band better the first night than I did the 
whole rest of the time. Cecil Payne came on 
the same night I did.

"We literally had a brand new band just 
about every week, especially in the jazz 
chairs. It was a crazy turnover but you 
know —at the time that's where it was at. I 
dig having a band together all the time, 
there’s no doubt about that. That’s really 
where it is. But at that time it seemed like 
every guy that came on was hot. I just 
couldn’t believe the players that came 
through there. Every week some guy would 
come on and he was just heavy. Then he’d 
leave and someone would come on who 
would turn you right around. When Al Dai
ley was on, it was out of it. There wasn't a 
one of 'em that was a dog-not a high 
school player in the bunch. Joe Alexander! 
The night he came on he just burned me off 
the stand. I didn’tthink I could keep up with 
him.”

John left Woody in the summer of 1968. 
He was tired of the road and the other side 
of the fence-being able to get off by him
self, at his own pace — looked good.

“I guess mentally it was time for me to 
leave the band and get off by myself. 
Woody was beautiful about it, too, he really 
was. Because he nurtured me along for a 
year and I finally started coming along, you 
know, and then I gave my notice. But he 
was nice about it. So I went back to In
dianapolis and played summer shows.

Then came an entirely different 
bag-touring with the Holiday on Ice Show 
(“a beautiful gig, just wonderful."). Then 
back to Indianapolis and some hanging out 
in San Francisco.

“I didn t seem to have any direction at all 
when I left Woody," John recalls, “but 
when I was with him, I definitely did. I was 
going to be a studio musician in L.A. You 
know, 'If I go with Woody, I can write my 
own ticket’-that kind of thinking, which I 
no longer have. When I left Woody, all that 
broke. I didn't have that any more, because 
I split early. I was going to stay with him for 
two years. So I just sort of wandered. Went 
with John Gary for a little while; just taking 
gigs and knocking around. Then I got a pad 
out in the woods near Indianapolis-by a 
lake, by myself-which I had always wanted 
to do."

From the sylvan environs of Indianapolis 
we follow our hero to India, where he jour
neyed with a travel-study group that went 
around the world. He split in the fall of 1969 
and returned in January of '70, and in be
tween discovered what he was looking for.

“When I got over to the Orient, that’s 
finally when I saw things in a good light. I 
was completely away from drums-no mu
sic-just traveling around and digging ev
erything. And I started to see what my 
mainstream actually was. The problem be
fore was that when I was out with bands, it 
was a selfish thing. I felt like I was doing it 
for my credits to go to L.A. But when I got 
away from the whole scene I started to 
realize that what I really loved basically was 
bringing good music to people. That may 
sound virtuous, but I dig seeing people out 
there digging that music. So I decided to 
come back and get into it. And when I did I 
had a lot more fire. The studio scene just 
didn't intrigue me any more. To me, 75 per 
cent of what those guys are playing is a 
drag. When I joined Stan (May 1970; "I was 
lucky to get the gig”) we went to small 
towns and I got to see those people light up 
when we were playing. That's a hell of a lot 
more thrilling than saying, ‘Well, at 11 
o'clock I've got MGM .. I just can't make 
that scene at all."

With Kenton not. only did John's style 

come into its own but in the process he 
found himself caught up in the Kenton re
surgence, brought about largely by Stan's 
never-ending vision of the musical poten
tial of the big band idiom and by the en
thusiasm of what could well be the most 
close-knit and dedicated big band ever.

This forum now gives John the opportun
ity to answer the question he's most often 
asked: What's the main difference in play
ing drums for the two bands —Woody’s and 
Stan’s?

“For me, the dimension of Stan’s band is 
much broader. There’s much more top and 
much more bottom. In all of the bands I've 
been on, not just Woody's, it's seemed that 
the scope was only so much. But with Stan, 
there are times —maybe you don’t notice it 
so much out front-but back in the band it 
seems like there’s no bottom to that chord. 
It’s like a bottomless lake. So those big 
cymbals, things like that —you need them 
in Stan’s band. Whereas with Woody it was 
more just swinging; a roaring, rolling 
swinging thing.”

As far as playing satisfaction is con
cerned?

"I don't know. When I was with Woody, it 
was kind of a training ground for 
me-blowino that hard. That's hard blow
ing. I don’t envy the drummer with that 
band-you’ve got to blow. He's got a bitch 
now, Joe LaBarbera. But my personal thing 
is Stan's band-always has been. I like that 
dimension. I don't have to hold back as far 
as volume is concerned. I let it all hang out. 
Completely. There are dynamics, of course, 
but when the time comes, I can let it all go 
with Stan. And I've never been able to do 
that on any other gig-except at times with 
Woody, but the dimension wasn’t the same. 
I listen to Buddy's band and Woody’s band: 
I can see the bottom and I can see the top. 
But with Stan sometimes there really isn’t 
any. It’s a whole universe sometimes. 
Really broad. I can get excited with Stan's 
band with just one chord. With Woody, I 
think it’s more of a rhythm band.”

“Woody taught me one thing I’ll never 
forget-get your nose out of that chart. He 
says drum charts are guides to insanity. 
Especially in his band —it's a loose-type 
thing; you get the gist of it and you just go. 
If you run over a break, so what? The main 
thing is to get that energy going. Most of 
the time when I do read I’ll read off a 
trumpet part. I don’t trust drum parts. I just 
don't even read ’em. If I can set up next to a 
horn player I’ll read his part. That’s the best 
way because the figures are right there. 
The line goes up and down and I can tell 
where it's going...if he’s going up to a high 
G I know it’s going to be pretty strong. But 
on a drum part, it's just a static line of notes 
and I don’t know what’s happening musi
cally from that.

"But Stan and Woody, they’ve got that 
hot magic; some intuitive instincts about 
the right thing to do, from hiring musicians 
to how they get that sound going in the 
band. It's unbelievable. Like Woody —we 
had those funky blues charts. When I was 
on we were just playing blues most of the 
time and when I first came on I used to 
wonder how he gets the band to sounding 
like it does. He didn't do anything you 
could really put your finger on ... he was 
just himself. And finally after a while the 
band just started getting that sound of 
Woody Herman. And I was playing like that. 
I didn't play like that before! He didn't tell 
me how to play that way. It just happened, 
and it’s his sound. And I got with Stan and 
all of a sudden I sound like Stan Le
vey—that kind of sound. Without trying to. 
It's just that subconscious communication 
with the leaders."

For much of the spring and summer of



1971 Stan was laid up with an illness and 
the Kentonites really learned about the 
phenomenon of leadership.

"You’ve got to have him up front, we sure 
found that out. He’s got to be there. We 
thought we were playing loud and killing 
ourselves when he was gone. We had got
ten ‘used’ to not having him around and 
were starting to get lazy; pulling up easier 
charts. But when he came back, boy, he 
had us blowing so loud we couldn’t believe 
it. There are times, like on the Macumba 
Suite, where I feel the world’s coming to an 
end. This is probably the strongest band 
he’s had. There’s nothing in the business 
like it. That’s because Stan’s a tower of 
strength. He propels the whole thing and 
his values are straight. He does everything 
honestly. Woody's the same. I look at your 
Hall of Fame and I say 'Where’s Woody?’ 
Doesn’t make sense!"

What does make sense is John Von Oh- 
len’s first rule of drumming —Let it all hang 
out.

"You’ve got to let the limbs fly-let 'em 
go just like rubber. Young drummers don’t 
get into the meat of the drums enough. 
They seem to be afraid of them. Especially 
tne bass drum—they’re afraid of it. You've 
got to stand on that thing sometimes and 
they won’t do it. It seems like when they get 
with a rock group they just really get it on. 
Then they go to stage band rehearsal and 
they take an academic approach to the 
drums. No good. You've got to get in there 
tooth and nail just like you do with a rock 
band. Let those limbs fly.”

John’s theories of drumming, culled 
from much woodshedding and intense lis
tening to his all-time favorite, Mel Lewis, 
run parallel to his solo conception.

"A tune starts, and from the very first 
note to the end of the tune, to me there's a 
line all the way-an unbroken line. So a 
drummer just comes out of the tune and 
keeps it going. So if I’m doing a solo and 
concentrating on the cymbals I'm following 
along that line. It's like a humming thing, 
inside, and you’re on that line and when it's 
time for your solo it’s not like that band has 
played and it’s time for your solo so you 
play all your licks. It’s not that kind of thing. 
It's just a feeling, maybe building, bringing 
it down, or even stopping —but that line is 
still going. It's part and parcel of the chart 
and moves right along with it. In my solos I 
like sound, not tricks— I can’t get into any 
of that. I’ve found that the most exciting 
solos are the ones that keep the line going.

"The thing about the line concept, which 
many cats prefer, is that it's hard to hold it. 
You have to concentrate. For some guys 
it’s easy. Mel Lewis is unbelievable. I don’t 
think he’s broken a line all his life. He’s just 
perfect; he’s beyond me.”

John views the line as the core with the 
sounds of the band emanating off of 
it — like hailstones bouncing off a sidewalk. 
It all relates to what he calls "now 
rhythm”-not last night's-but tonight’s 
rhythm. He governs his fills accordingly.

“I play the same ones a lot of times but 
they still feel good and they’re still exciting. 
As long as they have that, crazy. As soon as 
they start losing their effectiveness then I 
have to change them. When it starts losing 
that magic it’s not good. But the ideal way 
is that if you let your limbs fly they usually 
come up with something different all the 
time. It’s funny."

And what does it take to get one's limbs 
in that kind of shape? First, John says, you 
have to trust them. It's a new language 
called feeling. That's all it amounts to.

"Experienced drummers have found that 
they've got a feeling inside them that they'll 
follow through with. You've got to follow 
those feelings and trust yourself. If it’s 
wrong-and there isn't any wrong, I don't 

believe—you'll find that that feeling didn't 
work so well. So the next time you get that 
feeling you'll know what it leads to. That's 
kind of what happens. Then you’ll find dee
per feelings that are really genuine and 
after a while you can kind of tell when 
you’re in a really good one and you can 
follow that. Sometimes one will hit me for 
no reason but I'll know I’m there. And I iust 
follow that line. It doesn't matter what I play 
as long as I stay with that feeling inside me.

"It's probably best not to analyze it too 
much. But we do a lot of clinics and these 
kids want to know what goes on in your 
head while you’re playing. It's interesting to 
try to discover what it is and still not lose it. 
I hate to say a guy is born with it but you 
see so many people that that seems to 
apply to. Like Mel Lewis. I've listened to his 
earliest stuff and it was there. That line was 
there and it always has been. You don’t 
learn that. He’s able to tap into that thing all 
the time-and it's simple, perfectly simple. I 
think when you talk about different musi
cians we're just talking about different lev
els. Some, like Mel, have attained more. All 
of us once in a while go to the top level, 
maybe once in a great while you go all the 
way up there, and you come back and you 
know it was hot. But the frustration is get
ting it again. There were nights with Woody 
when I’d really have a great night and then 
three months would pass-nothing! Really 
that long. It can be perfectly acceptable 
and sound great but that magic isn’t there. 
As you’re into playing, you find that the 
magic is all you care about after awhile. 
That’s what you want to find and when you 
get it you want to hold onto it. The rest is 
just groping for the magic.”

But still the basic things is playing time. 
John just tries to get the time feeling good, 
and he'll get free once in awhile with a 
soloist-"just break it and start playing 
with him. Mainly it gets back to letting your 
four limbs go. They usually come up with 
the right answer as long as you don’t im
pose too much on yourself from your head. 
You might think a great improviser is think

ing of this or that when he’s blowing. But 
usually he’s not-he's just letting it go. And 
that way it’s not a lie. Developing as a 
musician is really just getting into the now. 
What's now going to be. And the next now 
is different."

Von Ohlen’s gig is unique in another 
respect. He's the only full-time big-name 
band drummer working with a conga play
er. His interplay with Ramon Lopez has 
been remarkable, especially when you con
sider that they don’t rehearse together or 
have any real "game plan”. But, somehow, 
they seem to be able to generate a Freddy 
Green-(fill in your favorite Basie drummer) 
kind of rhythmic wave that can serve a big 
band in so many ways.

"Ramon’s got that good beat, that good 
feel, and he's always inspiring to me. He 
helps me all the time. The only time it gets 
funny is on swing things —especially a slow
er swing. On a fast swing it almost goes 
into straight eighths anyhow, so it’s all 
right. But on a slow swing it’s definitely a 
triplet feel. So we’ve found that he has to 
keep a basic simple beat and nothing else. 
Otherwise it gets in the way. But he doesn’t 
notice that, I’ve found. In other words, 
somebody like Ramon will hear Latin 
rhythms the way we play them —like the 
guys back there are playing shakers and 
things and it sounds crazy to us, but Ra
mon can't stand it. He says, ’Oooh, it’s 
wrong!' But that's the way he was brought- 
up. But with me, I like a loose jazz feel, so 
when Ramon plays congas sometimes that 
puts a definite thing right there (snaps fin
gers) and it’s hard to get loose. So then I 
start wigging out and he can't understand 
it. But generally we have few problems. 
You respect the other guy’s ability and let 
him work things out. But the main thing we 
try for is to get some spontaneity aoinq. 
You can’t rehearse that."

Working within the rhythm section, 
John’s concepts still hold.

“It just happens,” he says. "The limbs 
will come up with the right answer, more 
than if you think about it. I know Ramon 
does that. He lets 'em fly, and he's got 
perfect time. So we all let it fly and hope it'll 
come together. Then when you finally get 
into the realm of music, when it starts get
ting loose, then you can work with each 
other. The basic secret is that you're by 
yourself. I don't follow the bass player and 
he doesn’t follow me. It's a paradox be
cause you work independently yet togeth
er.

"It’s really hard to talk about. We've 
found at clinics you say one thing but you 
find another’s true. The opposite is just as 
true. It’s such an elusive thing, time and 
rhythm. I’ve been doing it for 10 years and 
still, as far as set concepts are concerned, I 
just can’t give you any."

John does have some solid advice for 
young drummers, which he freely dis
penses at the famous Kenton clinics.

"First of all. get a drum set, not a practice 
pad. Then play records. Then you're into it. 
You're into big bands right now! You've got 
beautiful stereo sound, you’re playing with 
those bands —it’s literally just like playing 
with them. You know what it's like to play 
time and you're playing with the best 
groups. The enthusiasm is there; you get 
turned on from the record. If you play a fill 
that didn't make it, put the needle back. 
There's a hundred things you can get into 
with books, but I swear there’s nothing like 
records. That’s it. I tell the kids, 'You’ve got 
this medium of records, tapes and ear
phones—use them.’

"Then the real study is working up tha’ 
enthusiasm for each gig. I tell the kids to 
remember two things: When you sit down 
to play, play the best you can and get that

Continued on page 36
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Zahir Batin (a.k.a. Michael Shepherd) is a 
name that has been cropping up with some 

regularity in the New York Ad Lih and Pot
pourri columns of this magazine. This reflects 
the young drummer’s active schedule. 
Though he hasn't yet had the lucky break all 
musicians wait for. he's always out there 
plugging away.
He was born in Baltimore on June 20. 1944. 
An uncle who played guitar and bass is. he 
says, “responsible for me playing.” Though 
he started drums at 9. his musical activities 
took a back seat to baseball for some years. 
He had some basic musical training in high 
school, started to play around Baltimore in 
1963, and came to New York two years later, 
getting his first gig with Sun Ra at Slugs'. 
(“He gave me a lot of pointers about different 
forms and types of music, and dynamics.") 
He also learned from Marshall Allen, "and 
Clifford Jarvis taught me a lot."
Among his more unusual early gigs in the 
city was a Christmas party in the mayor’s 
office at City Hall, with Ted Curson, Ron 
Burton, and Ronnie Boykins. Batin went to 
Juilliard and studied with Morris Goldberg for 
two years, continuing to gig around town. He 
also lived and worked in New Jersey for a 
spell, becoming down heat’s correspondent for 
that area.
He has worked with Buddy Terry, Johnny 
Hammond, Larry Young, guitarist John Fer
guson, Jaki Byard ("A genius"), Joe Lee Wil
son. Leon Thomas (with whom he appeared 
on TV), Archie Shepp and many others, cov
ering a broad spectrum of the music. A 
frequent associate has been bassist Hakim 
Jami, and Kiane Ziwadi is another musician 
with whom he’s often worked. When the op
portunity arises, he leads his own Notorious 
Ensemble.
Batin’s favorite drummers are Roy Haynes 
and Philly Joe Jones. "Roy Haynes is about 
the most perfect drummer I've heard,” he 
says. He also likes Tony Williams. “When I 
left Baltimore, I had no idea I’d meet all these 
famous drummers and get to know them and 
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DIFFERENT

Jual Curtis

have them show me things,” he says.
But other things about New York are not so 
nice. “I’d advise any young musician who 
wants to come here to have some money in 
his pocket, a few good contacts, and to keep 
his mouth shut and his eyes and ears open,” 
he says wryly.
What Batin wants more than anything now 
is a chance for a record date. He’s got some 
music together, and feels he’s ready. But he 
knows there's still a lot to be done. “There's 
so much you can learn." he says. “Never turn 
down a musical statement from anyone. Mu
sic is endless." That's a good outlook.
Almost the first thing Jual Curtis did when he 
came back to the States recently was to go to 
the Avedis Zildjian factory and get some cym
bals. The Texas-born drummer (Houston. 
Jan. 17. 1935) believes in taking care of busi
ness, on and off the bandstand.
Since January of last year, Curtis has made 
Copenhagen, Denmark his base of oper
ations. What began as a vacation turned into a 
more or less permanent arrangement.
Curtis has been house drummer at the Mon
tmartre. Scandinavia's leading jazz empo
rium. and at Tagskaegget in Aarhus, Den
mark's second-largest city. Here, he has back
ed such greats as Dexter Gordon. Ben Web
ster. Johnny Griffin. Benny Carter. Lee Kon
itz and Brew Moore.
He has also toured with Dexter (most 
recently in Sweden with a band co-starring 
Benny Bailey), and gone as far afield as Ljubl- 
jiana, Yugoslavia, where he worked with 
trombonist Richard Boone, another Copen
hagener by choice.
Curtis' musical involvement started with sing
ing. but when his voice changed, he began to 
look for an instrument and settled on drums.

DRUMMERS

Buzzy Drootin

He began to play professionally at 16 with 
r&b groups, then joined Al Grey’s combo 
from 1953-55, returned home to work with 
Joe Turner. Percy Mayfield and others, then 
moved to Los Angeles where he met and 
studied with Frank Butler, (“A unique musi
cian: we spent hours studying, but it was 
mainly Frank who taught and 1 who 
learned.’’) The association with Dexter start
ed here, and others Curtis met and played 
with included Eric Dolphy, Harold Land, 
Carl Perkins and Ornette Coleman. Back to 
Houston for a while, where he formed a group 
with tenorist Don Wilkerson, then to the road 
with Dakota Staton (in a quartet with Jerry 
Coker), and finally to New York.
“No matter how well you’ve played before, 
when you come to New York, it sounds dif
ferent." he says. There were many gigs with 
many different kinds of players, but all “musi
cally inspiring” to the drummer. Mingus, 
Coleman Hawkins, Grant Green, Jackie 
McLean. Dinah Washington, Illinois Jacquet, 
Hank Crawford were just a few he worked 
with.
Here primarily to visit relatives in Houston. 
Curtis hopes in the future to be able to spend 
10 months of each year in Europe and the two 
remaining months in New York, “so as to not 
lag behind." Recently, he has taken up xylo
phone and practices a couple of hours each 
day with Dexter, who has begun to play flute. 
“I'm trying to stay on top of it," he says.

Continued on page 38
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Records are reviewed by Chris Albertson. Mike Bourne, Bill Cole, Alan Heineman, Wayne Jones, 
Larry Kart, Joe H. Klee. Michael Levin. John Litweiler, Terry Martin, John McDonough, Dan 
Morgenstern, Don Nelsen, Bob Porter. Doug Ramsey, Larry Ridley. Harvey Siders. Will Smith, 
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Ratings are: ★★★★★ excellent, ★★★ ★very good, ★★ ★good, ★★ fair, ★ poor.

Most recordings reviewed are available for purchase through the down beat/RECORD CLUB. 
(For membership information see details elsewhere in this issue or write to

down beat/RECORD CLUB, 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606)

PAUL BLEY____________________
THE PAUL BLEY SYNTHESIZER SHOW- 

Milestone MSP 9033: Mr. Joy; The Archangel; 
Nothing Ever Was, Anyway; Gary; Snakes; Parks; 
Circles.

Personnel: Bley, acoustic piano (tracks 4.7). 
ARP Synthesizer and RMI electric piano (all other 
tracks); Dick Youngstein (tracks 2, 6. 7) or Glenn 
Moore (tracks, 1, 4, opening chorus of 3) or Frank 
Tusa (track 5 and balance of 3), bass; Steve Haas 
(tracks 1. 2, 3 (opening chorus), 4, 6, 7) or Bobby 
Moses (track 5 and balance of 3). drums.

Rating: ★ ★★

Herewith an album which tries to use the 
synthesizer as a truly musical improvising 
instrument. Contrary to the notes. Dick Hy
man, among others, has tried this before, and 
of course there is a basic problem;

The synthesizer is not an unclumsy in
strument. It can be set for one single voicing 
on one single melodic line and has to be reset 
to acquire another voicing.

Additionally, as opposed to acoustic in
struments and even some of the electrified 
versions, it has a totally constant sound; vibr
atos, decay envelopes and all the other ele
ments of tone and touch which distinguish 
individual artists are absent.

Therefore, whereas you can immediately 
spot the tone and attack of an individual musi
cian on other instruments, on synthesizer one 
can rely only on the stream of ideas.

This means that one of the large elements of 
variability open to jazz previously in terms of 
emotional statement is cut off.

This is not to deny the use of the synthesi
zer per se in jazz, but merely to point out that 
it is cumbersome and does have limitations 
(though of course all sorts of other options) in 
the areas of what we have traditionally 
thought were emotional expression.

Bley thinks about what he is doing and 
makes it credible. However, the test of what 
he is trying to do emerges in the comparison 
of (¡ary -and Circles to the other tracks, since 
here Bley is playing acoustic piano, on the 
others synthesizer combined with electric pi
ano.

There is no clearcut victory for his efforts 
on synthesizer, since what emerges is most 
often not too much more than an electrified 
piano line. True, on Joy and at the close in 
Archangel in the duct between bass and pip
ping synthesizer, for example, there are ele
ments not available to a piano. The latter 
includes another passage which is highly or- 
ganistic in tonal quality and construction. 
Nothing too has elements which contain a 
tonal flexibility unique to the snythesizer. 
However, at this point they impress more as a 
pastiche of tonal quality than a developed jazz 
conception as such.

Snakes again falls more into the organ bag, 
including some elements which William Al
bright has used in his own organ works. 
Parks, set in a swinging four, finds Bley play
ing a rcedily voiced single-line solo which 
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works well, modifying it as he goes into a 
more slurred oscillator-keyed tone. It works; 
the ideas are good and he plays superbly-but 
the contribution of the synthesizer, save for 
some guitar-like pedal shadings, is not that 
distinctive.

Bley is on his way to something with this 
album. He is trying to find a personal way to 
make the synthesizer respond to his own kind 
of statement and to explore the permutations 
of which it is capable, getting around the basic 
unwieldiness of the thing without over
dubbing.

An album to listen to, a musician to watch.
Just by the by, the acoustic piano wasn't 

always in the greatest of tune, and occasion
ally there was considerable distortion on the 
cymbals —which doesn't seem terribly neces
sary in this day and age. — levin

EDDIE CONDON_______________
JAZZ AS IT SHOULD BE PLAYED— Jazzology 

J-50: At the Jazz Band Ball; Sister Kate; Royal 
Garden Blues; That's a Plenty; Muskrat Ramble; 
Ja-Da, When a Women Loves A Man, You Took 
Advantage Of Me (medley); Squeeze Me; I've 
Found A New Baby.

Personnel: Wild Bill Davison, cornet; Georg 
Brunis, trombone (vocal, track 2); Tom Gwaltney, 
clarinet; Don Ewell, piano; Condon, guitar, com
mentary; Bill Goodall, bass; Frank Marshall, 
drums.

Rating: None
Once upon a time, the so-called Condon 

Mob played jazz as it should be played, in
deed, but now such a nostalgic appellation 
reflects only wishful thinking.

This reunion was held Dec. I, 1968, at one 
of Johnson McRee’s jazz festivals in Ma
nassas, Va. The playing is very ordinary, des
pite the charisma the notes work to project. I 
suppose the attraction is having Bill. George, 
and Eddie together again on stage, living, 
breathing, playing; the men who made Those 
Commodore Records We All Memo
rized-a kind of Preservation Hall East.

E. Payson Clark, an old-line jazz collector, 
gushes through a lengthy text, romanticizing 
the Grand Old Days, but in the tradition of 
annotators he makes this an Immortal Ses
sion. He and producer George H. Buck, in 
some notes of his own. call more attention to 
the “humor’’ of the principals than to the 
music, which is not all that charming, either. 
Condon, somewhat thick-tongued, narrates in 
his time-proven way, but is continually up
staged by Brunis doing his Night-Club Band
leader Act, which he has polshed to a dull 
finish over the past 20 years in several Chi
cago saloons (a pity wc can’t sec him lower 
his pants and puff out his belly-that’s the 
only hit missing). Moreover, he typically put 
his trombone bell over a microphone while 
playing, but chose a recording mike, and 

nearly ruined everything in the process, prob
ably including engineer Hank O’Neil’s ear
drums.

To his credit. Brunis still plays very well, 
despite several illnesses in recent years. Davi
son seems a bit off form, and Gwaltney has 
been better recently, too. Condon actually 
plays a bit, tasteful and rhythmic as ever, and 
Ewell and Goodall keep copasetic time. Mar
shall plays Drums As They Should Not Be 
Played (in this context) a good part of the 
time, making some childish licks and even 
dropping out part of the time, it seems. (There 
are only three drummers I can think of who 
should have been allowed to play in this set
up. and Cliff Leeman is one of them.) He 
obviously was not one of those who memo
rized the Commodore records. But, then, 
non-Dixieland drummers have been per
petrating sins in Dixieland ensembles for so 
long now that there hardly seems a point in 
noting another instance.

There are some misspellings (surprised?): 
“Georg” (he wants it that way) is often 
“George”, except in the one sentence where 
it shouldn’t have been: Davison plays a 
“coronet”, and Milt “Gaber” is mentioned, 
too —in fact, this is labeled, front and back, as 
a “Sterephonic” record. Recording balance 
overfavors the front line, at the expense of the 
distant rhythm, piano in particular (though 1 
don’t wonder that Don was little impressed), 
in what has come to be known as the 
O’Neil-Manassas Syndrome.

Do not confuse me with a Sour Grape, 
please. I love the Commodores and the entire 
range of Condonia. Pee Wee Russell was my 
favorite clarinetist. George Wettling my idol. 
Condon's We Called It Music the funniest 
book I’ve ever read. etc. Eddie had the best 
men in the best jam bands at his concerts, on 
his records, at his club for over 20 years. But 
that day is OVER, and reunions like this only 
underline it. The music grows more and more 
diluted as it encompasses those who don’t 
understand it. Four stars here, for a pot or 
two, no stars for many more spots (and a kick 
in the ass for anyone who doesn’t understand 
the tags-around routine or any of the others 
that Condon initiated and/or developed), for 
an average of about two.

It would have been better, somehow, circu
lated through the Condon Underground on 
tape rather than dignified by national release 
on disc. Can you dig that? —Jones

JIM CULLUM
ELOQUENT CLARINET-Audiophile AP-107; 

Oh! What It Seemed To Be; Once In A While; I 
Remember You; Sugar Foot Strut; It's Easy to 
Remember; Every Day (I Fall in Love); Exactly 
Like You; Love Lies; Roses of Picardy; Drinking 
Again; Moonlight On The Ganges; September In 
The Rain; Moon Song.

Personnel: Cullum, Sr., clarinet; Jim Cullum,



Jr., cornet (tracks 4. 11. 13): Spud Goodall. Curly 
Williams, guitars: Gene McKinney, bass.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
COLLEGE STREET CAPER (HAPPY JAZZ 

BAND, VOL. 9)-Audiophile AB-114: Royal Gar
den Blues; Russian Roulette; Just A Little While 
To Stay Here; OF Man River; Black and Blue- 
Everybody Loves My Baby; Struttin' With Some 
Barbeque; Dark Eyes; Mississippi Mud; My Gal 
Sal; Shine; Bye Bye Blackbird; The Japanese 
Sandman; That Da-Da Strain.

Personnel: Cullum, Jr.: McKinney, trombone; 
Cullum, Sr.; Gillette Cliff, piano: Goodall. Wil
liams, guitars, banjos; Willson Davis, sousa- 
phone; Harvey Kindervater, drums. El Curro, cui- 
tar; Warren Lewis, bass on track 2 only.

Rating: ★ ★ ★★

Clarinet and rhythm, the old formula; one 
rhythm guitar, the other amplified for solos 
and the single-string lines. A good, strong 
bass, and no drummer to cob up the act, and it 
all comes out reminiscent of the Quintette of 
the Hot Club of France. Hubert Rostaing 
edition (though I'm sure this never occurred 
to the players at the time). Junior’s cornet, 
unbilled, pops in for a chorus here and a coda 
there, ever more Hackettish.

While is, happily, the Armstrong Hot Five 
number, not the ballad of the same name.

A shot of pure oxygen in a morass of ear 
pollution.

The HJB offers its annual offering; its cus
tom of presenting “something new each time 
here affords us the opportunity to discover FJ 
Curro, a superb flamenco guitarist who has an 
Audiophile album to himself (AP-106).

Annotator Al Webber, for whom this series 
is a yearly gig, is still perpetuating the old crap 
about this band being descended from Lu 
Watters’, when it’s plain to the ear that the 

sound is nearest that of some good New York 
Dixieland band of 12 or 15 years ago. banjos 
and tuba notwithstanding. Throughout its 
near decade of existence, the band seems to 
have gradually sluffed its pretensions to the 
West Coast-Traditional Revival persuasion 
and just allowed nature to take her course (it 
isn’t nice, after all. boys, to fool Mother Na
ture).

The album’s title owes to the episode 
wherein the session's tapes were stolen and 
subsequently recovered (a small-scale Mis
sion: Impossible): the loss was keenly felt, for

the band was sure they had a “best yet" under 
their belts —and I’m inclined to agree with 
them. Echo-y acoustics minimize the awful 
presence of the banjo and drums on preceding 
albums, though the piano and tuba are un
deservingly distant. The rhythm simmers 
along, with the two banjos jangling in
nocuously (I think both are playing simulta
neously. but the acoustics put things a bit out 
of focus).

About 37 minutes and 45 minutes’ playing 
time, respectively. Both good for dancing (for 
the Supp-Hose crowd, of course) and easy 
listening. —jones

BILL EVANS
THE BILL EVANS ALBUM-Columbia C 30855: 

Funkallero; The Two Lonely People: Sugar Plum; 
Waltz For Debby; T.T.T. (Twelve Tone Tune); Re: 
Person I Knew; Comrade Conrad.

Personnel: Evans, acoustic and electric pianos; 
Eddie Gomez, bass; Marty Morrell, drums.

Rating: ★ ★ ★
Bill Evans has always left me faintly uneasy 

when it comes to discussing him as a jazz 
pianist per se. As a pianist, he is a delight to 
listen to. He knows, loves understands and 
employs the piano as a melodic, harmonic and 
percussive instrument, '"his can be said of too 
few operators on the instrument who too of
ten shuck away enthusiastically at one leg of 
the triad, leaving the other two bone bare.

At melodic development of a baliad, Evans 
weaves quiet, tasteful and thoughtful spells, 
making you think as he delights the ear. His 
use of interharmonic lines is skilled, facile and 
challenging —a constant demonstration of 
what the piano can do.

But when it comes to straight exposition of 
time, the element which sets a jazz musician 
off as something unique, there are occasions 
when he bothers me badly.

For example, listen to Funkallero. At 
points, Evans savagely rushes the time, and at 
many other places he feels uncomfortable 
against the framework which Eddie Gomez is 
setting up with considerable skill on bass.

Toward the end of the piece, he takes ref
uge in that classic hideaway of the good pia
nist: playing too much when he can’t be com
fortable playing sparsely.

If you believe, as do I, that ajazz solo strips

On Columbia Records^
KC 31061

That would have to be a 
musician by the name of 
Ornette Coleman. “Ornette 
was the catalyst, the 
energy source that helped 
make acid rock possible,” 
says Don Heckman in 
The Village Voice.

Ornette Coleman’s influ
ence on contemporary 
music and its musicians is 
profound. Total. The 
critics say it. The musi
cians say it. And for the 
first time, an unusual num

ber of people are saying it.
Ornette Coleman’s time 

has come.
Wherever Ornette has 

appeared in the last six 
months the crowds and 
response to his music have 
been incredible.

“Science Fiction” is 
Ornette’s first album for 
Columbia. And the first 
time he’s included lyrics 
on one of'his albums. 
Lyrics written by Ornette 
Coleman.

A writer for Rolling 
Stone who attended the 
recording sessions 
reported: “All seven 
musicians raised the level 
in the studio to un- 
dreamed-of heights ... the 
sessions were a joyous 
occasion.”

Ornette Coleman played 
by Ornette Coleman for 
people who will get a 
chance to hear Ornette 
Coleman for the first time.

A joyous occasion indeed.
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Live—Evil Col G30954

LEON SPENCER
Louisiana Slim Pre PR10033

KING CURTIS 
Live At The Fillmore West Ate SD33359

ISAAC HAYES
Shaft MGM 25002
Black Moses Ent ENS25OO2

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Soul Black & Beautiful, 

Vol. I GWP ST2O37
TAJ MAHAL

Happy Just to Be Like I Am Col C40767 
WILSON PICKETT

Don't Knock My Love Atl SD8300
KEN NORDINE

How Are Things in Your Town? B-T BTS33 
JAMES MOODY

Heritage Hum Pip 22
rtAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA with JOHN

MCLAUGHLIN
The Inner Mounting Flame CO1KC31067

JIMMY SMITH 
In a Plain

CAROLE KING
Brown Wrappe Ver 68800

Music 
GIL-HERON SCOTT

Ode Sp77013

Pieces of a Man Fly FD10143
GEORGE RUSSELL 

Electronic Sonatas for Souls
Loved by Nature Fly FD10124

COLEMAN HAWKINS 
Classic Tenors 

FUNK, INC. 
MAYNARD FERGUSON 
PAPA JOHN CREACH 
MOSE ALLISON 

Western Man 
ADDERLEY BROTHERS IN

NEW ORLEANS 
EDDIE HARRIS

Live At Newport 
ROBERTA FLACK - Quiet 
HORACE SILVER - Best 
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET

Plastic Dreams

S LESTER YOUNG
Fly FD10146
Pre PR10031
Col C31117

Gru FTR1003

Atl SD1584TF

Mil 9030

Atl SD1595TF
Fire Atl SD1594TF

Blu 4325

Atl SD1589TF
KENNY BURRELL 

God Bless the Children CTI 6011
BUTTERFLY BLUES BAND - Sometimes

I Just Feel Like Smilin' Ele 75013
BILL EVANS Album
GARY BARTZ NTU Troop 

Bush Music: Taifa
Harlem

Col 30855

Mil 9031
JOHN LEE HOOKER - Coast to 

Coast Blues Band U-A 5512

SERGIO MENDES & BRASIL '77 
Pais Tropical A&M 4315

CHARLIE BxRD/ALDEMARO ROMEO 
Onda Nueva/New Wave Col C31025

JAMES BROWN 
Revolution of the Mind/Recorded 

Live at the Apollo Pol PD3OO3
ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO

People in Sorrow Nes N3
GENE AMMONS 

My Way Pre PR10022
DON CHERRY 

"MU" First Part Act BYG5293O1
ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO - Great Black 

Music/A Jackson in your House 
Act BYG529302 

ARCHIE SHEPP
Yasimina, A Black Woman Act BYG529304
Poem for Malcolm Act BYG529311
Blase Act BYC528318

DAVID ALLEN/GILLI SMYTH 
Gong Act BYG529304

AME SON 
Catalyse Act BYG529324

DAVE BURRELL 
Echo Act BYG529320

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Soul Black & Beautiful, 

Vol. I GWP ST2037
Vol. II GWP ST2O41

GENE HARRIS 
The 3 Sounds Blu BST84378

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY 
Black Messiah Cap SWBO846

PAUL BLEY 
Synthesizer Show Mil MSP9033

JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND 
Taking Care of Business Cap ST814

DREAMS 
Imagine My Surprise Col C30960

CHET ATKINS - Pickin' My Way RCA 4585 
KEITH JARRETT 

The Mourning of a Star Atl SD1596TF 
BESSIE SMITH - The Empress Col 30818 

Any Woman's Blues Col G30126
ORNETTE COLEMAN - Twins Atl SD1588TF 
BEST OF DAVID NEWMAN Atl SD1590TF
THE WHO - Tommy Dec 7205TF

Who's Next Dec 79182TF
MAX ROACH 

Lift Every Voice and Sing Atl SD1587TF
IF - If 3 Cap 820
WHO

Meaty Beaty Big & Bouncy Dec DL79184 
BOBBY HUTCHERSON

Head On Blu BST84376
RICHARD GROOVE HOLMES 

Cornin' On Home Blu BST84372
LOU DONALDSON 

Cosmos Blu BST84370
LOS BLUES, VOLUME ONE U-A UAS5542
REUBEN WILSON 

Set Us Free Blu BST84377
DOUG CARN 

Infant Eyes B-J 3
MILES DAVIS - Miles Davis U-A 9952
JIMMY MCGRIFF - Black Pearl Blu 84374 
CHARLES MINGUS - Better Git It

In Your Soul (2 LPs) Col 30628
PERCY MAYFIELD

Blues-And Then Some RCA 4558
DAVE BRUBECK TRIO/GERRY MULLIGAN

& CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCH. Dec 710181 
MEL BROWN'S FIFTH imp 9209
LOU DONALDSON - Ha' Mercy Cad 2-60007 
JACK DAUGHERTY - And the

Class of 1971 A&M 3038
WES MONTGOMERY - Best of

Vol. II Ver 8757TF
GERTRUDE "MA" RAINEY

Queen of the Blues Bio 12032
DON ELLIS - Tears of Joy 
DAVE BRUBECK

Col 30927

Adventures in Time Col 30625
WALTER BISHOP,JR - Coral Key 
HARVEY MANDEL (& Friends)

s B-J 2

Get Off in Chicago Ova 14-15TF
ALICE COLTRANE

Universal Consciousness Imp 9210
ARCHIE SHEPP

Things Have Got To Change 
SOUL TO SOUL (Roberta Flack/

Imp 9212

Eddie Harris/Les McCann/Wilson
Pickett/Staple Singers/Ike &
Tina Turner Atl 7207

LALO SCHIFRIN
Rock Requiem Ver 8801

JOHN MAYALL - Memories 
COUNT BASIE

Pol 5012

Have a Nice Day Day 2005
BUDDY RICH

A Different Drummer RCA 4593
ORNETTE COLEMAN

Friends and Neighbors Fly 123
BEST OF YUSEF LATEEF Atl SD1591TF
YOUNG-HOLT UNLIMITED 

Born Again
CLARK TERRY/BOBBY BROOKMEYER

Cot SD18004

Quintet
COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA

Mai 320

Afrique Fly 10138
JACK De JOHNETTE

Have You Heard? Mil 9029
CHARLIE BYRD-For All We Know Col 30622
GILBERTO WITH TURRENTINE CTI 6008
WEATHER REPORT (Zawinul/Vitous/

Shorter/Moreira/Mouzon) Col 30661
ELLA FITZGERALD

Things Ain't What They Use d To Be
(And You Better Believe It ) Rep 6432TF

HERBIE HANCOCK - The Best of .. Blu 89907
DREAMS - Dreams Col 30225
DOC SEVERINSEN - Brass Roots 
STEVE ALLEN

RCA 4522

Soulful Brass #3 Fly 10133
MILT JACKSON/RAY BROWN BAND

Memphis Jackson Imp 9193
MAYNARD FERGUSON

Screamin' Blues Mai 316
BOBBY HUTCHERSON - Now 
RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK

Blu 4333

The Best of Atl SD1592TF
MOSE ALLISON

Western Man Atl SD1584TF
ART BLAKEY - Boots & Herbs B1U84347
DOORS - Other Voices 
STANLEY TURRENTINE

Ele 75017

Salt Song CTI 6010
LOU DONALDSON - Cosmos
RAY CHARLES - 25th

Blu BST84370

Anniversary in Show
Business Salute ABC ABCH731

JOHN COLTRANE
Sun Ship Ips AS9211

RICHARD GROOVE HOLMES
Cornin' On Home Blu BST84372

BOBBY HUTCHERSON
Head On Blu BST84376

MIKE LONGO - Matrix 
CARMEN MCRAE

MRL 334

Carmen's Gold MRL 338
RUFF MITCHELL DUO

Strayhorn MRL 335
IKE & TINA TURNER

'Nuff Said U-A S5530
FRANK ZAPPA

200 Motels (2 LPs) U-A S9956
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CHUCK MANGIONE 
Together

FIFTH DIMENSION - Live! 
SANTANA - Santana
ART FARMER - Homecoming 
CURTIS FULLER - Crankin' 
OLIVER NELSON

Berlin Dialogue for 
Orchestra 

GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.
Inner City Blues 

NANCY WILSON
Kaleidoscope 

JOE HENDERSON 
In Pursuit of 

FREDDIE HUBBARD 
First Light 

SARAH VAUGHAN 
A Time in My Life 

SHANKAR & PREVIN 
Concerto for Sitar

PREVIN PLAYS GERSHWIN 
MIKE LONGO 

Matrix 
HAL GALPER 

The Guerilla Band 
BUDDY TERRY 

Awareness 
ANTHONY BRAXTON 
GRACHAN MONCUR III 

New Africa 
CLIFFORD THORNTON 

Ketchaqua 
DEWEY REDMAN 

Tarik 
SONNY SHARROCK

Monkey-Pockie-Boo 
DON CHERRY 

"MU" FIRST Part 
"MU" Second Part 

HADLREY CALIMAN 
Hadlrey Caliman

Blackness

LEON THOMAS
In Berlin

B, S & T
4

O. C. SMITH
Help Me Make It Through 

Night
SOFT MACHINE

Fourth

Mer SRM27501
Bel 9000

Col 30595TF
MRL 332
MRL 333

Fly 10134

Kudu KU03

Cap ST852TF

Mil MSP9034

CTI 6013

MRL 340

& Orchestra
Ang SFO36806
Ang SFO36810

MRL 334

MRL 337

MRL 336 
Act BYG529315

Act BYG529321

Act BYG529323

Act BYG529334

Act BYG529337

Act BYG529301 
Act BYG529331

Mai 318

Fly 10142

Col 30590TF

The 
Col 30664

Col 30754TF

The following LPs are $4.98
(db/RC price $3.33)
THE BROCKINGTONS 
KENNY LOGGINS w.

Sittin' In
JIMMY SPHEERIS 

Isle of View
JAKE HOLMES 

Jake Holmes
MOBY GRAPE 

Great Grape
BARTEL 

Bartel

JIM MESSINA
Tip 1003

Col C30144

Col C30988

Col C30996

Col C31098

Pip 20

DIZZY GILLESPIE
Portrait of Jenny PLP 13

DIZZY GILLESPIE/BOBBY HACKETT 
The Giants PLP 19

JAMES MOODY 
Heritage Hum PLP 22

JOE THOMAS 
Ebony Godfather TLP 1004

WOODY HERMAN
Woody Cad 845
Brand New Fan 8414

RUSTY BRYANT - Fire Eater Pre 10014
MELVIN SPARKS 

Spark Plug Pre 10016
MUDDY WATERS

McKinley Morganfield Chs 8033
SHIRLEY SCOTT 

The Soul is Willing Pre 7845
Mystical Lady Chs 50009

HERBIE MANN
Push! Push! Emb 532

LAVERN BAKER
Her Greatest Recordings Ate SD33372

JOE TURNER
His Greatest Recordings Ate SD33376

JAMES BROWN 
Say It Loud Kng 5/1047

DONNY HATHAWAY Ate 33360
BILL COSBY 

For Adults Only Uni 73112
LATIN JAZZ QUINTET 

Oh! Pharoah Speak Trp 8008
MARVIN GAYE

What's Going On Tam 310
JOHNNY HAMMOND 

Breakout Kud 1
LARRY CORYELL 

At the Village Gate Van 6573
B. B. KING 

Live at the Regal ABC 724
Live Ken KST565
Indianola Mississippi Seeds ABC 713TF

HUGH MASAKELA AND UNION 
OF SOUTH AFRICA Chi 808

ERIC KLOSS 
To Hear Is to See Pre 7689

OSCAR PETTIFORD 
O.P. Memorial Album Pre 7813

THELONIOUS MONK 
Greatest Hits Col CS9775

HOWLIN' WOLF 
The London Howlin' Wolf 
Sessions Chs 60008TF

CAROLE KING 
Tapestry Ode 77099

EL CHICANO
Revolucion Kap 3640

BOOKER T & THE MGs 
Melting Pot Stx 2035

LIGHTHOUSE
One Fine Morning Evo 3007

MILES DAVIS 
Sketches of Spain Col 8271

PETE FOUNTAIN 
New Orleans All Stars Eve 257

JAMES BROWN 
Hot Pants Pol 4054

JIMMY RUSHING - The You 
and Me That Used To Be RCA 4566

SONNY ROLLINS
First Recordings Pre 7856

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Core of Jazz MGM 4737

BILLIE HOLIDAY 
Lady Day Col 637

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG 
Blues with a Touch of Soul Del 629

BIG JOE WILLIAMS 
Nine String Blues Del 627

MEMPHIS SLIM 
Born with the Blues Jew LPS5004

JOHN LEE HOOKER 
I Feel Good Jew LPS5005

LIGHTNIN' SLIM 
High & Low Down Exc EX8018

RUSTY BRYANT - Fire Eater Pre 10014
MA RAINEY 

Down In The Basement Mil 2018
THE MOTHERS 

Fillmore East —June 1971 Rep 2042
EARL HINES - At Home Del 212
IRA SULLIVAN 

Nicky's Tune Del 422
HOT LIPS PAGE 

Feelin’ High and Happy RCA LPV576
ACE CANNON 

Blowing Wild Hi SHL32067
ALBERT COLLINS

There's Gotta Be A Change Tum TWS103
JUNIOR PARKER 

You Don't Have To Be Black To
Love The Blues G-M GM5O2

JIMMY McGRIFF
Groove Grease G-M GM503

ARTHUR GUNTER 
Black & Blues Exc 8017

JETHRO TULL - Aqualung Rep 2035
LENNY BRUCE 

What I Was Arrested For D-I 30872
MOM MABLEY/PIGMEAT MARKHAM 

Laugh Time Chs 2-60000
MELVIN SPARKS - Spark Plug Pre 10016
SHUGGIE OTIS

Freedom Flight Epi E30752
LAURINDO ALMEIDA 

Spanish Guitar Recital Eve 3287
LEONARD PENNARIO (Pitt. Symphony)

George Gershwin's Concerto 
In F Eve 3288

WASHBOARD SAM WITH BIG BILL 
BROONZY & MEMPHIS SLIM
Feeling Low Down Vin LPV577

LIONEL HAMPTON 
S tompology Vin LPV575

CHARLES EARLAND 
Soul Story Pre 10018

JOE YOUNG
Mighty Joe Young Del 629

OSIBUSA Dec 75285

Special 2-record sets (6.98/4.66)
MOSE ALLISON Prs 24002
JOHN COLTRANE Prs 24003
ERIC DOLPHY Prs 24003
MILES DAVIS Prs 24001
YUSEF LATEEF Prs 24007
THELONIOUS MONK Prs 24006
CHARLES MINGUS Prs 24010
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET Prs 24005
CHARLIE PARKER Prs 24009
SONNY ROLLINS Prs 24004
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down beat’s 
one-two 

combination.
CHASE 

including 
Get It On/Open Up Wide/Hello Groceries 

Boys And Girls Together/Handbags And Gladrags

In 1971, one album called 
"Chase,” from a group called Chase, 
was enough to convince down beat 
voters that the Number-One pop 
group and the Number-Two 
jazz-rock group both had the 
same name.

And not by accident, it also 
happens to be the name of 
down beat's fifth ranked trumpet 
player too. Bill Chase.

A former big band lead trumpet, 
Bill Chase and the eight musicians 
he teams with have now recorded 
their second album on Epic. 
It's called "Ennea.” And it’s got all 
the energy and excitement that 
put Chase at the top of the polls 
with just one album.

Which goes to show, you don’t 
need a lot of albums. Just great 
ones. One at a time.

On Epic Records 
and Tapes

s' EPIC J 

a personality in public view, then you would 
have to say that Evans as a complex person 
finds it now always easy to get down to happy 
unrestrained shouting.

Waltz he has recorded at least three times 
before (solo, with his trio and with Cannon
ball). You might find it useful to relisten to the 
first trio recording made 10 years ago with 
Scott La Faro and Paul Motian. It was done 
almost completely in 4/4 after the opening. 
This newer version starts with Steinway in 
3/4, shifts to electric (still in 3/4) and finally 
goes to a straight 4 back on Steinway. Inter
estingly enough, it is in the last third of the cut 
that the feeling of pressure about time devel
ops again.

For some reason, when he starts to cook 
these days. Evans also starts to push —and in 
a trio above all other groups, that can be death 
to the beat.

As a pianist. Evans is so far ahead of most 
others that it is bothersome to encounter this 
feeling of unease about time. On. T.T.T., for 
example, his inventions around the tonal row 
are interesting and pianistic but wobbly, even 
at times rushing.

Gomez is always tasteful, always search
ing. always something more than a fill be
tween the leader’s efforts. He is also faster 
than hell. Marty Morrell performs the difficult 
function of tying things together yet staying 
out of the way. adapting his drumming to the 
different tonalities needed.

On this album, interestingly pianistic ideas, 
but little sense of easy acceptance of a rhyth
mic home. — levin

ART FARMER
HOMECOMING - Mainstream 332: Home- 

coming; Cascavelo; Some Other Time; Blue Bos
sa; Here's That Rainy Day.

Personnel: Farmer, fluegelhorn; Jimmy Heath, 
soprano&tenor saxes; Cedar Walton, piano; Sam 
Jones, bass: Billy Higgins, drums; Warren Smith, 
percussion; James Forman (Mtume), conga 
drums.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
A joyous homecoming, indeed, docu

mented last summer during one of Farmer’s 
infrequent trips to these shores from his 
adopted home. Vienna.

Farmer and Heath are two of the 
best-matched hornmen at work in the idiom 
today, and the rhythm section is unreservedly 
into the essentially extrovert approach they 
take here.

Farmer has his brooding moments on Leon
ard Bernstein’s beautiful Some Other Time. 
Otherwise, the order of the day was to swing 
happily. Even the second ballad of the date. 
Rainy Day, is given decidedly un-balladlike 
treatment at the tempo of a fast walk.

Jones, always strong, always in tune, al
ways impeccably tasteful, surpasses himself 
on Rainy Day. He takes charge of the piece 
with a stomping eight-bar introduction and 
remains inspirationally in command through
out. Heath is very strong on tenor here and on 
Kenny Dorham’s 16-bar Blue Bossa, which 
has a flawlessly-executed solo by Farmer that 
contains some passionate high-note passages.

Walton seems to have a special feeling for 
the Latin things. His solo on Bossa has the 
flavor of the barrios, a kinship with the work 
of Eddie Palmieri that is evident in the playing 
of a very few non-Hispano musicians. Wal
ton's comping on Some Other Time is strong 
but sensitive and would appear to have some

thing important to do with Farmer’s soaring 
solo.

Farmer is one of the most eloquent inher
itors of the Coltrane tradition. His perform
ance on this piece shows considerably more 
understanding of Trane's harmonic and rhyth
mic approaches to improvisation than do most 
of the saxophonists who consider themselves 
Coltrane disciples. It’s not Farmer's way of 
playing, but the Coltrane strain is an impor
tant part of his heritage. This is one of Farm
er’s best recorded solos.

Heath is as fluent on soprano as on tenor. 
He has hard-driving and characteristically 
witty solos on Homecoming and Cascavelo, 
both full of phrases that recall his abandoned 
nickname of the early ’50s, "Little Bird". 
Farmer is daring on Cascavelo, but every
thing he tries works. His ear for harmonic 
possibilities is remarkable. And I can't recall 
him playing more cleanly; his mastery of the 
fluegelhorn seems conplete.

This piece swings like mad. thanks in no 
small measure to Higgins, a drummer who 
apparently can’t do otherwise. If his playing is 
an extension of his personality, he must walk 
around smiling. The conga drums don’t seem 
to get in his way.

Charles Mingus once said Farmer was an 
old-fashioned trumpet player, and he meant it 
as a compliment. If old-fashioned means 
sticking with the solid values and using the 
best lessons of the past to build a personal 
style of integrity while shunning fads and 
foolishness, Mingus got Art Farmer just right.

— ramsey

CURTIS FULLER________________
CRANKIN'-Mainstream MRL 333: Crankin'; 

Maze; Black Bath; Ballade; The Spirit.
Personnel: Bill Hardman, trumpet; Fuller, trom

bone; Ray Moros, tenor sax; George Cables, elec
tric piano; Bill Washer, guitar; Stan Clark, acous
tic and electric bass; Lenny White, drums, elec
tric percussion.

Rating: ★★★★

It’s been about nine years between albums 
for Curtis Fuller. Now as then, he’s the fast
est trombone out there. To this skill of execu
tion he has added an emotional depth not 
always present in his earlier work.

Fuller has always had a talent for writing, 
and he composed and arranged all the mate
rial. There is an admirable freshness and vari
ety to it.

Of the others, Bill Hardman stands out. His 
once shaky intonation is completely under 
control and his facility is outstanding. His is a 
delicate yet firm style, and he should be heard 
by anyone who digs good trumpet. What 
Hardman plays here puts to shame the work 
of many of his more famous colleagues.

Cables is fine, with a nice spot on Ballade 
to his credit. Clark is outstanding —a bassist 
to check out. The guitar in the rhythm section 
is a little annoying.

Welcome back, Curtis Fuller! —porter

BOBBY HUTCHERSON
HEAD ON-Blue Note BST-84376: At The 

Source (Ashes & Rust; Eucalyptus; Obsidian); 
Many Thousands Gone; Mtume; Clockwork of the 
Spirits.

Personnel: Oscar Brashear, trumpet, fluegel
horn; Harold Land, tenor sax, flute; Fred Jackson, 
piccolo: Hutcherson, vibes, marimba; Todd
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Cochran, piano, arranger; William Henderson, 
electric piano (added on track 2); Reggie 
Thomas, bass; James Leary III, bass (added on 
track 4); unidentified reed and percussion play
ers.

Rating: ★★★★

Head On, an album introducing the sizable 
young talent of Todd Cochran, is doubtless 
the best thing Hutcherson has done since 
moving back to the West Coast some years 
back.

Those Hutcherson Blue Notes from the 
middle '60s had an inspiration spark not found 
often in his recent work —perhaps working 
with Dolphy, Shepp. Hubbard, Tony Wil
liams and so many other New Yorkers push
ed him to those early heights.

Anyway, he’s found here with some of his 
usual combo mates, plus added horn and 
rhythm players. Hutch’s playing, still not as 
adventurous as during those NYC years, has 
made strides since his previous Blue Note and 
Land’s recent Mainstream offering. His 
sound is more personal and is more jagged 
and rhythmically exciting. And his marimba 
work is most tasty.

Cochran, 19 at the time of the recording, 
plays strong piano, much in the style of 
McCoy Tyner's sound swirls. His com
positions (he wrote all but Hutch’s Mtume) 
arc fresh and his orchestrations have bright, 
brittle yet beautiful textures not unlike some 
of the works from Dolphy’s Iron 
ManIConversations sessions (of which Hut
cherson was a part). He establishes over
lapping and seemingly unrelated horn, vibes 
and rhythm section lines which come together 
in very pleasing and intriguing ways.

The solo work by Land is uneven, though 

generally good. His crying, yet graceful tenor 
lines are a nice contrast to Hutcherson. 
Apparently Land doubles oboe, in addition to 
the liner-note-listed flute.

Brashear solos on a couple of tracks, 
sounding a lot like Hubbard. He plays nicely. 
Jackson may be doubling bassoon (he’s only 
listed on piccolo, however). Henderson is 
fragmented but okay in his brief spot. And 
Reggie Johnson is a wailing bitch throughout. 
Leary plays a subordinate role.

A trap drummer, conga player, and perhaps 
an African drummer all are unidentified.

—smith

THE JPJ QUARTET_____________
MONTREUX '71 -Master Jazz Recordings MJR 

8111: Montreux '71; I'll Be Seeing You; Contrast 
in Blue; The Best Things in Life Are Free; Tribula
tions; West of the Wind; Oliver's Twist; Down By 
The Riverside.

Personnel: Budd Johnson, tenor&soprano 
saxes; Dill Jones, piano: Bill Pemberton, bass; 
Oliver Jackson, drums.

Rating: ★ ★★★V2
The JPJ Quartet was born in August 1969 

at a concert sponsored by the New York Hot 
Jazz Society and included the present person
nel with the exception of Dill Jones, whose 
seat was then occupied by Nat Pierce. The 
Johnson-Pemberton-Jackson lineup had pre
viously formed three-quarters of the Earl 
Hines Quartet.

Although its billing is highly democratic, 
there is little doubt that from a musical point 
of view this is really the Budd Johnson Quar
tet. He is the focal point and his are the 

shoulders upon which the group’s already 
considerable reputation rests.

Looking back across Johnson's remarkable 
career, one finds there is not one Budd but 
many, and they have emerged over a span 
covering more than 40 years. In spite of his 
ability to keep pace with his art. however, he 
still remains to many only a footnote in jazz 
history. This record may help to correct this. 
It is representative of his finest latter-day 
work. His tone on tenor is full-bodied but 
smooth. His swift, quicksilver attack produc
es lines so tightly constructed there is no 
room for a superfluous note or dangling 
phrase. On soprano, which he plays on half 
the eight tracks, his sound is rich and force
ful-not unique but emotionally powerful. His 
vocabulary on both horns includes occasional 
scoops and slurs and tremolo passages in 
graduated half-steps.

Montreux and Free show Johnson's tenor 
at its charging best. He seems particularly 
propelled on the latter by the triphammer 
attack of bassist Pemberton. The unusual 
chords of Tribulations show the extent of 
which Johnson has absorbed the language of 
the '60s. Contrast has something of the feel of 
Ellington’s Come Sunday. Seeing You and 
Riverside are emotional soprano statements 
in the Bechet tradition, but all Budd Johnson.

T he only ringer on the album is Oliver's 
Twist, which includes a six-minute drum solo. 
Jackson is an excellent drummer and per
forms very well in context, but is a bit over
extended in this solo piece and fails to sustain 
interest. Dill Jones contributes many stimu
lating solos full of fine imagination. An in
ventive player, he is rooted in the Hines

tommy vig
has the new thing 
for his
"Sound of the Seventies"...

Multi-talented Tommy Vig-the New Genera
tion in jazz. Intense, inventive, uncompro
mising in the quality of his music, he has 
generated waves of critical acclaim as com
poser, arranger, conductor-and vibist. From 
outstanding big band successes with his 
modern music in Las Vegas and California, 
the Tommy Vig star now glows in many 
music capitals. As leader of the big Tommy

Vig Orchestra, and as one of the world’s 
foremost vibists, he says: “I am having a 
great time with the ElectraVibe. Even with 
18 men playing behind me, I can solo, hear 
myself and be heard. The ElectraVibe gives 
me what I’ve always looked for.” The Electra
Vibe will help you do your thing, too! Choose 
from three models, $850 to $950.

deagan 1770 West Berteau Avenue
For information, write: J. C. DEAGAN, INC. Chicago, Illinois 60613 . . mu, phone (312) 525-4364
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school, although somewhat less iconoclastic 
than his mentor.

Recorded in concert in June 197 I. the LP is 
superbly engineered and captures a rich full 
timbre that serves the musicians well. Engi
neer Stephen Sulke knows how to record jazz.

— medonough

LED ZEPPELIN
LED ZEPPELIN-Atlantic SD 7208: Black Dog; 

Rock and Roll; The Battle of Evermore; Stairway 
To Heaven; Misty Mountain Top; Four Sticks; 
Going to California; When The Levee Breaks.

Personnel: unidentified, but presumably Jimmy 
Page, guitar; John Paul Jones, bass; John Bon
ham, drums; Robert Plant, vocal; Sandy Denny, 
vocal (track 3).

Rating: ★★★

The point is this: even the most trivial art 
offers some virtue, even the most evanescent 
entertainment, even the most utter jive, even 
Led Zeppelin.

To hear a retrospective of their music is to 
recognize a variety, or simply a musiciality, 
that never before seemed evident. Not that 
their fourth LP proves all that exhilarating but 
in listening 1 realize a certain jadedness in 
myself: too often I’ve accepted their more 
egregious Top-40 like The Lemon Song (pos
sibly the worst rock song ever) as their nois
ome hallmark — and this is not always so.

Yet there is some excuse for this: amid the 
as-many-as 20 new ‘‘hard’’ rock releases ev
ery week, virtually every LP either imitates 
the band in power (lately Grand Funk) or 
simply stinks in and of itself. As a con
sequence, the patience required to discern 
beauty within so much tumult becomes so 
monumental that even a middlin' good band 
like Led Zeppelin, or now and then an ex
cellent band like Gentle Giant or Argent, is 
eclipsed among insufferable product.

I do not intend by this to pooh-pooh the 
cruel duty of a music critic, but only to in
troduce the idea that despite all the vile hu
mors I’ve spewed upon the band, the music of 
Led Zeppelin is at least amusing.

As before, most of the songs on the new LP 
are .ponderous: “heavy” rock ‘n’ roll with 
incessant thunders from Jones and Bonham, 
irrespressible screeches from Plant, and inter
esting solos by Page - nothing substantial, but 
energetically adequate enough to shake one's 
butt to.

Then on California and Evermore, the band 
plays well acoustically, on the latter with the 
lithe-voiced Sandy Denny; and on Heaven, 
Led Zeppelin prove to be far more than 
din-makers, with delicate recorders and 
12-string guitar rising into true electric hot 
stuff.

The album compares unfavorably to the 
more stylized and/or simply more creative 
recordings of Jack Bruce. Zappa, the Beach 
Boys and others.But Led Zeppelin nonethe
less remains an original “heavy" band, far 
better than the horde of noisy nothings it 
spawned, especially the leprous Grand 
Funk —and in that there must be some value.

— bourne

TAJ MAHAL
HAPPY JUST TO BE LIKE I AM-Columbia C 

30767: Happy Just To Be Like I Am; Steal in'; Oh 
Susanna; Eighteen Hammers; Tomorrow May Not 
Be Your Day; Chevrolet; West Indian Revelation; 
Black Spirit Boogie.

Personnel: Mahal, electric guitar, steel guitar, 

banjo, mandolin, fife, harmonica, penny whistle; 
Hoshal Wright, electric guitar; John Simon, pi
ano. electric piano: Bill Rich, bass; James C. 
Otey, Jr., drums; Kwasi "Rocky" DziDzournu, 
conga, percussion; Howard Johnson, tuba, bari
tone sax; Joseph Daley, tuba, trombone; Bob 
Stewart, tuba, fluegelhorn; Earle McIntyre, tuba, 
bass trombone (horns added on tracks 1, 2, 5 
only). (Jesse Edwin Davis, guitar, added for tracks 
3, 6; Andy Narell, steel drums, and unidentified 
female singers added for track 7.)

Rating: ★ ★ ★
It would be far too easy to put down Taj 

Mahal as merely your everyday young blues 
eccentric. What's more to the point is that 
Taj’s thing makes it often, but also frequently 
falls on its roots.

This second Taj-with-tubas album, pleasing 
as it is in minor ways, is not the mind-blower 
some might lead you to believe. The music 
gets down to it, but also gets hung up here and 
there in a too-hip “revealing” of roots.

Of course, the horn background arc found 
on less than half the tracks and. as it turns out. 
the cuts with horns contain the best moments 
(particularly Tomorrow). Howard Johnson 
deserves an equal share of credit with Taj for 
any of the music’s successes. His ensemble of 
tubas/horns and his arrangements are superb, 
driving and stimulating. It would be nice to 
hear his horn group on its own. sans vocalist.

Taj is always at least adequate as a singer, 
and often is inspired. More than anything, he 
conveys fun times. His slide steel work is a 
joy.

The large-group stuff features the same 
band members as Taj’s previous album. Real 
Thing, except that Otey replaces Greg 
Thomas and Wright replaces John Hall.

— smith

GEORGE RUSSELL
ELECTRONIC SONATA FOR SOULS LOVED BY 

NATURE-Flying Dutchman 10124. (Recorded in 
concert at the Sonja Henie Center for the Arts, 
Oslo, Norway.)

Personnel: Manfred Schoof, trumpet; Jan Gar- 
barek. tenor sax; Russell, piano; Terje Rypdal, 
guitar; Red Mitchell, bass; Jon Christensen, 
drums, plus pre-recorded tapes.

Rating: ★★

This composition, which Russell bills as 
"pan-stylistic”, was inspired, he reports, by a 
quote: “Nature likes those who give in to her, 
but she loves those who do not."

One assumes Russell views himself as un
giving. The composition itself certainly isn’t 
openhanded, either with personal ideas or mu
sically laden structure. Electronic elements 
are interwoven with free form addenda from 
the sextet, the redoubtable Mitchell and 
Christensen, a good drummer, moving it 
along.

Russell says he wanted to have a tape 
“composed of fragments of many different 
styles of music: avant garde jazz, ragas. blues, 
rock, serial music, etc., treated electronically 
upon which non-electronic musical state
ments of a pan-stylistic nature could be proj
ected.”

Fair enough as a depiction of cultural 
shock, but when does this move from an 
object of musical interest to becoming an an
thropological signpost? Or. in other words, an 
art form has to be that: a creative idea con
tained within a form available to the per- 
ceiver.

A ragbag instead of ragtime, fine-but to 
what musical purpose? Russell may be getting 
at an interesting commentary on the present 
state of culture, but it is just that —a com-
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with many sides you’ve 
rarely heard. Great sides by 
the greatest.
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Here is "The Creative World of Stan 
Kenton"-great, classic Kenton re
cordings not available through regular 
retail outlets. Because of their special 
value, it is not possible to offer any fur
ther discount from the established, low 
prices shown below. Free postage to 
any U.S.A, address. Add $1.50 per order 
for foreign delivery.

The STAN KENTON Series
(One 12" LP unless db/MWP db/MWP
otherwise indicated) Cat. # Price

□ The Kenton Era.................................K1030 S27.50
(4 LPs + 44 pp. book. Each of the 8 sides features 
music recorded during 1940-1953 from rehearsals, 
concerts, transcriptions, and previously unreleased 
masters. The book is a compendium of the life and 
times of Kenton plus a listing of all musicians
heard on the 4 LPs.)

□ Back To Balboa....................................K1031 $5.50
□ Kenton At The Tropicana....................K1032 $5.50
□ The Fabulous Alumni of Stan Kenton K1028 S5.50 

(First U.S.A, release includes: Anita O'Day/June 
Christy/Jerri Winters/Frank Rosolino/Lee Konitz/ 
Chris Connor/Ann Richards/Pete Rugolo/Gene 
Roland/Laurindo Almeida/Shorty Rogers/Bill Rus- 
so/Bill Holman/Johnny Richards/and others)

□ Some Women I've Known...................K1029 $5.50
(Tribute to six Kenton vocalists 1944-1963: Anita 
O'Day/June Christy/Chris Connor/Jerri Winters/ 
Ann Richards/Jean Turner. Includes 5 previously 
unrealeased masters.)

□ Kenton Showcase................................K1026 $5.50
(Composed & arranged by Bill Holman and Bill 
Russo)

□ Adventures In Standards....................K1025 $5.50
(Arrangements by Lennie Niehaus)

□ Kenton/Wagner................................... K1024 $5.50
(Arrangements by Kenton)

n Kenton presents.................................. K1023 $5.50
(Art Pepper/Maynard Ferguson/Shelley Manne/ 
and others)

□ Stan Kenton & His Orchestra Live ... K1015 $9.00 
At Redlands Univ. (2 LPs with charts by Dee Bar- 
ton/Willie Maiden/Bill Holman/Hank Levy/Ken 
Hanna/Kenton)

□ Private Party (At Donte's)....................K1014 $5.50
□ Los Angeles Neophonic Orchestra K1013 $5.50
□ Adventures In Blues............................ K1012 $5.50

(Composed & arranged by Gene Roland)
□ Adventures In Time..............................K1011 $5.50

(Composed & arranged by Johnny Richards)
□ Adventures In Jazz.............................. K1010 $5.50

(Featuring: Body and Soul-Sam Donahue/Ma/-
aguena-Bill Holman/Waltz of the Prophets-Dee 
Barton/etc.)

□ Innovations In Modern Music............K1009 $5.50
□ Cuban Fire (Johnny Richards)............ K1008 $5.50
□ West Side Story (Johnny Richards). . .K1007 $5.50
□ The City of Glass &.............................. K1006 $5.50

This Modern World
□ Lush Interlude (Pete Rugolo)............ K1005 $5.50
□ Kenton in Stereo.................................K1004 $5.50

(Originally Kenton in Hi-Fi)
□ Contemporary Concepts....................K1003 $5.50

(Bill Holman arranges: What's New/Stella by Star
light/! Got You Under My Skin/Cherokee/Stom- 
in' At the Savoy/Yesterdays; Limelight arr. by Gerry 
Mulligan)

□ New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm K1002 $5.50 
(Arranged by Bill Holman. Bill Russo, and Gerry 
Mulligan)

□ Kenton’s Christmas............................. K1001 $5.50
(Arranged by Ralph Carmichael and Stan Kenton)
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mentary rather than a valid musical statement 
per se. (This includes the Uganda voices 
recorded with African lute.)

There is an interesting line between creat
ive synthesis and the dodge of hodge podge. 
Russell has tried valiantly but the game plan 
disappears in the welter. —levin

SHIRLEY SCOTT________________
MYSTICAL LADY-Cadet 50009: Mystical Lady; 

Your Song; Hall of Jazz; Proud Mary; Love 
Dreams; Let It Be.

Personnel: Danny Turner or Pee Wee Ellis 
(tracks 3, 6), tenor sax; Ms. Scott, organ, vocal 
(track 2); Wally Richardson or George Freeman 
(tracks 3. 6). guitar; Ron Carter or Richard Davis 
(tracks 3, 6), bass; Bobby Durham or Freddie 
Waits (tracks 3. 6) drums. Track 3 only, add 
George Patterson, alto sax.

Rating: ★ ★★'/?
Ms. Scott has always had an identifiable 

sound. The stops she favors differ from the 
standard Jimmy Smith setup, and it is to her 
credit that she has been able to adapt her 
sound to more contemporary material without 
sacrificing individuality.

She has also been accustomed to having a 
bass on her recordings, and thus seems more 
at home with this instrumentation than other 
organ players might. Her vocal on Your is 
attractive.

The long title track has an appealing 
groove. Ellis has a hard-driving solo on Holl, 
but Freeman is not quite together on the head 
of Let It He, which brings that track down 
somewhat although he and Ellis have good 
solo moments.

In all, a better than good album. —porter

BOBBY SHORT
BOBBY SHORT LOVES COLE POR

TER -Atlantic SD 2-606: Rap Tap on Wood; 
You've Got That Thing: You Don’t Know Paree: 
Pilot Me; Katie Went to Haiti; How's Your Ro
mance: At Long Last Love; By Candlelight; So 
Near and Yet So Far; How Could We Be Wrong: 
Hot-House Rose; Let's Fly Away; Why Shouldn't I; 
Once Upon A Time; Weren't We Fools; Do I Love 
You; I've Got You On My Mind; Where Have You 
Been; I Hate You, Darling; I'm In Love Again; Just 
One of Those Things; Why Don't We Try Staying 
Home.

Personnel: Short, piano, vocal; Beverly Peer, 
bass; Richard Sheridan, drums.

Rating: ★★★★★

Bobby Short almost single-handedly main
tains the tradition of cafe society music: so
phisticated song stylings, clever repartee, and 
too-too-elegant showmanship.

Nowadays, the appeal of Short seems vir
tually cultist, but is hopefully expanding. 
Loves Cole Porter is by far his best solo 
album and is almost as poshly sublime as his 
two Town Hall concert LPs with Mabel Mer
cer.

Except for Jr Long Lust Love and One of 
Those Things, the repertoire is mainly unfa
miliar: super-saucy love ballads or urbane 
novelty numbers with typically disarming 
Porter lyrics (Who else could get away with 
“I hate you. darling, because 1 love you so!"?) 
taken from various revues and films, with 
even three unpublished songs.

As such, this album is charming, witty, 
eloquent, tongue-in-cheek, scintillating, 
swinging, tasty, in fact delicious and all other 
such superlatives, plus very very hip and cer
tainly de rigeur. — bourne

MAXINE SULLIVAN/
DICK HYMAN

SULLIVAN. SHAKESPEARE, HYMAN— 
Monmouth-Evergreen MES 7038: When I Was 
and A Little Boy; O Mistress Mine; Will You Buy 
Any Tape?; Winter and Spring; It Was A Lover And 
His Lass; Take, O Take Those Lips Away; Blow, 
Blow Thou Winter Winds; Under the Greenwood 
Tree; Sigh No More, Ladies, Sigh No More; 
Come Away, Come Away Death; When Daffodils 
Begin To Peer; Lawn As White As Driven Snow; 
Take O Take Those Lips Away (second version).

Personnel: Rusty Dedrick, trumpet, fluegel
horn; Dick Hyman, piano, harpsichord, arranger; 
Bucky Pizzarelli, guitar; Milt Hinton, bass; Don 
Lamond, drums; Maxine Sullivan, vocal.

Rating: ★★★★

God save us, there is no “significance" to 
this album. It is merely totally professional, 
totally unornate and a total delight.

Hyman has created light, refreshing music 
to the various Shakespearean lyrics. His four 
musical associates calmly, with great ex
pertise. dispatch the accompaniments with no 
sweat and great dexterity. The highest com
pliment that can be paid what they do is that it 
swings softly as a homogeneous unit.

Maxine's singing is really something quite 
unique. For years she has been remembered 
as the lady “who swung the Scotch" in the 
mid-30s. This has always been a faintly dis
paraging putdown of a most interesting talent.

Those of you lucky enough to have heard

her on some of the Claude Thornhill records 
on Vocalion or with the John Kirby small 
band know differently.

Maxine sang with a clear-bell lyric quality 
quite unlike anyone else save Mildred Bailey. 
Her Nice Work If You Can Get It remains a 
classic of what to do with a lyric line as a 
development rather than a variation.

This kind of simple, self-contained 
art-singing is the closest thing to Lieder sing
ing Americans have ever developed and Max
ine is one of our few but most successful 
exponents.

True, almost 40 years have thickened the 
vocal quality slightly, dropped the range, 
made the “float” seem a bit more effort
ful—but migawd, this is after four decades!

And the dexterity, the intelligence and the 
total integrity of personal dignity is still made 
completely manifest. Maxine is her own wom
an. and how nice a person she is to view.

The album is trying for nothing earthshak
ing; because of that it succeeds more than 95 
per cent of the wax found on the current 
scene. It amuses, bemuses and seduces the 
most casual listener. Plaudits to erstwhile 
T hornhill arranger and longtime music lover 
Bill Borden, who put the date together.

Those of you who have lost all hope of 
finding understatement in music will find this 
one a delightful antidote to the hyperacidity of 
self indulgence. —levin
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by Leonard Feather

bobby colomby

Bobby Colomby. the intense, energetic drummer and catalyst with 
Blood. Sweat&Tears, was born in 1944 in New York City, a member 
of a family of jazz aficionados.

Raised in an atmosphere conducive to the appreciation of good 
music, he was 14 when a brother gave him a drum set. originally 
owned by Max Roach.

Colomby never intended to become a professional musician: at the 
age ot 22 he was working on a Master's degree in psychology. Around 
that time he sat in one night with a group led by folk singer Eric 
Anderson, whose drummer had just quit He joined the combo 
immediately.

Later, while touring with Odetta. he became friendly with Steve 
Katz and later with Al Kooper. The three of them discussed the idea 
of forming a jazz-rock band, and it was from these discussions that 
BS&T evolved.

At the time of the following, his first Blindfold Test. Colomby was 
in Los Angeles to complete production of a solo album by David 
Clayton-Thomas, who had just left the group.

1. MAHAVISHNU JOHN McLAUGHLIN. The A- 
wakening (from The Inner Mounting Flame, Co
lumbia). McLaughlin, composer, guitar: Jerry 
Goodman, violin; Billy Cobham, drums.

Well, that’s not the kind of tune that you 
would hum after your first listening unless 
you had an incredible memory. It’s John 
McLaughlin, I think; it sounds like his group 
anyway.

It’s a great violin player, but he didn’t 
sound like a jazz player as much as the rest of 
them. That’s Cobham. I think, on drums, and 
he’s incredible! 1 think if he’s ever recorded 
right he’s going to frighten every other drum
mer out of playing, because he’s really that 
good. It’s just for some odd reason, on 
record —and he’s worked with great engi
neers—he does not come across as clear as he 
should, as he plays in fact. And if that’s not 
who’s on the record, 1 apologize to the drum
mer.

I II give that four stars for great playing, for 
what they were doing; and three as far as how 
I enjoyed it. As a musician I loved it. espe
cially as a drummer.

2. CHICAGO. Once Upon A Time (from Chicago 
III, Columbia). James Pankow, composer; 
soloists not credited.

The melody was —well, when you hear a 
Hute you immediately think in terms of pret
ty—but the melody was nondescript, it didn't 
seem to go anywhere. I sensed —when the 
whole band came in —it sounded exactly like 
Chicago-yet I've never heard them play out 
of tune on a record, and I heard things out of 
tune on that. So I tend to think that it's not 
them, because they're a great group. It really 
sounded like Chicago, but that .trumpet was 
out of tune, and the flute overall sounded as if 
he could not hear what was happening on 
piano.

I don’t know what to say. because our band 
has been compared with them constantly, and 
it’s very unfair to analyze people who are 
playing completely different music. But as a 
separate entity, subjectively, if it is Chicago. I 
love Chicago. This is not at all indicative of 
their music. It's something else that they're 
doing; like the melody on a thing like this has 
got to be the most important thing to hear, 
because that's all it was; I don't think it really 
got off the ground, and I apologize to the 
writer. I'd rate it three stars, (hough; it didn't 
hurt me, I didn't get angry.

3. LOUIS BELLSON. 3x5+ 16 (from Break
through. Project III). Bellson. drums; Bellson. 
Freddy Thompson, composers.

I haven't heard this before, and it's the kind 
of thing where the guys in the horn section go 
out and have coffee and come back and play 
live more ... in the meanwhile ... I'm not 
sure who it was; it could have been an old 
record of Rich or Bellson ... I think it was 
Rich, but an old record though.

It's very hard to really organize an opinion 
on this. What I heard was a drummer — like in 
a drum contest, that's the winner, without a 
shadow of a doubt, for technique. I heard 
things in there that were for superhuman 
chops, really fine drumming.

As far as the music, it was a background for 
a drum solo, so I didn't enjoy the music. I 
might just as well have started with him and 
gone right to the end. because everything else 
in between was really unimportant.

I know it's not Elvin Jones or Philly Joe or 
any of those people: they just don't play that 
way. that style. But I liked that technique. Ed 
give five stars for the chops of the drum
mer...and zero for anything else.

4. GENE KRUPA. I Hope Gabriel Likes My Mu
sic (from Swing. Vol. I, RCA). Roy Eldridge, trum
pet: Benny Goodman, clarinet, Krupa, drums. 
Recorded 1936.

I did not know the name of the melody: it 
could have been any one of a thousand, be
cause the chord changes were very familiar. I 
do not know the names of the musicians in 
this band. But I would give it five stars be
cause there was not one bar that did not make 
sense in the entire thing and that I didn't 
enjoy.

One. they all listened to each other, which 
is something that I'm afraid has been lost 
through the years as far as band playing. They 
played with energy throughout, and it was the 
kind of thing, without doubt, where when a 
person was soloing, no one went to 
sleep —they were all really listening to what 
he was playing, because it all made sense. If a 
guy would start his solo, it was not say ‘Well, 
here I am.' but it was to say. Okay, that's 
where you left off. now this is where Em going 
to begin.'

The guy on trumpet may have been Louis 
Armstrong, or someone who was strongly 
inlluenced by him-except that the range was 
more than 1 ever heard from Louis Arm
strong.

The clarinet was fantastic: Em not sure 
who that was. but he was the standout, in fact. 
As for the drummer, that was in the days of 
4-4 bass drum. The only drummer of that time 
that I really got into was Sid Catlett. He and 
Webb were the only two drummers I paid any 
attention to. because of where I had started 
from. And at that time the role of the drum
mer was really the timekeeper, and this fellow 
whoever he was did that very well. It was 
perfect.

5. CHASE Handbags <S Gladrags (from Chase, 
Epic). Ted Piercefield, lead vocal: Jay Burrid. 
percussion: Alan Ware. Piercefield. arrangers.

By virtue of the high notes and the over
loading of trumpets, I would think that was 
Chase. There's something about arranging 
that I think a lot of people should be clear on. 
There are certain notes on an instrument that 
are./w that instrument, and certain others that 
are not. If you're going to be an acrobat, or 
you want to highlight or feature an acrobat . . . 
fine. But 1 guess except for maybe Snooky or 
Maynard in his prime, those notes don't 
sound good on a trumpet to my ears. They go 
into register where flutes and piccolos play. 
But a trumpet—except on let's say a cascade, 
an exciting cascade: but again it borders on 
acrobatics again. The band that's playing was 
guilty of all the bad things that I felt our band 
did when it went away from the melody, when 
it showed off—and it did do that in its early 
stages. I believe that at this point we've 
learned what is musically right.

A lot of that stuff is fun to play, but I'm 
sitting here as a listener, and I’m trying not to 
be a musician listening to this. I did not get the 
point of the song as I should, and 1 was 
distracted by the horn section. They really 
laid down a nice feeling at the beginning and 
then it just seemed to not know where it was 
going. It seemed every section was arranged, 
as opposed to the song itself.

But this band is excellent, there's not a bad 
musician there, and there’s no reason at this 
point — because they are known —that they 
have to remain in that bag. The drummer is a 
very competent drummer, and yet he was 
playing things unrelated to everything else 
that was going down ... he was just chugging, 
chugging, chugging . . . just laying down the 
whole notes ... the first part of the tune made 
sense, but then it went away from that and he 
remained there. I suppose he was trying to 
keep it together. Two stars. db
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caught in the act
Midwest Blues
Stepan Center, Univ, of Notre Dame, Notre 
Dame, Ind.
Personnel: Friday night Fred McDowell, guitar. 
Carey Bell-Eddie Taylor Blues Band with Homesick 
James: Bell, harmonica, vocal. Taylor. James, guitar, voc
al: Joseph Martin (Joe Harper), bass; Richard Plunkett, 
drums Howlin' Wolf Blues Band Wolf, harmonica, vocal: 
Eddie Shaw, tenor sax. vocal. Little Beau, tenor sax; 
Sunnyland Slim, piano, vocal; Hubert Sumlin. guitar; An
drew McMahon, bass; Willie Williams, drums
Saturday Night Shirley Griffith, guitar, vocal; Little Broth
er Montgomery, piano, vocal; Otis Rush Blues Band: 
Rush, guitar, vocal; Jim Conley, tenor sax: Ernie Gate
wood. bass; Charles Hicks, drums. Muddy Waters Blues 
Band Waters, guitar, vocal. Paul Oscher. harmonica: 
Samuel Longhorn, guitar; Pinetop Perkins, piano; Fuzzy 
Q Jones, bass; Willie (Big Eye) Smith, drums 
Sunday Afternoon Buddy Guy. guitar, vocal Junior 
Wells, harmonica, vocal; Johnny Littlejohn Blues Band 
with Jimmy Rogers: Littlejohn, guitar, vocal; Rogers, gui
tar. vocal; Bill Lupkin. harmonica; Bob Reedy, piano: 
Steve Lupkin. bass; Richard (Hubcap) Robinson, drums. 
Mance Lipscomb, guitar, vocal Buddy Guy-Junior Wells; 
Philip Guy. guitar; A C. Reed, tenor sax; James Green, 
bass; Roosevelt Shaw, drums.

Midwest Blues was probably the biggest 
blues festival of 1971. The Ann Arbor Blues 
Festival (1969, 1970) had failed to recover 
from the financial beating it had taken, and 
Midwest Blues was a brave attempt to revive 
the campus blues festival scene. It did and it 
didn't; artistically, it was a success, finan
cially it was a failure. In both regards it could 
serve as an object lesson to planners of future 
festivals.

It began Friday night, a mere 15 minutes 
late, in a manner that prophesied of things to 
come. McDowell was greated warmly by an 
enthusiastic crowd, many of whom clearly 
remembered him from an appearance at 
Notre Dame a year earlier. But the crowd was 
.small, no more than 400-500 at the outset 
and that boded ill. Although its size swelled 
steadily, reaching perhaps 1000 by the time 
McDowell finished his set, the brows of stu
dent promoter Bob Brinkmann and festival 
chairman Perry Aberli were furrowed.

As far as the music went, however, that was 
fine. McDowell can make tuning-up sound 
good. And when he had adjusted his sung
lasses, straightened his snakeskin-pattemed 
vest and trousers, and come to terms with his 
flamboyant red electric guitar, he lit into a 
well-paced set that made an hour pass in a 
hurry. Shake 'Em on Down, the up-tempo 
opening tune, gave way to a mournful blues. 
The standard, Baby Please Don't Go, was 
interrupted with applause; and the opening 
chords of You Gotta Move (made familiar to 
many by the Rolling Stones’ Sticky Fingers 
version) brought shouts of recognition.

Song followed song. McDowell, seated on a 
folding chair, began tapping alternately with 
both feet on the “up” numbers and rocking 
from side to side on the slower ones, his 
pinched features tightened into a grimace. 
Memorable moments included a series of 
agonizingly delayed runs on Louise and some 
amazing bottleneck effects on My Babe 
(Don't 'Low No . ... My Babe). A 14 year-old 
girl, obviously a latecomer, leaned over to 
another 14-year-old girl and said. “He is 
really great! Who is he?" Wouldn't you know 
it: McDowell broke into Good Morning, 
Little Schoolgirl! That closed his set, but a 
standing ovation brought him back for Fred's 
Ramblin' Blues.

McDowell's guitar, aggressive but subtle, 
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was in top form. My remarks have concen
trated on his playing rather than his singing 
because the latter suffered from dreadfully 
bad amplification. Vocals were distorted ev
erywhere in the hall, and in parts of it were 
completely inaudible. A bad sound system, in 
fact, plagued the entire festival, although ad
justments before the Saturday night session 
improved matters.

Notre Dame's Stepan Center presents 
acoustical problems under the best of circum
stances. The only time it really sounds good is 
when the Collegiate Jazz Festival moves in 
each spring —and that is only because a dedi
cated crew of jazz-nut engineers from nearby 
Electro-Voice drag in special equipment in 
order to conquer the Center's manifold ech
oes. It is a tribute to McDowell's playing that 
he captured and moved the crowd as he did.

The two-hour middle set Friday night, 
really three sets in one, was something of a 
comedown. It began and ended well enough, 
but the middle was something other than a 
success. I he over-long set came about as a 
result of a squabble over who (among Carey 
Bell, Eddie Taylor, and Homesick James) was 
the featured attraction. Each, as it turned out, 
took a turn as vocalist.

Bell is a competent singer and a good har
monica player. His six or seven songs were 
easy to take, the more so because the backing 
was solid. Eddie Taylor and drummer Robert 
Plunkett stayed onstage the entire two hours, 
while Howlin' Wolf s bassist (Andrew 
McMahon) subbed for Joseph Martin (other
wise known as Joe Harper) only during 
Homesick James’ tour of duty. Particularly 
with Martin aboard, the band cooked.

Homesick, following Bell, came across as 
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an uninventive jive artist. His vocals (mostly 
tunes made famous by Elmore James, rep
utedly his cousin, e.g.. The Sky Is Crying and 
Dust My Broom) lacked distinction: and his 
bottleneck guitar, especially following 
McDowell, was dull.

Taylor’s turn at the microphone was a wel
come relief. For one thing, he alone that night 
managed to make his vocals perfectly audible. 
For another, his unpretentious styling, in 
which one could pick up a little of Jimmy 
Reed’s influence (understandably: they've 
worked together for years), suited the mate
rial well. On tunes such as (I'm taking a stab 
at the titles) Big Town Playboy and Bad Boy 
Long Way from Home, things came together. 
Taylor's amplified acoustic guitar gave suit
able accompaniment to his singing; the 
rhythm section was right there; and Bell pro
vided effective harp fills. Bell's short solo on 
Standing Round Crying was the harmonica 
highlight of the festival until Junior Wells 
arrived on Sunday. Taylor, too often a side
man, deserves wider exposure out front.

Howlin' Wolfs set was one of the 
best-put-together and most professional of the 
weekend. Eddie Shaw, acting as the group’s 
musical director (though clearly taking his 
cues from Wolf), started things off by singing 
(and playing some good, nasty sax) on Mojo. 
He’s a dynamic singer, as he proved anew on 
You Gotta Help Me.

Sunnyland Slim (Albert Luandrew), playing 
electric piano, added a pair of vocals: Depres
sion Blues (“something about the times 
now,") and a stop-time rendering of (another 
stab) She's Got a Thing Going On. Slim is a 
tall, silent figure offstage and a capable pro 
onstage. What else would you expect from



one who, in his long career, has worked with 
the likes of Ma Rainey and Robert Johnson, 
among countless others?

Then the main attraction lurched forward, 
wolf-like, from the back of the stage; he stood, 
snapped to a salute and held it. The crowd 
came to its feet and stayed there for the 
duration. Midway through the first song the 
greying bluesman took a seat. Though he re
mained seated until it came time, on Smoke
stack Lightning, to emit the wolfs howl, this 
was the only acknowledgement he made to 
years. Actually Wolf looked better, physi
cally, than he did several years ago. He’s 
trimmed down a bit, his deeply-creased, hand
some face hasn’t aged, and his patented way 
with a song —that’s certainly unimpaired.

Highway 49, Spoonful, Evil (“Another 
mule kicking in your stall-that's evil!”). 
Little Red Rooster, Smokestack —the familiar 
songs came, one after another. Sunnyland 
Slim filling, the ebullient Shaw blowing —a 
helluva band backing a helluva man.

The Saturday night session was, if any
thing, better than the preceding one. Although 
the Fifth Dimension was also playing on 
campus that night (to a sold-out house of 8000 
or so), a near-capacity crowd of 1500-2000 
turned out for blues. Apparently, few ex
pected things to start on time (though they 
did). At any rate, more than half the audience 
came in during the first set, by Shirley Griff
ith. That was unfortunate, because Griffith's 
quiet music is not geared to compete with a 
noisy, milling throng.

It was a good set nonetheless. Griffith put 
his mellow voice to good use on half-a-dozen 
songs —including Jea/o/Myo/r My Mind and If 
You Want My Loving (You Gotta Treat Me 
Right)-and added a couple of instrumentals 
on his amped acoustic guitar. But one couldn't 
help wishing he had encountered Griffith in 
more intimate and quieter surroundings.

Little Brother Montgomery followed. He 
had been scheduled to appear with Sippie 
Wallace, but illness prevented her appear
ance. Montgomery carried on alone, and ca
pably. His 40-minute set was the most varied 
of the festival. He started with a 
boogie-woogie, shifted to a slow, gos
pel-flavored vocal, rendered a reflective After 
Hours and a melodic Going Up the Country 
(not the one the kids know), and moved into 
straight blues with Vicksburg (“the only tune 
from 1930 I know,” he said). His piano was 
poorly miked for bass, but the hoarse- 
throated vocals sounded fine. He closed with 
two strictly non-blues numbers: Indiana (a 
bow to the locale) and I'm Sure of Everything 
but You.

Though they enjoyed Montgomery's versa
tility, the customers seemed to be waiting for 
blues in stronger doses, and when Otis Rush 
took the stand just after 9:00 p.m., they got it. 
Oh, did they get it! Rush started, typically, 
with a pair of instrumentals on which he and 
the tenor player, Jim Conley, were working at 
times toward free-form jazz. They warmed 
themselves up, and the crowd too. Rush had 
brought his own equipment along and the 
sound was good.

"I don’ know much about gambling," 
Rush’s vocal on the third tune began. “I don’t 
know much about love", and it was clear 
that he was dealing basic blues. He sang with 
powerful effect on / Can't Quit You Baby, AH 
Your Loving and Let's Get Down to Business. 
Conley adding rhythm-and-bluesy comments.

On through several more numbers, working 

the crowd up and up, until an exchange of 
solos by Rush and Conley on an instrumental 
charges the air. A minor-key blues to catch 
one's breath, and then a boisterous, mid-fifties 
r&b-sounding Honky Tonk blows the place 
apart. For an encore. / Fell So Bad. Just Like 
a Ball Game on a Rainy Day — a gem. Though 
the audience knows Muddy Waters is to fol
low, they don’t want to let Rush go.

But Muddy does come on (it’s nearly 
10:30) and Rush has primed the house for 
him. Paul Oscher and Pinetop Perkins lead 
the band through several numbers before the 
maestro appears. When he does, he proves to 
be at his best. Like Wolf the night before. 
Waters works sitting down; also like Wolf, his 

Grady Tate digs fiberglass drums.
Why? Because Fibes fiberglass drum shells possess strength 

greater than steel — consistent tonal response providing one of 
the most sensitive and brilliant sounding instruments made today.

fihes Manufacturers of fiberglass drums and accessories
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voice is strong and sure. He starts with the 
marvelous openings lines of II Had the) Blues 
Before Sunrise:
Blues stopped a rollin', and they stopped at 

my front door.
/ said the blues stopped rollin', stopped at my 

front door.
Change my way of livin', won't have to worry 

anymore.
Ihe band stretches out: Samuel Longhorn 

on guitar. Oscher on several harmonicas, Per
kins on piano. The boss gets his bottleneck 
working on Honeybee, and he gets that 
pleased look like he’s half surprised himself. 
Hoochie Coochie Man. done slower than usu
al, produces the inevitable shock of recogni-
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tion: then the tempo is stepped up for Walkin’ 
Down Broadway.

Now it's Mannish Boy: “Everything's gon
na be all right this mawnin” —and, even on a 
stool. Muddy's beginning to get animated. His 
hooded eyes take on a glint. He has set aside 
his guitar and his hands clap excitedly in 
oddly-timed series. His pointing fingers begin 
to punctuate the air.

Now the guitar is retrieved and all stops are 
out for Long Distance Call. Oscher cuts 
loose, the bottleneck is whining; the prot
racted ending brings everyone to his feet. It's 
time for Mojo —once, and then the obligatory 
repeat. A second encore brings Muddy back 
to his stool (he had stood for Mojo and even 
thrown in a bit of the old “Waters shuffle''): 
and, though he's obviously relating to the 
crowd, it’s really as if he’s singing this one for 
himself:
Have yon ever been mistreated? 
Then you know what I’m talkin' about.

I've been mistreated;
You know what I'm talkin' about.

Exeunt omnes.
The Sunday afternoon session was a mis

take. Not that it didn't produce some line 
moments. But it started more than an hour 
late, ran until nearly 7:30. and a good third of 
what was heard during the four-hours' plus 
was expendable. Above all, perhaps, the last 
session was anticlimactic; the more so be
cause only the hardiest blues freaks come out 
on Sunday, and by then exhaustion was begin
ning to tell.

It needn't have started late. Though Mance 
Lipscomb, slated first, had been delayed, the 
other performers were on hand by 2 p.m. The 
schedule was eventually juggled, and Buddy 
Guy and Junior Wells kicked things off at 
3:10. It was a short, tasty set: no band, just 
Buddy (with acoustic guitar) and Junior (with 
harp). They did Short Haired Woman (at least 
that’s what Lightnin' Hopkins calls it). I'm 
Ready; Good Morning, Little Schoolgirl (pro
viding an interesting point of comparison to 
McDowell's version on Friday), and Hoochie 
Coochie Man. They started cold, voices in
itially hoarse and low-pitched (they shared 
vocals, if memory serves, on all four num
bers); but soon warmed to their task.

There was none of the foolishness that 
sometimes mars these great artists' appear
ances (as it did. to some extent, when they 
came on later to close the festival). Guy, 
hunched over on a stool, and Wells, next to 
him on a folding chair, just played and sang. 
Each is, of course, a monster on his chosen 
ax; both are virtuoso vocalists: and both —this 
really became apparent —enjoy working to
gether. They complement each other per
fectly. both as personalities and as musicians. 
Well's rich, husky singing on Schoolgirl was 
perhaps the highlight of this all-too-brief set.

Johnny Littlejohn and Jimmy Rogers fol
lowed. and played well but much too loud. 
With a proper mix it would have been enjoy
able; but guitars and bass blasted everything 
else into oblivion. Rogers sounded good on 
Walking hy Myself (his own composition) and 
Sloppy Drunk. Littlejohn (sporting the only 
“do” of the festival) scored with a very 
B.B.-ish Sweet Little Angel (each did about 
eight numbers —these stood out.) But the din 
finally drove me outside the hall.

Mance Lipscomb came onstage at 5, and in 
50 minutes sang 18 songs from his vast reper
toire. There wasn't a lemon in the bunch: So 

Different Blues: Texas Blues: Baby. You 
Don't Have to Go; You Are My Sunshine: 
Nobody Cares for Me: Going Down Slow; 
hillbilly standard. Alabama Jubilee; Memphis 
Minnie's / Want to Do Something for You: 
Baby Please Don’t Go; Keep on Truckin’ 
Mama: Shake. Shake Mama; C. C. Rider (the 
slower version, which Lispcomb remembers 
from “when I was a teenage boy”; followed 
by just a chorus of the more familiar version 
“in fast time”); Tom Moore (with “that’s a 
bad man" and such comments interpolated 
sotto voce); Ain’t You Sorry ( That You Done 
Me Wrong); Shine on Harvest Moon; Moth
erless Children (pocket knife used as slide); 
When the Saints Go Marching In; and Old 
Time Religion. (Thanks to Leroy Pierson for 
identifying many of the titles.)

The ancient songster was in great shape. 
His high-pitched singing, is as they say. remi
niscent of that of the late Mississippi John 
Hurt. And. if one listens carefully, one can 
hear as well occasional similarities to the 
work of Lipscomb’s near-contemporary, 
Huddie Ledbetter (I’m thinking particularly 
of Leadbelly’s Library of Congress record
ings). But the resemblances take nothing 
away from that which is distinctive about 
Lipscomb's art. Age aside, he’s a wonder: age 
considered, at 76 he's incredible.

By the time Buddy and Junior’s band came 
on it was dark outside. The crowd, never 
larger on Sunday than about 500. had 
dwindled to 300 at most: by the time they 
were through, no more than 150 were still in 
attendance. This was no reflection on Guy 
and Wells: hunger finally drove people away 
(there were no food facilities at the festival).

The band did a 12-minute Sly-Stone 
Chambers Brothers-Santana-sounding thing 
(wah-wah pedal, sax throughout, tough 
bass). Then Guy appeared, played great gui
tar on One Room Country Shack, followed 
with a falsetto-cum-scat number (scatting in 
octaves with his guitar), and built / Can't Let 
Iler Gofrom a plaintive blues up to a violent, 
exploding blues. Then it was time for Guy to 
go out into the audience and play. Yawn. 
Though some of Guy's licks were impressive, 
they'd have sounded just as good from the 
stage. Besides, who wants to hear Buddy Guy 
play Cream (Sunshine of Your Love)? Junior 
Wells joined Guy back on the stand, sounded 
sharp on four last songs, and the festival was 
over.

It’s difficult to assess three days, some 13 
hours, of blues —it’s hard to generalize about 
135 (give or take a few) songs, done in a 
myriad of styles. One is tempted simply to 
concentrate on a few vignettes and let it go at 
that: Muddy Waters playing cards backstage 
with a circle of children: A. C. Reed, sax 
player in the Guy-Wells band (and Jimmy 
Reed's brother), decked out in cowboy duds; 
Mance Lipscomb's false teeth resting on a 
table, the plate inlaid with silver shaped into 
the silhouette of a guitar, engraved with 
“MANCE”. Or one could reflect on such 
things as the variety of bottlenecking tech
niques one had witnessed during the week
end: ring finger or little finger; metal cylinder, 
pocket knife, or actual neck of an actual 
bottle. But some general observations, about 
an event which, for blues, was of ambitious 
magnitude, seem, to be in order.

It should have lasted two days, not three. 
There comes a saturation point which, when 
reached, renders everything that follows in 
some degree anti-climactic. Moreover, most 
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of the $6300 loss which Midwest Blues in
curred can be attributed to the under-attended 
third session. An endearing characteristic of 
blues festivals is that they are too ambitious. 
It’s understandable: starved for live blues 
most of the year, eager young entrepeneurs 
try to cram as much as possible, but more 
than is practicable, into a single weekend. 
Endearing and understandable, but in the long 
run hazardous to the health of a festival.

I think the thing that ought to be looked into 
most closely is the idea of a festival itself. 
Need it, for example, be a marathon, an en
durance test for the audience? Does it have to 
be a kind of junior (and specialized) Wood- 
stock in order to qualify as festive? The Ann 
Arbor Blues Festival, perhaps inadvertently.

Eddie Taylor: Unpretentious styling
set that sort of a pattern during its two in
carnations. Midwest Blues, though lacking a 
tent city and sans grub, followed the pattern 
to some extent. And therein lies a lesson.

Ann Arbor could perhaps afford to be a 
blues-athon. (Well, not literally “afford": it 
took a bigger financial bath than Midwest 
Blues. But I’m not referring here to finance.) 
People were actually living there, many of 
them taking up temporary residence on imme
diately adjacent grounds for the weekend. 
People ate and slept and conducted virtually 
every bodily function, while the blues rolled 
on. Ann Arbor began early in the afternoon 
(or even in the morning) and sometimes went 
straight through until past midnight. Yet its 
seemingly interminable sessions were some

how no more exhausting than the decidely 
shorter ones at Notre Dame. Season and set
ting make up part of the difference, to be sure. 
Outdooors and on the turf, rather than in
doors on concrete, Ann Arbor was simply 
more liveable.

Put a blues festival indoors and you're 
already halfway to a concert or a series of 
mere concerts. I don't mean to suggest that 
that's all Midwest Blues was. The ambience 
in Stepan Center was actually pretty good. At 
times on Friday and for most of Saturday, the 
vibes were terrific. This had much to do with 
the music itself, of course; but it also had a lot 
to do with the setting. All the hard work of 
Perry Aberli and his staff (headed by his wife. 
Karen) was anything but for naught. That’s 

the last thing I mean to suggest.
But certainly there was room for improve

ment. If there should be a next year for Mid
west Blues, and there’s a reason to think so, 
its producers will do well to look upon the 
1971 excursion as a shakedown cruise, and 
profit from the experience. Anyone else 
thinking of venturing into the blues festival 
business should do the same. If Notre Dame 
can make a go of it. so could any of four-score 
other campuses (and blues festivals will be 
confined to campuses until someone in Wash
ington realizes that blues, as one of our most 
precious natural resources, deserves to be 
subsidized). Shakedown cruise or not. Mid
west Blues was a trip worth being on.

— richard hizot
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Box 63. 4th Floor. N White Plains. NY 10603

MODEL NO 6 — send for free brochure.

NEW! NOTHIN'BUT BLUES
□ NOTHIN' BUT BLUES, Vol. II of A NEW AP
PROACH TO IMPROVISATION by Jamey Aebersold 
Vol II includes a Guidebook • Stereo LP 11 dif
ferent blues to practice with . . . excellent rhythm 
section to back you up . . . slow —fast —jazz-rock- 
6/8-4/4-modal. Chord progressions-scales-pi- 
ano voicings-exercises included Simple blues 
piano voicings for horn players ... for all instruments. 
Bass Clef scales and progressions.

□ Vol. I, A NEW APPROACH TO IMPROVISATION 
(Revised Edition of The original widely-acclaimed 
Guidebook . LP record —for all instruments. MORE 
RECORDED TRACKS- 10 TOTAL Bigger guidebook 
-more exercises —plus 12 page supplement! Ex
cellent rhythm section accompaniment. Chord pro
gressions-scales—patterns included.

Check/MO .. . S7.95 per vol. (Canada add S 1.50 each) 
□ Patterns for Jazz, by Jerry Coker et al
Excellent for daily practice S12.50
□ Improvising Jazz, by Jerry Coker 
Paperback (5th printing).................................. 52.45

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211 Aebersold Dr.
New Albany, Ind. 47150

AMERICA’S OLDEST AND LARGEST 
EXCLUSIVE PERCUSSION CENTER

Complete stock of famous name brand 
percussion instruments and accessories. H 
Owned and operated by Maurie Lisbon—1 8 
Years staff percussionist CBS-WBBM Chicago. 
226 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, III. 60605 
922-8761 922-1300

VON OHLEN
Continued from page 19

energy going. It may not be the "best" 
according to academic standards but 
something has got to happen, some magic, 
every time you sit down at the drums. If it 
doesn't that should be rare. That'll happen 
and it shouldn’t frustrate you. And the sec
ond thing is: Don t ever stop playing. The 
cats that don't become good drummers are 
the cats who quit. Keep doing it —you’ll 
make it."’

John also stressed the value (and the 
pitch) of the all-important bass drum, 
which should be pitched as low as pos
sible. As he puts it: "If you want to make it 
with a big band, you've got to get that bass 
drum down in the cellar. In a big band, 
the drums should be low. Get that bootin’ 
low sound. Guys who play tight drums can 
be the greatest but they won't be able to 
get that sound. Stan says the bass drum 
should sound like hitting your fist into a 
pillow. With me. the drums have to be 
tuned extremely loose, almost wrinkled. It's 
just the feeling; of going into the thing. 
That's unusual for most drummers. They 
like a little tone and I don't."

On the concept of time, Von Ohlen re
lates an interesting experiment.

"At a school once we got a bunch of 
records with our favorite drummers on 
them and put a metronome on all of them. 
None of them even came close to the met
ronome except one —and I couldn’t believe 
it because he was right with the met- 
nome-and that was Shelly (Manne). It was 
amazing — he was right with it.

"But there/'s a feeling of steady time that 
I do like so I don’t of course, think it’s 
anything to disregard. Mel Lewis —I keep 
going back to him-he’s the master. He’s 
steady —not like a rock —but just steady. 
Just lays right in that slot and keeps it 
there. And that's frustrating for me because 
I've looked for it half of my life and he’s got 
it in that slot all the time. Teddy Wilson told 
me that Mel's different because he's got a 
traditional feel.

"This time thing is really a bugger for 
drummers. I’ve had it screamed on me so 
much that you finally get paranoid after a 
while. The best thing I can say about it is 
that it's elusive and you can't put your 
finger on it. I don't think anybody ever has. 
Not that I want guesswork when I'm playing 
but you can t let yourself get too wrapped 
up in it. It’s a completely relative thing."

Though he never studied with him, John 
thanks Lewis for his thing. He was just so 
much into his style on records that he un
derstood it —it made sense to him. He tried 
to sound like him for a long time, back in 
his Maxted/Herman days. He felt that ev
erything Mel did in every dimension was 
the ultimate —and still does. But after a 
while your individuality has to come out.

"Stan helped a lot there, and so did 
Woody. I started to see that you’ve just got 
to forget imitating. I finally had to realize 
that even though Mel can do so much with
out playing loud that I was just a loud 
drummer and that’s it. I'm super loud, so I 
just had to face up to it because when I felt 
good it was fh/s-loud —and not Mel. Now 
my own thing is built on the strong concept 
even though guys like Mel can get a band 
going without that. I really have fun playing 
now whereas it used to be dues. In the 
Army, when I was playing along with 
records, everything I played was exactly 
Mel. My drumming was together but it was 
him, not me."

When a big band drummer has his style 
and chops together and gets on a big band, 
shazam! He meets his most important ally, 
the lead trumpeter, who just might have a 
completely different conception. Another 

challenge and herewith another Von Ohlen 
solution.

"Jay Saunders is playing lead now and 
we’re into it every day —we're always talk
ing about it. I sat down with Jay one day 
and told him that I've been playing a while 
now and I'm to the point where I want no 
guesswork. I figure there has to be a reason 
why this isn’t really hot-so why isn’t it? 
What is it? So we’ve been hashing it out. If 
you’ve got the right feeling toward each 
other you can do that.

"We just think alike. We took the book up 
the room one night and sang every phrase 
in the book to each other. Jay’d whistle 
something like he was blowing and I'd sing 
it just like I'd play it. We did that back and 
fourth and we’d narrow down to even the 
slightest differences of conception. Those 
short notes-how long or short are they 
going to be? Etc. We have to be right to
gether. It’s really the lead trumpeter and 
the drummer that shape the whole thing. 
The bass player, especially in our band, is 
pretty much the timekeeper; more so on 
slower things. Stan likes to say that the 
drummer just reinforces it. I've seen gigs 
where the bass player was strong and the 
drummer weak and it still sounded good. 
But it doesn’t seem to happen the other 
way around. That's why I loved working 
with Gary Todd and now Woozer (John 
Worster). They’re so consistent. Some 
nights when I was erratic they’d be with me 
and I didn’t even know I was being erratic. 
John is a joy because he loves big bands. 
He prefers them."

In the course of our five-hour discussion, 
John talked enough on drums, drummers 
and related topics to fill the greater part of 
a book. So here is a selected summary of 
his views on drums, drummers and related 
topics.
-On playing the same tunes every night: 
“It never does get me down too much. As 
long as it’s necessary, it presents a good 
opportunity to study feeling and how to get 
a chart moving."
— Student drummers: ‘‘They've got that 
competitive thing going and don’t appre
ciate a guy for who he is. They're waiting 
for him to trip up rather than listening for 
his good points."
-Elvin Jones: "The number one jazz 
drummer for me. He’s got that nitty gritty 
jazz feel that I love.
-Rufus Jones: "God, do I love Rufus! 
When I heard him at Newport last year he 
was the best thing I heard all night. He had 
me hypnotized with that beat. He had it 
truckin', I tell you. They don’t call him 
Speedy for nothing. He did a thing in about 
two beats and he was all over the drums. 
Cross-overs and everything."
-The road: It's changed. When I first went 
out in 1961, the road was a hard life. It was 
kind of dark. Now, at least with Stan, it’s the 
way.
— More road: "Having Stan on the bus 
helps. He’s different from other leaders. 
He's with the band all the time. He never 
takes a better room, he sits right there on 
the bus. he goes through the same dues we 
do. Only more so because he has all the 
business things and the people to talk to. 
He's a constant joy on the bus."
-Clinics: “You get a rapport going with 
them and you hate to leave when it’s over. 
It’s like you've got good friends all of a 
sudden. We get such beautiful letters that 
show how much those kids get turned on 
by those clinics. I didn't think I was going to 
like doing them but I look forward to them 
now."

Stan Kenton has given John a nick
name—The Baron —"because he looks like 
a baron."

I just call him The Monster —because he 
sounds like John Von Ohlen. db
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CONNORS
Continued from page 13

He tries to bring the best out of you.”
Nonetheless, Connors can play in different 

styles when the occasion demands it. His 
influences in his formative years were drum
mers of different and very personal styles, and 
he studied his models assiduously.

"Lex Humphries was my early idol, and 
then it was Max Roach, from I I or 12 to about 
18 or 20. We became close. He treated me 
like a son, and everytime he came to Philly, 
he’d let me play. It was Max for a long 
time —1 even went through a stage where I 
tried to walk like him and everything.

“After Max, Elvin was really my greatest 
influence; Roy Haynes too, in a way, but 
mostly Max and Elvin. And Philly Joe, of 
course. I knew him back home: he used to put 
holes in my drums. I admired quite a few 
drummers in Philly. Specs Wright, who died, 
taught me quite a bit, and Ronald Tucker, 
who also passed away.

"I would play Max's stuff almost word for 
word because I loved him so much, and I'd 
play like Philly and try to play like Elvin: all 
the different styles.

"My greatest ambition was to work with 
Trane, so I always practiced in that way to 
maybe someday get that job. When 1 was just 
about ready for it. he died.

“I played with him once in Philly. and sat in 
with him at the Village Vanguard a couple of 
times. But it was in Philly I really had a 
chance. Elvin’s wife had just had a baby and 
he couldn't make the gig, so John had differ
ent local drummers come up and play with 
him, sometimes two at a time. I would have 
had the chance to play with him all week, but 
this was at Pep's, and I'd been barred from 
the club a week before—I always used to 
come around but never paid —so even though 
the people who did the booking had called me, 
the bouncer wouldn't let me in. By the time I 
did get in, someone else had been hired.

“But I did get to play with John one night 
after Elvin had come back. We met and 
played together, and that was one of my great
est experiences in life so far. John said that 
when I felt I was ready 1 should come to New 
York and contact him, and he’d see if we 
could get together, but the way things worked 
out, it never happened ....”

It seems very logical, then, that Connors 
should now be with Pharoah Sanders. Before 
leaving the subject of other drummers, how
ever, he did want to mention Tony Williams.

“1 love Tony." he says. “He’s a young 
genius. The group he has now with all the 
percussion is out of sight-he’s really doing it 
now. He’s one of my favorites, and so’s Roy 
Haynes.”

Not unexpectedly, Connors would like to 
make an album of his own. He did some gigs 
with his own group early last year and says 
they were very successful, with audiences 
very receptive. He used such first-rate play
ers as Woody Shaw. Carlos Garnett. Khalik 
Al Rouf, Danny Mixon, Stafford James. Junie 
Booth and Tyrone Washington. He’s gotten 
calls for other jobs with his own outfit, but has 
been too busy working with Pharoah.

“I don’t know what the future holds,” he 
says, “but I think things are really opening up 
more. Music is starting to bloom again.”

Meanwhile, he is adding to his arsenal of 
sounds, having acquired a gong and some 
bells. He’s also using his voice while playing, 
and at the time of this interview was looking 

"for some other kind of drums, maybe a hand 
drum — I 'll know when I hear it or see it."

Unlike most drummers, Connors likes to 
play ballads. "I have a great love for stan
dards." he says, “especially ballads —the way 
Sonny Rollins plays ballads. John. Clifford. 
Miles. I've always had a great love for pretty 
ballads. Maybe that comes from my being 
sentimental.

“1 love pretty music, bossa nova . . . it's not 
difficult for me as a drummer to bring out the 
gentleness in the music. Drums can be a 
gentle instrument, too. 1 love to play hard and 
loud and drive, but you can do so many differ
ent things on the drums. It's like life. I'm still 
working on that.”

BUDDY AND LOUIS WITH FRIENDS

... the Sound Choice in drum heads

REMO, INC. I 12804 RAYMER STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91605
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I'he work includes studying harmony and 
composition, and writing music: when that 
record date comes along. Connors wants to 
have some of his own tunes on it. But his 
ambitions for the future do not keep him from 
being happy in his present job. which offers 
him the chance to grow and develop.

"I like it when a drummer is original instead 
of doing what someone else has done," he 
says. “A lot of followers of. say, Tony Wil
liams have a lot to offer in themselves but 
they don't go inside themselves and try to 
bring it out. They have a lot of talent and play 
someone else’s style well, but that's good 
primarily for whomever they try to play like. 
I ’m always listening and learning.” db

REMO



We’re changing our image but not our 
quality. Like the butterfly emerging, GWYN 
is growing with more beautiful books for 
your musical needs—By artists creating 
the sounds.

ACCLAIMED AND USED BY BERKLEE AND OTHER GREAT SCHOOLS

GUITAR
JOE PASS

Who can compare to the beautiful 
great sounds of this Jazz Guitarist? 
His books are from years of 
poll-winning. Theory, ear training, 
arpeggios, chords, solos and great 
patterns. For all instrumentalists.
□ JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE.................................. $5.95
□ JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE CASSETTE (50 Mm)... 7.50
□ JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS by Joe Pass........................ 3.50
□ JOE PASS GUITAR CHORDS............................... 3.0 0
Watch for the new JOE PASS CHORD SOLO book avail
able March 30.

LAURINDO ALMEIDA
This world-renowned artist has 
some new beautiful music. The 
Method book is great for beginning 
and intermediate guitarists. Learn 
music while loving it.

NEW: (Available March 15)
□ LAURINDO ALMEIDA GUITAR METHOD..........$5.00
NEW: (5 Arrangments)
□ POPULAR BRAZILIAN MUSIC........................... 4.00
(For 2 Guitars (optional), Piane and Rhythm Section - 
good for Combos)

BILL PITMAN
You hear this fine guitarist constant
ly on TV and recordings. New con
cepts in Jazz and Classical by one of 
Hollywood's greatest.

NEW:Q MODERN PRELUDES FOR GUITAR 
(CLASSICAL)................................$2.00

NEW:O JAZZ GUITAR PHRASES AND SOLOS ... .2.50

ELECTRIC BASS
CAROL KAYE
You hear this chick on hits with Ray 
Charles, Quincy Jones, the famous 
Motown hits, Beach Boysand loads 
of Movies and TV from Bill Cosby, 
Room 222 to Mannix. Mission Im
possible, TV Movies etc. These 

books are challenging and represent the latest of 
Today's sounds.
□ HOW TO PLAY THE ELECTRIC BASS ...............$3.50
□ 2 Practice LPs for above book............................... 4,50
□ ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 1............................  2.00
□ 2 Practice LPs for above book............................. 4.50
□ ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 2............................  2.50
□ PERSONALLY YOURS

(Supplement to "How to Play")........................... 2.50
□ CAROL KAYE ELECTRIC BASS

CASSETTE COURSE...........................................29.50
(Identical to her prjvate teaching. Includes above 4 
books. 1 Course Book. 3 Cassettes - 1 is a Play-Along 
Rhythm. Credit allowed on previously'purchasod books) 
□ ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 3............................ 3.75
NEW:C ELECTRIC BASS NO. 4 (Avail. Apr. 1).... 3.50

(Bass Lines from Soul Hit Records by the author) 
NEW:D EASY ELECTRIC BASS by Frank Carroll,

Edited by Carol Kaye...................................... 4.50

HARMONICA
TOMMY MORGAN MB

You hear his sounds on GUN- 
SMOKE. GREEN ACRES. HANK 
MANCINI, scores of famous Movies, . jpJfP 
Motown hits. etc. His books are 
complete for beginning students, 1 
to top professional. Easy, interest- •' 
ing, loads of pictures, music, hole & breath indications. 
Cross Harp. Minor Keys. Fills.
□ TOMMY MORGAN BLUES HARMONICS..........$5.00
□ TOMMY MORGAN BLUES HARMONICA

CASSETTE...........................................................7.50
□ SPECIAL Introductory Offer:

Book & Cassette.................................................. $9.95
□ TOMMY MORGAN CHROMATIC HARMONICA

(Avail. Mar. 15)..................................................... 4.50

POSTAGE: (free USA). Air Mail (USA) $1.00 one book. 75c ea. additional book; Cassettes 50c ea.; LPs $1.50 ea.;
Carol Kaye Course $3.50 FOREIGN: 1-2 items add $1.25; 3 or more $2.50 OR 

FOREIGN AIR MAIL: 1-2 books $1.75, $1.00 ea. additional book; Cassettes $1.50 ea.; LPs $4.00 ea.
Carol Kay Course $8.50 ($13.50 to Australia. N.Z.. Asia) Order direct or

GWYN PUBLISHING COMPANY through store or
P.O. BOX 5900» SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF. 91413 • phone: (213) 872-1828 distributor (readily

California add 5% Sales Tax. Sorry, no C.O.D.s available to stores

□ Free Brochure
□ Sample Music 
Catalogue 50c (free 
with $10.00 purchase)

VIBES _______
VICTOR FELDMAN

Legendary Studio and Jazz artist 
who is famous for his voicings. This \ 
4 Mallet Solo Arrangements book 
swings in all styles-for the ad- 
vanced 7

□ ALL ALONE BY THE VIBRAPHONE....................$3.93
□ VICTOR FELDMAN VIBE CASSETTE.................$7.50
□ SPECIAL Introductory Offer:

Book & Cassette................................................... $9.95

KEYBOARD
ARTIE BUTLER
Famous Pianist- Composer- Ar
ranger (see "The Love Machine") 
wrote the ONLY book of current 
Funky Boogaloo. Latin-Rock, Coun
try. Rolling, etc. Contains "FEELIN' 
ALRIGHT" solo.

□ CREATIVE KEYBOARD SOUNDS....................... $3.50
New books by Studio Musicians available soon in Jazz 
& Contemporary.
NEW:D CONTEMPORARY BASS LINES FOR ALL

KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS By Carol Kaye . $2.50
(Selected from author's famous books for Keyboards)

DRUMS
PAUL HUMPHREY

Soul's No. 1 Drummer who has hits 
with Quincy Jones. Motown Re
cords. Joe Cocker, O.C. Smith, 
Bill Cosby, his own "Cool Aid".
□ NO. 1 SOUL DRUMS............................................$3.50
□ SOUL DRUMS PAUL HUMPHREY CASSETTE 

(40 Min.)........................................................... 7.50

JOHN GUERIN
Another great Jazz-Rock recording 
artist who wrote the most advanced 
book of our time in Afro Bossa 
Nova. Cross Time Jazz-Boogaloo. 
Famous Multi Tom-Tom Fills.

NEW:D JAZZ+ ROCK= JOHN GUERIN..............$3.50
(Advanced only)

RUFUS (SPEEDY) 
JONES

Duke Ellington's drummer (formerly 
with Count Basie) wrote his famous 
technique and combo-big band 
charts.
NEW:Q PROFESSIONAL DRUM STUDIES 

Book I...........................................$2.50
NEW:D PROFESSIONAL DRUM STUDIES 

Book II.......................................... 2.50

CHARLES DOWD
San Francisco's newest recording drummer and teach
er wrote an encyclopedia of Soul. Beginner and Ad
vanced.
□ FUNKY PRIMER FOR THE ROCK DRUMMER .. .$3.00 
Watch for STAN LEVEY'S new Method books for 
Drums. Mallets, Tympani, and Percussion.

PERCUSSION
GARY COLEMAN

This talented percussionist for 5th 
Dimension. Mamas & Papas, Mo
town, and countless others has 
written some new great ensemble 
pieces. Different and dynamic
NEW:D PERCUSSION SEXTET NO. 1 

(Hi School. Jr. College & up) ...... $3.50
NEW:D PRELUDE AND TWO DANCES FOR

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (Beginner)... 3.50
NEW:Q LATIN PERCUSSION RHYTHMS AND

INSTRUMENTS by Laurindo Almeida.....$2.50 
(Authentic Brazilian "ala SANTANA")

NEWC WORLD OF PERCUSSION by EMIL RICH
ARDS. Over 300 Instruments-their range, origin and 
how to play them. Illustrated (available April 1).

DIFFERENT DRUMMERS
Continued from page 20_______________ __  
“When things are not too good, smile through. 
If you’re crying the blues, when it happens 
you're left behind." But I’m through playing 
‘with’ people. I'm ready for equal billing 
now.”
Buzzy Drootin, says the Encyclopedia ofJazz, 
was born in Russia in 1920 on a date he 
doesn’t know exactly. When he was 5, his 
parents took him to the U.S., and he was 
raised in Boston. His father, two brothers and 
a nephew are all musicians.
After some local experience, Buzzy went on 
the road with Ina Ray Hutton, then spent a 
couple of years with Al Donahue’s band. He 
stayed in Chicago for a while, working with 
Jess Stacy and Wingy Manone, then came to 
New York, where from 1947 to 195 I he was 
the house drummer at Eddie Condon’s club, 
then in its heyday. He left to work with some 
of the many musicians he’d backed there, 
including Bobby Hackett, Billy Butterfield 
and Jimmy McPartland.
Then it was back to Boston, where a gig 
similar to the one at Condon’s materialized at 
George Wein’s Mahogany Hall, with such 
companions as Vic Dickenson, Doc Chea
tham, Claude Hopkins and brother Al Droo
tin on clarinet.
In 1955, he returned to New York, gigging 
with Wild Bill Davison, Ruby Braff, Condon, 
and quite often Bobby Hackett, among oth
ers. A stint with the Dukes of Dixieland 
(1962-63) and several tours with the Newport 
All Stars (including Europe) ensued, and in 
the summer of 1970.Buzzy played with an 
almost all-Drootin band on Cape Cod.
More recently, the pickings have been some
what lean, and Buzzy has taken a day job at 
Manny’s Music Store, becoming very popular 
with the kids who go there to buy drums but 
know little about what they need.
Buzzy knows a lot about drums. His inspiring 
beat, occasionally captured on such records 
as Jazz Ultimate with Jack Teagarden and 
Hackett, and Paris Concert with the Newport 
All Stars, sometimes reminds this listener of 
Dave Tough, though he’s got a style all his 
own. Though his associations have mainly 
been with musicians of the mainstream per
suasion, with the Condon-Chicago gang to the 
fore, he is not a “traditional” player.
In Boston, he often played with the then 
young modernists, among them Serge Cha- 
loff, and it was accident rather than choice 
that put him in a certain bag. In any situation, 
his presence will make the band swing (and 
that includes some pretty sad as well as pretty 
great ones I’ve heard him on).
His accents are as stimulating as they are 
unexpected, and he changes his patterns and 
attack to fit the soloist. He is one of the 
listeningest drummers I know, and in addition 
to being a great man for the band, he is a 
phenomenal soloist. When he comes up for 
his turn, you won’t hear a collection of rudi
ments, but a musical, well-constructed state
ment employing every portion of the kit when 
he feels that way, or maybe just snare and 
cymbals. (The sound he gets from his snare is 
something else, and his foot is one of the best 
in the business.)
It’s ironic that Buzzy Drootin isn't better 
known, and that he has to work selling drums 
when he should be selling drumming. But 
better days must come. Meanwhile, if you get 
the chance, check out one of the great jazz 
drummers —and I do mean great. db



AD LIB
Continued from page 12

two heavy cats, rounded out the group. Sing
er Fran Jeffries followed Miss King, who 
had guitarist Joe Puma among her accom
panists . . . Randy and Mike Brecker, Ralph 
Towner, Jeanne Lee, Dave Holland and per
cussionists Jack Dejohnette, Juma Santos, 
Barry Altschul, Bob Moses and Armen Halbu- 
rian provided lots of music at Space (344 W. 
36th St.), a nice place to listen, on Feb. 2 . . . 
Chris Connor was set to open Feb. 22 at 
Nico’s, following George Benson’s swinging 
group. The singer, long absent from these 
parts, is backed by Mike Ahene, piano; Lynn 
Christie, bass, and Horacee Arnold, drums, 
with whom she also did a Feb. 18 Jazz Ad
ventures gig at the Maisonette. Other J A Feb
ruary action: James Moody Quartet with Ed
die Jefferson (4); Atilla Zoller and Prism (11); 
Dave Berger’s 18-piece band (25) . . . Sonny 
Stitt was at the Club Baron . . . Count Basie 
was set for a one-nighter at the Roseland 
Ballroom March 10. Woody Herman was 
there Feb. 4, drawing a big crowd . . . Herbie 
Hancock’s sextet did the Village Vanguard 
Feb. 8-13, followin Leon Thomas. On the 
afternoon of their last day. the Jazz Contem
poraries (George Coleman, Clifford Jordan, 
tenors; Julius Watkins, French horn; Harold 
Mabern, piano; Larry Ridley, bass; Keno 
Duke, drums) did their first matinee of the 
year. The next day, Coleman did a concert at 
International House . . . McCoy Tyner’s esti
mable group did the Id in Brooklyn the first 
weekend in Febrary . . . Three former mem
bers of the Master Brotherhood, reedman Jo
seph Rigby, pianist-organist Les Walker, and 
percussionist Stephen Reid, have formed their 
own trio, Sadka (Swahili for “our offering’’). 
They’ve done concerts at Rutgers, Bronx 
Community College, Queensborough Com
munity Center, and over radio station 
WKCR-FM . . . Freddie Hubbard's quintet 
concertized for International Art of Jazz at 
the Elks Lodge in Port Jefferson Feb. 6. The 
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Band did a free concert 
for IAJ at Suffolk Community College Feb. 3 
... Art Blakey followed Gil Evans at Slugs’, 
with Woody Shaw, Hank Mobley, George Cab
les and Stanley Clarke as the Messengers . . . 
Eubie Blake was honored on the occasion of 
his 89th birthday at the Overseas Press Club 
Feb. 11... Bobby Jones and drummer Joe La 
Barbera gave a duo recital at St. John’s 
Church Feb. 3. Jones also subbed, on clarinet, 
for Joe Muranyi with Roy Eldridge’s group at 
Jimmy Ryan’s, revealing yet another facet of 
his amazing musicianship. Roy’s birthday 
(Jan. 30) was celebrated with a surprise party, 
complete with cake and candles, at the club. 
Drummer Jackie Williams and tenorist Bobby 
Brown sat in, and Jonah Jones slopped by to 
wish Little Jazz a happy, down beat's audio ex
pert Charles Graham instigated the event . . . 
Earl Hines had Bob Mitchell, trumpet; Milan 
Rezabek, bass; Bill Moody, drums and vocalist 
Marva Josie at his Feb. 4 Carnegie Recital 
Hall concert . . . Chuck Mangione brought his 
concert package to Carnegie Hall Feb. 1. and 
among the listeners was a fully recovered 
Dizzy Gillespie . . . Pianist Ted Saunders, who 
worked with Zoot Sims in Boston, was at 
Bradley’s. Zoot continued at the Half Note, 
still with Roy Haynes on drums and Jimmy 
Rushing in on weekends ... The Joe Beck Trio 
was at Boomers . . . Altoist Noah Howard, 
with Rick Colbeck, trumpet, and Selwyn Lis-

Tony Williams says:
"For years I’ve been searching for a challenge like this 
masterwork, the new Chapin,Vol. //. It’s unbelievable.” 
Jim Chapin introduces his dramatic new concept in drum education. It will lead the 
student in exciting, creative directions. VOL. II with a unique and ingenious format 
presents an mcredibly-wide scope of study. Work. PRACTICAL work, ranges from relative 
simplicity to exercises that may actually anticipate the future. 

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR THE MODERN DRUMMER. VOL II 
— INDEPENDENCE —the "OPEN END"

It is truly: THE BOOK
that is "unfinishable” 
for the drum fanatic 
for a lifetime

list price

$25

(in.
MAKERS OF 

BOEHM FLUTES AND PICCOLOS

12 ^iebmant Street 
ton. ». 02116

617 - 482-7457

For the name of your nearest WHITEHALL dealer 
and a free, full-color WHITEHALL catalog, write:

DAVID WEXLER & CO.
823 South Wabash Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60605

SSNEWSa
PATTERNS FOR JAZZ

by Jerry Coker, J. Casale, G. Campbell, J. Greene.
A 173 page book to be played rather than read.
$12.50

SCORING FOR FILMS
by Earle Hagen 252 pages, includes 2 records, actual 
film examples, photos, etc. $15.00

NOTHIN’ BUT BLUES
Vol. II of A NEW APPROACH TO JAZZ IMPROVISA
TION by Jamey Aebersold LP Record with guide
book $7.95. Also Vol I $7.95

Send check/m.o. to STUDIO P/R, Inc. Wf
224 S. Lebanon St., Lebanon, Ind. 46052 ------

ACT NOW!
Send $25.00 check 
or money order to:

JAMES F. CHAPIN
SO Morningside Drive 
New York, NY 10025

—THE WOWJD'S ONLY—

STEVENS ©COSTELLO
EMBOUCHURE CLINIC

Analyze and correct all embouchure problems.

EMBOUCHURE SELF ANALYSIS
THE STEVENS-COSTELLO 

TRIPLE -C- 
EMBOUCHURE TECHNIQUE 

by Roy Stevans, Dr. of Emb., 
Associate Instructor Teacher's College, 

Columbia University, Embouchure Clinician
VOLUME 1 AND 2 COMBINED

$35.00
Send for free pamphlet:

“SHALL I CHANGE MY EMBOUCHURE- 
WILL IT IMPROVE MY PLAYING?”

Make check or money order payable to:
ROY STEVENS EMBOUCHURE CLINIC

STEVENS-COSTELLO 
EMBOUCHURE CLINIC 
1576 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK CITY, N Y.

FOR INFORMATION 
CALL OR WRITE 
212—CIRCLE 7-4092 

10036

JOS school of music 
offering

A PROGRAM 
OF COORDINATED STUDY 

IN JAZZ. ROCK AND POP 
by a faculty of outstanding 

professional musicians 
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS AWARDED 

COMPOSITION-ARRANGING 
INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE 

Enrollment open to full and part-time 
students. For admission and 

scholarship information.
JACK WERTHEIMER. DIRECTOR 

jds school of music
252 Boylston St., Boston. Mass. 02116
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JAZZ CHARTS AND BOOKS

Over 200: Arrangements, 
Methods & Recordings

□ Custom Produced Original Manu
script Copies of Complete Score & 
Parts

□ Top New & Established Authors and 
Arrangers

□ 1/3 Off for db Subscribers
□ db/SCHOLARSHIP FUND for student 

arrangers/composers

LONESOME ROAD (M) by Roy Porter. Transcribed and rear
ranged by Teddy Edwards. 17 + vocal: 5 sax (as I dbl. fl); 4 
tp: 4 tb; p.b.g.d. Moving soul ballad, flute and tenor solos. 
Features solo vocal or four voices. As recorded by the 
Friends of Distinction on LP "Grazin’ ” (RCA 4149). (PT 
4(6’)

MW 171 .. . 513.50/59

THE DAVID BAKER BIG BAND SERIES
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND JAZZ BAND (A) by David Baker. 
25; Solo Flute (& a-fi). 5 sax (as I dbl.ss); 5 tp; 4 tb; tu; 2 vlo 
I via. do; p. b. (ac. & el.), d. A work that combines jazz and 
classical idioms and is completely faithful to each Premiered 
by the distinguished teacher, performer, recording artist. 
James J. Pellerite. Three movements: Fast/slow (alto flute 
and string quartet added)/ Fast. Flute contains no improvisa
tion but one extremely difficult and brilliant cadenza.

JAZZ PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

18 FOR BAKER (M) by Bob Tides. 9: vb. mrmba. xylo, tym, d. 
bgo. tamb; g.b. Original jazz-rock. 18 bar phrase, mod. tem
po. Perc. intro, ensemble choruses; 2nd chonis. open solos; 
3rd chorus, ensemble & perc. solos, repeat back to first 
chorus and out. M.M.= 140-144. (PT 5-6’)

MW 221 . . . $5.00/53.33

MINOR TIME Ml by Bob Titles. 9: vb. mba. xylo (playable by 
wind instruments if transposed); bgo. tym. tamb; g (or p). b. d. 
Moderate tempo, original minor blues with loose 
rock/bougaloo. 12 bar intro, written riff, and open solo cho
ruses. (PT 5’1

MW 21 5 . . . 55/53.33

(PT 25’)
MW 179 . . . $33/$22

____ Use Coupon Below For Orders & Free Catalog -------

BIG BAND ARRANGEMENTS
ONE FOOT IN THE GUTTER (A) by Clark Terry, arranged by 
Dan Haerlc. 19; 5 sax; 5 tp; 4 tb. tu; p.b.g.d. A "down 
Home" Basic-style chart on Clark Terry’s tune. Funky blues 
tempo featuring tp. tb. bs. p. b solos and two separate en
semble shout choruses. (PT 7'1

MW 182 . . . $16.50/51 1 00

CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND JAZZ BAND (A) by David Baker. 
19: vlo; 5 sax; 5 tp; 4 tb;tu; p.b.d. A work that combines jazz 
and classical idioms. Premiered by the distinguished teacher, 
performer, and recording artist: Josef Gingold. I hree move
ments: Moderator/Andaate/AUegro. Violin contains no im
provisation by two extended cadenzas.Completely faithful 
to both idioms. (PT 15’)

MW 170 ... 531.50/521

COLTRANE IN MEMORIAM (A> by Dave Baker 18: 5 sax; 5 tp;

ts. slow and brooding. (ID Mines —feature 
John Coltrane's solo from Blue Trane (ver 
Apocalypse — avant -garde with chance

beginning ( PT I 5’)

five ts playing

music and in-

MW 129 .. . $24.50/$! 6.33

Cassette----------------------------

KILLER JOE (A) by Benny Golson, as arranged and 
recorded by Quincy Jones: Walking in Space (A&M SP 
3023) 15: 4 tp; 4 tb (inc. b-tb); tl. ss. ts; p.b.g.d; (4 
female voices opt.). This famous big band standard fea
tures bass and tp solos with open space for others as 
desired. Odd meters with ss and tp combined; lush reed 
writing, hip ending. (PT 5’1

MW 159 . .. 512.50/58.33
Quincy Jones’ album. Walking in Space with "Killer 
Joe" and five other great tracks. PLUS the complete big 
band arrangement described above.

MW 1 59/LP . . . $18.48/51 1.66

JAZZ AT CANTERBURY by (18 piece) Indiana University Jazz 
Ensemble conducted b) David Baker. Side I (29:48): Medi
tations On The Play of Light on Water by Scott Reeves; 
HONESTY (MW 158) by Baker CHECK IT OUT (MW155) by 
Baker Side II (29:05): TWO FACES OF THE BLACK FRONTIER 
(MW 147) by Baker: PENICK (MW 172) by Baker. Profes
sionally recorded at the Canterbury. Michigan City. Ind. Jan. 
29-30. 1971. Cassette tape only.

XC/CA 1000 . . . 56.98/54.66

THE LONELY GRAPEFRUIT (A) by Richard Ruttenberg. 17: 5 
sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p.b.g.d. Driving jazz chart; 7/4 & 6/4 meters 
naturally structured by melodic line. Challenging parts for all. 
including open solos. Shouting out-chorus. Composer is a 
197 I winner of a down beat Student Composer Award. As 
recorded on JAZZ ON THE ROCKS . . . WITH A TWIST (MW-LP
175). (PT 7’)

MW 1 75 . . . $10/S6.66

------------------------- 'LP------------------------ —
JAZZ ON THE ROCKS . . . WITH A TWIST. Stereo. Dolby System 
l.P by award winning New Trier West H.S. (Northfield. III.). 
Roger Mills, director. Side I: THE LONELY GRAPEFRUIT-R. 
Ruttenberg (MW 175), Scarbrough Fair-D. Chamber. Voy
aged. Higgins. Mumbles-E. Wilkins. Side II: BLACK THURS
DAY-!). Baker (MW 110), Big Mama Cass- D. Sebesky. 
McArthur Park-R. Evans.

MW-LP 175 .. . 55.98/53.99

SMALL ENSEMBLE ARRANGEMENTS
JAZZ COMBOS & SOLOS
HONESTY (A) by David Baker. 7: tp; as. ts. bs; p.b.d. A blues 
with a difference. Each soloist opens easy new chorus with 
long free cadenza to be treated according to his own musical 
convictions. Original recording: George Russell’s "Ezzthet- 
ics." (Riverside 375) featured Don Ellis, Eric Dolphy, David 
Baker. (PT 3-10’)

MW 225 .. . 54.50/53

LUNACY (A) by David Baker. 7: tp; as. ts. bs: p.b.d. A fun 
"space" tune, faintly reminiscent of "au clair de la Lunair". 
The bridge is completely free harmonically. Slow intro, 
double time bridge, speeded up ending. (PI 5-10’)

MW 226 . . . 54.50/53

Jazz Combo Package #1 (A) by David Baker. Six out
standing small ensemble jazz originals. For details see 
HONESTY (MW 225), LUNACY (MW 226). 121 BANK 
(MW 227). PERLUDE (MW 228), SPLOOCH (MW 229), 
LYDIAN APRIL (MW 230). Buy the set. save 10%.

MW JC/1 ...524.50/516.33

Il /»min nnnrn EATTH Mail with your remittance to down beat/MWP
| db/MWP ORDeR rUKM 222 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606
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BIG JINKS (M) by Bob Tilles. 9: vb. mrmba. xylo (playable by 
wind instruments if transposed); chimes (or bells); bgo (or 
ega); tym; b.g.d. Moderate jazz, original. 16 bars. Basie style 
into. 1st chorus all melody. 2nd chorus open for any solos, 
followed by perc solos for 32 bars, then repeat to 1st chorus. 
(PT 5')

MW 210 ... 55/53.33

American Conservatory Jazz Percussion Series: edited and su
pervised by Jim Dutton, head of percussion at this famous 
Chicago college of music.

JUST SAT DOWN (M) by Glen Oliver. 5: vb, mrmba; p.b.d (ega 
& tamb. opt.). Modern jazz-rock with written and open 
chorus. Vamps make this a good groove tune. (PT 5’)

MW 224 . . . 55.00/53.33

SIWE'S TWEED (M-A) by Harold Jones. 3; drum set. tamb. tri. 
Features drum set on long written solo. Theme and variation 
form a’ la Max Roach. Tamb and tri lay out the subjects. 4/4 
& 6/8 feel. (PT 4-5 )

MW 223 . . . 54.00/52.66

THEORY & TECHNIQUE BOOKS
ARRANGING & COMPOSING (foi the Small Ensemble: 
jazz/r&b/jazz-rock) by David Baker, foreword by Quincy 
Jones. Chicago: 1970. 1X4 pp. (10(1 music plates). 8'6x11. 
spiral bound.

MW 2. . . 512.50/58.33

JAZZ IMPROVISATION (A Comprehensive Method of Study 
lor All Players) by David Bakei. foreword by Gunther 
Schuller. Chicago: 1969. (3rd priming 1970. 1X4 pp. 104 
music plates!. 8'6x1 I. spiral bound.

MW1... $12 50/58.33

TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION (in four volumes) by 
David Baker. Vol. I. A METHOD FOR DEVELOPING IMPRO
VISATIONAL TECHNIQUE (Based on the Lydian Chromatic 
Concept by George Russell) Vol. II. The II V7 PROGRESS
ION, Vol. III. TURNBACKS; Vol IV. CYCLES. Save 
15%—order the four volume set.

MW 3-6. . . $29.75/$! 9.83

A Method For Developing Improvization Technique (Based On 
The Lydian Chromatic Concept by George Russell) (Vol. I of 
TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION) by David Baker (1971 Rev. 
Ed.) 96 pp. (89 music plates). 8W x II. spiral bound. Baker 
provides exercises and techniques based on George Russell’s 
classic text: The Lydian Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organ
isation For Improvisation. Contents include exercises for all 
scales. Major and Lydian; Auxiliary Augmented; Auxiliary 
Diminished; Auxiliary Diminished Blues; Lydian Aug
mented; Blues; the 9 scales of the Lydian Concept.

MW 3 . . . 57.50/55.00

THE II V7 PROGRESSION (Vol. II of TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVI
SATION! by David Baker. (1971 Revised Ed.) Formerly 
titled; Developing Improvisational Facility. Vol. I. The II 
V7 Progression) 76 pp. (68 music plates). 8Vix I I. spiral 
bound. One of the most important progressions in music is 
that of a minor 7th chord resolving up a 4th or down a 5th to a 
dominant 7th chord . . . commonly known as the 11 V7 
progression. Most success of the improvisor rests on his 
ability to handle this progression. Virtually every com
position written in the jazz or popular idiom consists of 
combinations of this progression. This book deals w ith some 
of the countless ways of realizing the 11 V7 progression.

MW 4 . . . 57.50/55.00

TURNBACKS (Vol. Ill of TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION) by 
David Baker. (1971 First Ed.) 84 pp. (78 music plates). 
8'6x11. spiral bound. "Turnback" refers to a progression, 
consisting usually of four chords, which serves a number of 
purposes: helps define the form of the composition; provides 
a link from one chorus to another, prevents statisticity; 
provides rhythmic and melodic interest at the ends of sec
tions within compositions."

MW 5 . . . 57.50/55.00

CYCLES (Vol. IV of TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION) by 
David Baker. (1971 First Ed.) 260 pp. (248 music plates), 
8'6x1 I. spiral bound. Contents includes: simple 2 note pat
terns; simple and advanced note patterns; triads; simple 7th 
chords; 2-3-4 note descending patterns; 9th chords; I Ith 
chords (plus inversions and permutations); 13th chords; 
cycle exercises based on the diminished scale and the ascend
ing melodic minor scale; "suggested listening" of recorded 
solos pertaining to particular cycles.

MW 6 ... 51 2.50/58 33

GUITAR PATTERNS FOR IMPROVISATION by William L. Fow- 
l<r. (1971 First Ed.) 86x11. 24pp. In ten sections, six of 
which have appeared in down boot, covering the tetrachord 
system of scale development and memorization, visual me- 

•Iodic patterns, use of scales against all types of chords, 
fingering for all types of chords, transferral of patterns from 
any set of strings to any other set of strings, and chromatic 
harmonic progressions. If the guitarist wants to create his 
own style of improvisation, this book is the answer.

MW 7 . . . $4.00/$2.66
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WQ workshop

The Thinking Drummer 
by Ed Shaughnessy

Practicing the whole drum set is the subject of this article. People with fair to good hands who 
possess snare drum technique usually have much less skill at playing the bass drum, tom-toms 
cymbal rhythm playing and especially, in putting them together.

The mam reason for this is that most students start out on a snare drum alone (or practice 
pad) and get in the habit of hands only practice. Unfortunately, many drummers keep that 
habit, and rarely if ever, practice on the whole set.

Practice routine tor the whole set exercises: Play each line over al least eight limes, until it is 
smooth. Then play all the lines, one time each as a complete exercise. Watch your lempo, the 
tendency is to rush the time a bit as the exercises get more "busy". Don’t let that happen. Keep 
it rock steady with a strong hi-hat on two and four. When you’ve got that together, practice them 
all again with the hi-hat on all four beats.

For Whole Set Control

Seven SUMMER 
JAZZ CLINICS *

< 'owned and operated by the National Stage Band 
Camps for 14 consecutive years)

Each of the seven SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS is staffed 
by experienced professionals and educators who 
know how to share their enthusiasm and expertise 
with young jazz-blues-rock-players

•
New for -72-COMBO/IMPROVISATION 

CLINIC
features improvisation and performance in jazz- 
blues-rock small ensembles

Aug. 20-26 III. State Univ. (Normal)
•

4th annual FAMOUS ARRANGERS CLINIC 
features jazz arranging and composition for one or 
two week sessions

June 18-July 1 Univ, of Nevada (Las Vegas)

14th annual STAGE RAND CLINICS 
features jazz band performance/improvisation/har- 
mony and arranging/electronic music/materials

June 11-17 Univ, of Nevada (Las Vegas)
July 30-Aug. 5 E. Carolina U. (Greenville, NC)
Aug. 6-12 West Chester State College (Penn.)

Aug. 13-19 III. State Univ. (Normal)
Aug. 20-26 Portland State Univ. (Ore.)

---------------- Send today for tree brochure------------------
I SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 6
I P.O. Box 221. South Bend, IN 46624
। Please rush me your free brochure on faculty/cur- 

riculum/housing. etc., for the Seven SUMMER JAZZ I
1 CLINICS for 1972.
I
j Nam® - Age_____  I

। Street__________

| City-----  --------State______________ zip___

I Instrument—___________ ।

Also send me details on the special for educator I 
| only courses at each Clinic location

sm,tom 
, s.d. NOW THE NEW, 

VX Vf EFFECTIVE WAY

DEVELOP YOUR TALENT 
FOR IMPROVISING

The DICK GROVE 
IMPROVISATION COURSE 

For All Instruments
Right now hundreds of musicians—young 
players; professional men who play as a 
hobby; teachers; working musicians—are 
taking the Dick Grove Improvisation Cor
respondence Course. And they all say It’s 
a gas—fascinating to study and play and 
vastly helpful in Improving their Improvis
ing skills in the only sound way to develop 
these skills.
Nothing else like It available anywhere.

Send $7.50 today for first complete les
son and worksheet plus 4 great supple
mentary learning aids, 12 page brochure 
giving complete lesson by lesson details 
of Course, and Aptitude Test.
Or send $1 for 12 page brochure and Ap
titude T est.

FIRST PLACE
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS, INC.

12754 Ventura Blvd.. Dept.D Suite 203 
Studio City, California 91604

Tips tor the drummer with a noise problem: Get a practice set, such as made by Remo. Inc., 
which is a wonderful device tor home practice. Il is a group of different size (and different

DRUMMERS
Write for picture brochure, 

the sensational
GHOST

DRUM PEDAL
GHOST PRODUCTS, INC.

1629 F. Street Springfield, Oregon 97477
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"THE
MAGAZINE
COLLECTOR''

Finally...

keep your information-packed 
issues of down beat at your finger
tips with a magazine holder that 
combines beauty and utility.

Rugged, scuff-resista nt, leather like 
vinyl. (Can be wiped clean with a 
damp cloth.) Decorated with a 
handsome gold leaf design on 
spine and features a label holder. 
Label is included.

Available in Red, Black and New 
Mod mixed color patterns. The 
MAGAZINE COLLECTOR also 
features a slash design on the sides 
for easy removal of any desired 
issue and has a big 4" wide back
bone. Now available to our sub
scribers in sets of:

2 for $5.95; 4 for $10.95; 
or 6 for $14.95

Postpaid worldwide.

Send orders stating number and 
color of sets desired with check 
or money order to:

THE MAGAZINE COLLECTOR 
down beat
P.O. Box 29

Vincent, AL. 35178

sounding) drum-head type pads with an excellent bass drum pad that sets up like a drum set but 
with little of the volume that plagues many home practice situations.

Another aid to this problem is a product called Drum-Mute, which is used on the drum set. 
These drum-size discs with short legs fit right on the snare and tom-toms, letting you hear a very 
subdued version of each drum’s sound. The bass drum pad attaches via four rubber suction cups 
to the center of the head, and is extremely quiet.

Both the above practice devices get the drummer to play on all the drum positions and use the 
bass drum foot at all times-both facets of practice that must be included at all times to really 
gain mastery of the whole set.

Look for books that have exercises like those above: an excellent one to start with being 
Rhythmic Patterns for Drum Set by Joe Cusatis. Remember again, that keeping a steady, steady 
beat while practicing “around the set” is first — speed will come later.

jazz on campus
Festival News: Roy Burns and Bobby Herriot 
were the clinicians and performers with the 
Univ, of Wisconsin-Green Bay Jazz Lab 
Band, directed by Lowell Ives, at the recent 
second annual UW-GB Jazz Festival. Jerry 
Abraham, director of Jazz Studies at 
UW-GB, was festival director. Twenty HS 
bands participated in the non-competitive 
event . . . Eight HS bands participated at the 
recent fourth annual Duquesne Univ. (Pitts
burgh) Jazz Festival), directed by Dan Cer- 
vone, Phi Mu Alpha. The winner of that event 
will participate in the 10th Annual Mid-East 
Band Clinic Stage Band Contest. March 26, 
held in Pittsburgh. Festival director is Benny 
Benack,Clairton HS (Pa.)... Villanova Univ. 
(Pa.), after a three-year hiatus from the jazz 
scene, will once again host its (10th) Jazz 
Festival, April 14-15. The contact is Stephen 
Ryan at the VU Student Activities Center.

The winners of the recent Stephen F. Aus
tin State Univ. (Nacogdoches, Tex.) Jazz

Notice to Colleges: The down heat guide to 
College Jazz Studies, a new publication, is 
currently in preparation. It will list all junior 
and senior colleges and universities in the 
U.S. and Canada that offer jazz-oriented 
courses for credit. The Guide will also fea
ture a descriptive list of jazz-oriented 
courses under the general headings of Theo
ry. Arranging, and Composition; Improvisa
tion; Instrumental Studies, Literature and 
Materials; Business of Music; Vocational 
Music. Send descriptions of jazz-oriented 
courses currently offered, or to be offered, 
in 1972-73, to down beat/Guide, 222 West 
Adams St., Chicago, III. 60606.

Festival were: Jr. HS-Scarborough (Hous
ton), Mary Thompson, dir.; Class A —Union 
Grove HS, Roy Semar, dir.; Class AA — 
Midway HS. Don Filgo, dir.; Class AAA — 
Lancaster HS, Carey Smith, dir.; Class 
A AAA and Outstanding Band — Kashmere 
HS (Houston) Conrad Johnson, dir.; Out
standing Instrumentalist —Mike Hendly, 
guitar, Tyler HS; Selmer Award for Ex
cellence in Jazz Performance —Byron Woo
ten, trumpet. Kashmere HS. SFA jazz- 
oriented courses currently include: two lab 
bands (a third will be added in 1972-73); 
Jazz improvisation; Jazz Arranging (pri
marily big band); Afro-American Music 
(a perspective in jazz course taught by Gene 
Hall); Jazz and Pop Vocal Seminar.

The winners of the 13th annual Oak Lawn 
(111.) Jazz Festival as chosen by judges Rich 
Matteson, Dom Spera and Bob Morgan from 
10 high school finalist groups were: Com
bo-tie between Maine East HS. Robert 
Diehl, dir., and Ottawa #1, Douglas Sisler, 

dir.; Jr. HS-Cooper (Buffalo Grove), Dave 
Leigh, dir.; Class B-C-D-New Berlin, Gene 
Haas, dir.; Class A-Champaign Central, 
Dick Dunscomb, dir.; Class AA and Best 
Band —Elk Grove, Doug Peterson, dir. Sixty 
jazz bands and 17 combos participated. Mat
teson was the clinician with the Univ, of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire Jazz Band, Dom Spera, 
dir. Ken Kistner was the festival director. The 
1973 date for Oak Lawn is Feb. 3.

Dick Grove, Hollywood com- 
poser-arranger-conductor and contributor to 
the down beat Music Workshop, has just pub
lished (First Place Music Publications) two 
simplified stage band arrangements for junior 
HS and HS beginning bands. The Grove orig
inals, Ripped and Wired For Sound, have 
practical brass range of F or G concert with 
recurring rhythm patterns and specific arti
culation markings which define every note. 
The instrumentations are flexible. Although 
written for 19 pieces, they can be satisfac
torily played by as few as six horns and three 
rhythm.

New charts: Timeless (intermed.) by Rob
ert Ojeda —20 (plus cond.): 5 sax: 4 tp; 4 tb; g, 
p, b. d, 3 perc. (Creative Music, Glenview, 
111., $4.50) . . . The Truth by Robert Ojeda 
(grade level and all details same as for 7 ime- 
less) . . . Para Los Rumheros (not graded) by 
Tito Puente (recorded by Santana) - 19 (plus 
cond.): 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p, b, g, perc', d, voc. 
(Big Seven Music Corp. N.Y.. $5.50).

New Publications: First Chart by Van Al
exander (editor and contributor, Jimmy Has
kell). Criterion Music Corp., N.Y., 1971). 9 x 
12 paperback, 144 pp., $6.00. “A 
step-by-step introductory course designed to 
help the musician through his ‘first chart’. 
Contains elementary necessities, charts of‘hit 
sounds', including a record (45 rpm) of two of 
the charts" . . . Complete Handbook For The 
Music Arranger by Mickey Baker (Amsco 
Music Publishing Co., N.Y., 1972), 9 x12 
paperback, 128 pp., $3.95 . . . “explains the 
techniques of composition and orchestration, 
and how to create musical arrangements that 
really work-in any idiom, for any com
binations of instruments.”

Ad Lib: Maynard Ferguson and his band 
are booked for afternoon clinic and evening 
concert March 7 at Bowling Green Univ. 
School of Music, Wendell Jones, Director of 
Jazz Studies . . . The Elon College (N.C.) 
Music Festival will be held June 25-30. Jack 
O. White, Festival Director, will supervise the 
Jazz Ensemble session. Dr. Charles Colin is 
again Festival Administrator and Associate 
Brass Clinician. San Ulano and Russ Hoy will 
conduct the Percussion Sessions. Lipton 
Nemser will conduct sight-reading sessions of 
new band works .
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present a new series of original composi
tions for big band by Ralph Burns, Billy 
Byers, Bob Enevoldsen, Benny Golson, 
and Chico O’Farrill. Each arrangement 
complete with full score and 19 instru- 
mental parts. Each arrangement . . . 
?7.50 (Because of the special nature of 
these arrangements ” ‘
offer any further 
established price.)
□ BOSS CITY-USA 

it is not possible to 
discount from the

------ ------- (M) by Chico O’Far
rill. 19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
Contemporary sounding gospel shout. 
Extended trombone/sax unison ensemble
sections. (PT 4^’)

MWX 900 . $7.50
□ JUST RAPPIN (M) by Ralph Burns. 
19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
Uptempo with Mo-Town feel and sound. 
Challenge passages feature guitars and 
piano soli in unison. (PT 3W)

MWX 901 .. . $7.50

B FENDER BENDER (A) by Billy 
yers. 19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 
2 g. Especially written to explore the 

jazz-rock possibilities of the Fender 
guitar. Powerful trumpet ensemble pas
sages. All parts demanding. (PT 4’)

MWX 902 .. . $7.50
□ RHODES ROYCE (M) by Benny Gol
son 19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb, p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
A Rhythm & Blues big band sound that 
combines jazz and Mo-Town. Featured 
solo on electronic piano (acoustic piano 
optional). (PT 4^’)

MWX 903 .. . $7.50
□ SUMMER SNOW (M) by Bob Enevold- 
sen. 19: 5 sax (asi dbl. fl) 4 tp; 4 tb; 
p.b.d, perc. 2 g. Lovely, slower arrange
ment featuring sax section with lead alto 
doubling flute. First half has prolonged 
rubato feeling, last seven bars long cre
scendo to final chord. (PT 3')

MWX 904 .. . $7.50
□ HOME FREE (A) By Benny Golson. 
19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
Guitars treated as small orchestra; 
pianist and Fender bassist read parts as 
written or ad lib to fit. (PT 5')

MWX 905 .. . $7.50

8 GREEN SUNDAY (M) by Chico 
’Farrill. 19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, 
perc, 2 g. In 12/8. All dynamic and arti

culation markings very important for 
clean execution. Challenging solos di
vided between lead alto and piano. 
(PT 3') MWX 906 .. . $7.50)

BRED BUTTERMILK (A) by Billy 
yers. 19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, 2 g.

Power trombone ensemble passages 
dominate this country-jazz-rock chart. 
Solos split between trumpet II and tenor 
I. (PT 4') MWX 907 .. . $7.50
□ OUTTA SIGHT (A) by Benny Golson. 
19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
Extremely challenging chart with fre
quent signature changes. Highlights in
clude fiery tenor sax solo and catchv 
soli with guitars and saxes playing in 
unison. (PT 5') MWX 908 .. . $7.50 
□ DRIP DRY (M) by Bob Enevoldsen. 
19: 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p,b,d, perc, 2 g. 
Exciting drum solo paces medium tempo 
jazz-rock arrangement with Mo-Town 
sound. Of particular interest is baritone 
sax, bass soli. (PT 4')

MWX 909 .. . $7.50 
down beat/MWP
222 W. Adams St.. Chicago, IL 60606
Please send me the arrangements I have checked 
above. Enclosed is my remittance for S which 
n riUnes 80c P°8*a9° charge to any address. (No 
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MAHALIA
Continued from page 11

and. oh. so wondrously rich of voice. And 
Willa Jones. Or Big Alice from upstairs. Or 
Brother John Sellers. Or Robert Anderson, 
young and gifted and black.

It was nothing more than a matter of reflex 
for ministers from all parts of the country, 
gospel singers, whom she knew and didn't 
know, to drop in on Mahalia. She belonged to 
them.

She belonged to the people she passed on 
the street. The old lady with the heavy shop
ping bag, who effusively greeted “Mahaly." 
The cabdriver, the waiter, the garage mechan
ic. the young schoolteacher, the pretty girl 
who made sandwiches at the drive-in. They'd 
stop to tell her they'd heard her at such and 
such a church, that she was a friend of an aunt 
or a counsin or a neighbor that they'd worn 
out her recording of Move On Up a Little 
Higher" or Even Me or Didn’t It Rain or His 
Eye Is On The Sparrow.

These are the people who, years before, 
packed the Ponce de Leon baseball park in 
Atlanta far beyond its capacity to hear her. 
These are the people who filled Carnegie Hall 
on five different occasions, who broke what
ever records Toscanini and Benny Goodman 
had set there.

These are the people who. in Dayton. Ohio, 
greeted her with a parade that outswelled the 
one held for President Harry S. Truman on 
the same day.

But her most profound moment of ex
ultation was yet to come. Sure, she had 
become celebrated in all quarters of the 
world. Paris. Copenhagen, London’s Albert 
Hall-in regions where many could not un
derstand the words, they understood the art
ist. She touched them all.

A whimsical story is told of Europe’s most 
eminent jazz critics, Hugues Pannassie and 
Charles Delaunay. Theirs was a bitter feud, 
but on this given day, unbeknown to one 
another, they appeared at the airport to greet 
Mahalia. As. with Gallic gallantry, they es
corted her to the city, each realized that the 
other’s enthusiasm for the singer matched his 
own. Thus ended the feud. They anointed her 
“The Dove of Peace.”

It was, however, with the civil rights move
ment that Mahalia Jackson’s spirituals and 
gospel songs assumed grandeur. During the 
Montgomery bus boycott, a call came from 
the Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy. Would she sing 
for the people down there? Dr. King has 
asked for her. Mahalia’s response was imme
diate: "Sure, I’ll sing for the walking people." 
From that moment on. her songs were of a . 
piece, with the words of Dr. King.

How green is the memory of the 1963 
march on Washington! With the Lincoln Me
morial as backdrop and the reflecting pool 
ahead, she preceded Dr. King’s memorable 
celebration of life and plea for mankind. As 
she sang his favorite hymn, Precious Lord, an 
airplane above was impiously buzzing. She 
looked up and outsang the flying machine. 
Even now, I see those scores of thousands of 
white handkerchiefs waving as triumphal ban
ners.

She lifted up all the hearts with singing to 
help His truth endure to all generations. And 
now, her work is done and she is free at last. 
Great Almighty, free at last.

(Reprinted with permission from the Chi- 
cago Sun Times.) db

GUITARISTS - TEACHERS
Are you still looking for just the right book 

of instructions? If you are, you should get 
APP’S series of instructions. They are educa
tional and teach you to analyze and to ar
range your own material. Everything is ex
plained clearly so it can be understood and 
applied instantly.
Use this ad foryour convenient order blank.

□ APP’S Complete, Correct and Practical FUNDA
MENTAL GUITAR CHORDS and POSITIONS No. 1.
All visible on one side of a large card for instant 
reference. No pages to turn.................................. $.50

□ APP’S Complete, Correct and Practical SUPPLE
MENTARY GUITAR CHORDS and POSITIONS No 2
Includes chords of the 6th. maj7th. m7th. 9th and 
aug7th all on one side of a large card for instant 
reference..................................................... $.50

□ APP’S STRING POSITION CHORD CHART for GUI
TAR No. 3.
An 8’/2 X 11 card showing all of the positions for 
major, minor, seventh, augmented and diminished 
chords plus a fingerboard chart. Each position is 
listed according to the string the ROOT is on so you 
can place it on any fret along the keyboard and play 
any chord instantly. It’s fast - it’s accurate ■ it’s 
correct.'The flip side explains how to arrange a full 
chord solo. Only s/x simple rules for combining every 
melody note with any chord................................$1.50
□ No. 3 chart is also available in two large 23" X 29" 
wall charts. Price per pair....................................$2.00

□ APP’S STRING POSITION GUITAR METHOD for 
the advanced and professional guitarist
Play it all! That’s right - melody, chord accom
paniment and bass all at the same time - full, rich and 
complete. Only six simple rules to follow No 3 chart 
is included with this book. Nothing has ever been 
published to equal it............................................ $3.50

□ APP’S STRING POSITION GUITAR CHORD EN
CYCLOPEDIA.
This book spells every chord there is and has a 
complete list of all substitute chords and where to 
use them. It shows diagrams of every possible posi
tion in all inversions for every chord $9.95

□ APP’S STRING POSITION ARPEGGIOS for GUI
TAR.
A volume of every arpeggio and all of the inversions 
for every chord name plus the spelling of each chord. 
It also has unusual aug and dim arpeggios and tonic 
and chromatic scale patterns. It is designed to teach 
you thousands of runs, broken chord accom
paniments. obbligatos and how to improvise from 
chord names. It explains what Jazz really is and what 
it takes to become a Jazz musician...................$10.75

□ APP’S CHORD ANALYZER and HARMONY 
CHART.
This is a double sided movable slide rule disc. It 
includes everything from how a scale is built to the 
most complex chord formation It will explain the 
relation and progression of chords, how to name the 
chords in your music, how to transpose to other keys, 
how to arrange for voice, band or orchestra and how 
to improvise. An excellent aid to song writing. Worth 
many times the price.......................................... $5.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Save $3.70 by sending $30.00. check or money order, 

and receive all eight publications.
Bona fide teachers deduct 20% and enclose your 
letterhead.

We pay the postage when cash is with order.
Dealers, please write for quotations.

APP’S ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 1307, Nogales, Arizona. 85621

JAZZ PLAYERS-ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS 

GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR 
PROGRESSIONS, PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES 

THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES.
□ THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS ....................................$1.50
□ THE II7V7PROGRESSION ............................  $2.50
□ THE BLUES SCALE........................................... $2.00
□ THE LYDIAN MODE...........................................$2.00
□ THE TRITON CYCLE..........................................$2.00
□ THE DORIAN MODE......................................... $2.00
□ THE MIXOLYDIAN MODE................................. $2 00
□ THE BYZANTINE SCALE.................................. $2.00
D THE IONIAN MODE........................................... $2 00
□ THE DIMINISHED SCALE................................. $2 00
□ THE AEOLIAN MODE........................................$2 00
□ THE POLYTONAL GUITAR ..............................$<50

Send check or money order to:
EDC PUBLISHING Dept. DB-56

1611 Kennedy Blvd. North Bergen, N.J. 07047 
Foreign Order* ADD $1.00 PER Book FOR Air Mall
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AD LIB
Continued from page 39___________ _____
sack, drums, did a show for WNYC-TV . . . 
Music, Inc. (Charles Tolliver, trumpet; Stanley 
Cowell, piano; Reggie Workman, bass; Elvin 
Queen, drums) did Rafiki’s the first week of 
February . . . Marian McPartland did the 
fourth in Town Hall’s series of 5:45 p.m. 
Interlude concerts . . . Bobby Scott, with bas
sist Frank Williams was at the Holiday Inn in 
New Haven .. . Frank Cappy’s 14-piece band, 
which plays “on the order of the Glenn Miller 
orchestra, but with an up-to-date sound" has 
been gigging around Greater New York and 
will be at Carl Hoppl's, 100 Sunrise Highway, 
Baldwin, on March 24.

Los Angeles: The Grove is back in busi
ness, and although it may have come a bit 
later than anticipated, the plush night club in 
the Ambassador Hotel is a welcome sight and 
sound in Los Angeles. Opening the ’72 spring 
and summer roster of attractions was the 
prime mover behind the Grove: Sammy Davis, 
Jr. He played 10 nights there backed by 
George Rhodes’ orchestra, but every entertai
ner who is scheduled to follow will be preced
ed by the phrase “Sammy Davis. Jr. Presents 
. . ." Among those that Sammy will present 
are: Duke Ellington, Billy Eckstine, Sarah 
Vaughan. March 1-11; Dionne Warwick, 
March 29-April 8; Ella Fitzgerald, May 
24-June 3: Count Basie, Sonny and Cher. June 
7-17 . . . Disneyland, a facility that never

&
Guitar 
strings

E. & O. MARI, INC. Long Island City. N.Y. 11105

Electric Bass Strings
£ Nylon Tape Wound
* The Best In Sound

The ultimate in individual expression
At an Amazing Low Price

$ioOOset
Ei, Needing only one finishing touch 
E&Li. „ YOUR TOUCH 

misses an occasion, especially in terms of 
promotion, presented a Valentine Party fea
turing the likes of B.J. Thomas, Carla Thomas, 
and Rufus “Funky Chicken’’ Thomas. They 
should have called the evening “Heart and 
Soul.” .. Talk about heart and soul and looks. 
Abbey Lincoln followed Gene Ammons into 
Shelly's Manne-Hole and stayed two weeks 
until replaced by another beauty contest win
ner, Thelonious Monk ... Eddie Harris follow
ed Cal Tjader into the Lighthouse with Reggie 
Andrews’ group UJIMA, doing a Sunday after
noonjazz workshop; and the Bobby Hutcher
son-Harold Land Quintet gigging on a Mon
day night . . . George Shearing returned to the 
Hong Kong Bar of the Century Plaza Hotel 
for a three-week engagement: the tenth date 
for the Shearing combo in that lounge. No 
other group has worked as often in the Hong 
Kong Baras Shearing's yet the regulars in the 
room will be seeing a couple of new faces: 
Ron Anthony on guitar and Rusty Jones, 
drums. Others include Charlie Shoemake, 
vibes and Andy Simpkins, bass . . . Arthur 
Prysock returned to one of his favorite Los 
Angeles stomping grounds. Memory Lane, 
displacing Esther Phillips in the process . . . 
The Fox Theater, in Long Beach, just in
augurated a Wednesday night jazz policy, and 
if their opening night was any criterion of the 
caliber of jazz names. Long Beach is in for 
good mid-week sounds: Jimmy Smith, his trio, 
and Gerald Wilson and his orchestra shared 
the stage . . . Jimmy Smith had the stage all to 
himself in Los Angeles when he recorded a

LEARN TO PLAY THE 
PEDAL STEEL GUITAR

Write for complete details.
Emmons School of Pedal Steel Guitar

P. O. Box 1904. Department E 
Burlington. North Carolina 27215

Osmiroid Music Pen
$3.75 postpaid

Texas residents add 18c tax

MUSIC SERVICES
Box464 Dept D Irving, Texas 75060
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live album at the Bombay Bicycle Club. That 
club is the latest in a series of ephemeral 
discotheques that have been opening in Los 
Angeles. They enjoy “in” status briefly then 
the in crowd seems to weary and they move 
on. In the meantime, some jazz groups and 
many rock groups have been finding employ
ment there, turning on the so-called beautiful 
people . . . Donte’s began the open week of 
February with familiar names from their re
pertory groups: Jack Sheldon, Joe Pass and 
Barney Kessel; plus a new name (for Donte’s), 
Jack Wilson and his trio . . . The Irv Warren 
Quintet is at R.J.’s in North Hollywood on 
Thursdays and Saturdays . . . Dick Shreve is 
now at Room At The Top in Hollywood . . . 
Dave Mackay and Ted Hughart are duo-ing 
their thing at the Samoa House in Encino . . . 
Dick Hyde, better known locally as Slyde 
Hyde, is fronting a sextet for a series of 
Tuesdays at the Baked Potato, in North Hol
lywood: Conte Candoli, trumpet; Hyde, trom
bone. bass trumpet; Jay Migliori, reeds; Joe 
Lettieri, piano; Frank De La Rosa, bass; Mau
rice Miller, drums . . . Don Ellis and his 22 
odd-metered men played two local dates be
fore hitting the road for a long tour: Upland 
High School, in Alta Loma: and the following 
night at the University of California, in Ir
vine — a gig he shared with Willie Boho and his 
group. Prior to the Irvine concert. Ellis and 
his sidemen gave a clinic/concert at Estancia 
High School, in nearby Costa Mesa . . . Billy 
Brooks, back in Los Angeles after trying Cin- 
cinatti on for size, led his band, which he calls 
The Happy Warriors, in a one-nighter at The 
Summit (the old Marty’s On The Hill). Per
sonnel: Bob Comden, Mike Conlin, Tom How
ard, Boh Faust, Brooks, trumpets; Paul Haw
thorne, Ray Jackson, Alan Kaplan, Carl Ham
mond, trombones; Edwin Pleasants, Tommy 
Vigil, Bill Carter, Ron Rogers. Amule Murphy, 
saxes; Irving Brown, guitar: Dave Dyson, bass; 
Clarence Johnston, drums . . . Pianist Dick 
Horne led a quartet at Rick's Bar. in Venice, 
for a one-nighter: Oscar Brashear, trumpet; 
Daryl Clayborne, bass and Woody Theuss, 
drums . . . The 20-piece jazz-rock band of 
John Price gave a concert at the Hollywood 
Palladium under the overall name of “Califor
nia Jazz.” Guest soloist included Jerome 
Richardson, and the Aldeberts (Louis and Mo
nique) formerly with the Double Six of Paris. 
The vocal duo (Louis plays piano) was back
ed by Chuck Berghofer, bass and Earl Palmer, 
drums. At present, the Aldeberts are working 
at the Riviera Club in Redondo Beach. Chuck 
Niles emceed the John Prince concert. Per
sonnel included: Ron King, Cal Lewiston. Bob 
Faust. Johnny Madrid. Larry Lippold, trum
pets; Jeff Apmadoc, Tom Baker, Bob Payne, 
Ken Sawhill, Stu Undem, trombones; Walter 
Woods, Mike Vaccaro, Leo Potts, Jim Snod
grass, Adrian Tapia, reeds; Eddie Arkin, gui
tar; Gary Owens, bass; Ruth Ritchie, vibes, 
percussion; Scott Von Ravensberg, drums . . . 
Another one-nighter, this combining jazz and 
classical, was given at The Egg and The Eye, 
in Los Angeles, by the Baroque Jazz Ensemble 
(Ira Schulman, reeds and flutes; Jocelyn Sarto, 
harpsichord; William Rene, bass; Frank 
Blake, drums). Their repertoire ran a gamut 
from Vivaldi and Handel to Roger Spotts and 
Danny Newmark. Three of the four (Blake 
excluded) play each Thursday at The Egg and 
The Eye . . . Leroy Vinnegar, bass, Tom 
Albering, drums, have been working out of 
town with different pianists: first with Joan 
Steele, at the Royal Coach Inn in San Mateo 
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(northern California) and currently at Helms’ 
Nightclub in Portland. Oregon, with Dick 
Blake . . . Also in the northwest: Duke Elling
ton and his orchestra. Sarah Vaughan and 
Billy Eckstine played two concerts at the 
Seattle Opera House, Feb. 20; The Doub
letree Inn, also in Seattle, where Eddie Harris 
just closed, brought in Cal Tjader from Feb. 
21 through March 4 . . . Going way out of 
town: Billy Preston is currently in England 
after concertizing through Germany and 
France ... Sonny Criss is putting on a series of 
concerts for Los Angeles elementary school 
youngsters. The series is underwritten by 
Government Title I Funds. Criss’ regular 
group consists of Dolo Coker, piano; Wilfred 
Middlebrooks, bass and Mel Lee, drums. In 
addition, they’ve been joined by ex-Earl 
Bostic trumpeter Joe Mitchell, who is currently 
a school teacher in Los Angeles . . . Jimmy- 
Lyons, “Mr. Monterey.” has been named 
executive director of the American College 
Jazz Festival. That event will be held at the 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts, May 28-29. From that presentation, a 
festival all-star band will be formed and in
vited to perform at this year’s Monterey Jazz 
Festival, September 15-17 . . .Chuck Weisen- 
berg is presenting another UCAL extension 

course in jazz, this one focusing on Louis 
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker 
and Ornette Coleman. As is his custom. Wei- 
senberg will take his class to Shelly’s 
Manne-Hole for four of the meetings, where 
they will discuss aspects of jazz with the 
headliners who are appearing there . . . Joel 
Leach, director of the jazz ensemble at San 
Fernando Valley State College in Northridge, 
gave a concert with his 21-piece orchestra at 
the SFVSC campus . . . Sammy Davis Jr. and 
Isaac Hayes whooped it up at Lake Tahoe, in 
Nevada, then flew to Los Angeles for a spe
cial recording session. Hayes produced a 
single and an album for Davis, and among the 
items is a specialS/iq/7 lyric written by Hayes 
. . . One of the less publicized jazz shows 
emanating from the San Fernando Valley is 
heard on Saturdays over KVFM in Panorama 
City. At least it begins on Saturday, 9 p.m., 
and ends Sunday, 3 a.m. It's called The Jim 
Keehnen Show and All That Jazzand Keeh- 
nen uses his own collection of jazz goodies 
(mostly bop) for his programming. Among his 
recent guests: June Christy, Warne Marsh, 
Irene Kral, Gary Foster ... On the rock scene, 
three performances by Neil Diamond at the 
Valley Music Theater had to be cancelled due 
to the production schedule of his TV special .

.. Among the concerts that went unmolested: 
Chicago did a one-nighter at the Forum; Alice 
Cooper did one night at the Hollywood Palla
dium; Deep Purple and Buddy Miles played 
the Swing Auditorium in San Bernadino and 
the Long Beach Auditorium; T. Rex was at 
the Palladium for a one-nighter; John Mayall 
and Taj Mahal teamed for a concert at the 
Long Beach Auditorium, then Taj Mahal did 
it all alone at the Four Muses for three nights. 
The Four Muses is in the shadow of the 
western White House, in San Clemente . . . 
Ballin’ Jack followed Rita Coolidge into the 
J roubador, with Curtis Mayfield due there 
next . . . Kris Kristofferson spent one night at 
the Music Center; Gladys Night and the Pips 
spent one each at the Swing in San Bernadino 
and the Shrine in Los Angeles; the Johnny 
Otis Show was at the Santa Monica Civic 
along with Cheech and Chong .

Chicago: Though Carmen McRae’s long- 
awaited opening at Mister Kelly’s was unfor
tunately delayed one week by the death of her 
mother, O.C. Smith filled in so admirably the 
night life columnists of the local press even 
managed to come up with some new praise 
phrases, many adding that hopefully Smith
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70c per word. Special multiple insertions schedules: three 
times. 65c per word; seven times 62c per word; 13 times. 
60c per word; 22 times. 53c per word, down beat 222 W 
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DRUMS! 30% DISCOUNT! All Name Brands. Free Catalog. 
Warehouse D12. Box 16399, Fort Worth. Texas 76133

HOOKS
JAZZ IMPROVISATION WORKBOOK-40 pp shows how 
to construct jazz lines from chord symbols. Send S5.95 to 
Bob Collver. 189 N. Third St.. Campbell. CA 95008.

JAZZ ARTISTS INTERPRETATIONS HOT OFF TOP 
RECORDINGS: □ (24) Blues Choruses. □ Miles Davis, □ 
Bud Powell. □ Tony Scott. □ Bud Shank. □ Charlie 
Parker, □ Johnny Coltrane. □ Clark Terry.□ Urbie Green. 
□ Zoot Sims. □ George Shearing, □ Shorty Rogers, □ 
Dizzy Gillespie, □ Gerry Mulligan, □ Johnny Smith, □ 
Oscar Pettiford. □ Dave Brubeck, □ Shelly Manne. □ 
Lennie Tristano, □ Don Elliot. □ Kenny Burrell. □ Dave 
Pell, □ Lee Konitz, ($3.00 each). LENHART. 57 OTSEGO 
ROAD. VERONA. NEW JERSEY 07044.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING MANUAL. . Make strobes, 
kaleidoscopes, color organs, etc. Send $2.95. Lightrays. 
1315-R Weaver, Philadelphia. Pa. 19150.

IMPROVISATION METHODS
DICK GROVE IMPROVISATION COURSE-for all in
struments. Most comprehensive, most effective ever 
created. Send $7.50 for 1st lesson, worksheet and 4 learn
ing aids. Or send $1 for 12 page brochure detailing full 
course. First Place Music. 12754 Ventura Boulevard. Suite 
203. Studio City. California 91604.

MISCELLANEO! 'S
PSYCHEDELIC CATALOG of Lighting. Posters. Jewelry 
etc. Send 25c HOLE IN THE WALL. 6055-D Lankershim 
North Hollywood. Calif. 91606

“BIG BANDS ARE BACK”'
Send for FREE BumperSticker

HUMES and BERG MFG. CO.
4801 Railroad Ave.. East Chicago. IN 46312

RECORDS A TAPES
JAZZ RECORDS —Free Lists JAZZ HOUSE, Box 455.
Adelaide P O .Toronto. Canada

FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service-many rare 
items-foreign orders welcome —send for FREE LP sales 
list. Jaybee Jazz. Box 24504. 641 N. New Ballas, Creve 
Coeur, Mo. 63141.

JAZZ - Send 10c in coin for complete SAVOY JAZZ CATA
LOG Parker. Hawkins. Young. Gillespie, etc SAVOY 
RECORD CO 56-D Ferry St . Newark. N J 07105

HOUSE OF JAZZ. SEND WANTS Vincent Scaparro. 904 
Allerton Ave., Bronx. NY 10469
MODERN MAINSTREAM cutouts FREE lists. GEORGE 
ZISKIND. 160 Parkside Ave.. Brooklyn. NY 11226.

ANITA O’DAY 1972
New album edited, produced, recorded 1970-71 by

Miss O’Day. With rhythm section.56.00
ANITA O’DAY RECORDS

Box 442 Hesperia. Calif. 92345

THEORY & ARRANGING METHODS
JAZZ METHODS-send 25c for catalog & sample A 
SANDOLE 243 Rambling Way. Springfield Pa 19064

W HERE TO STUDY
WILL ACCEPT BEGINNING IMPROVISERS FOR CORRE
SPONDENCE STUDY. LEE KONITZ. 467 CENTRAL PARK 
WEST, NYC 10025.

DRUMMERS
Stanley Spector writes-

Do you rea//y know what happens when a drummer 
uses rudiments and drum method books to build up 
his ’'technique'’ so that he will "better” express his 
ideas' ? At first the hands will become stronger and 

faster by endless repetitions. Unfortunately the me
chanical sounds produced by muscular practice are 
so boring and monotonous that in self-protection the 
ear unconsciously turns itself off. The results are 
horrendous. By the time a drummer attempts to play 
with a band he has unknowingly psychologically am
putated his ear and paralyzed his brain. Sorry about 
that But when a drummer makes use of simplistic 
theories and questionable assumptions that kind of 
thing can and does happen. Some drummers have 
found an alternative approach throuah considering 
the question-HOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET 
TO PLAY BETTER. For further information about our 
recorded home study course write to the

STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th St. (at 7th Ave.) Dept. 282
New York. NY 10019 For information about quali
fying for personal instruction phone(212) 246-5661

PRACTICAL IMPROVISATIONS
MODERN HARMONY BOOK FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS 

scales, chords, blues, alterations, etc
Send $3.25 to BOB TILLES

6153 N. Claremont Ave. Chicago, ILL. 60645

_____________ LIGHTING_____________
LARGEST PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING catalog $1 (credit
ed): RockTronics. 22-DB Wendell St.. Cambridge. Mass 
02138

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
GUITAR TEACHERS-Free Catalog. New and better 
teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN stu
dent interest GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS. P O Box 
55-DB. Dover. N H 03820

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
WHOLESALE PROFESSIONAL Guitars. Amplifiers. PA 
Systems. Free Catalog. Carvin. Escondido. Calif. 92022.

30% DISCOUNT Name Brand Musical Instruments Free 
Catalog. Freeport Music Inc.. 127 T Sunrise Hway. Free
port. NY 11520

the international percussion center

PROFESSIONAL DRUM SHOP
854 VINE STREET

HOLLYWOOD, CA. 90038

For complete FREE CATALOG of 
BOOKS for DRUMMERS and other 
instruments send 50¿,coin or stamps, 
to cover cost of handling and mailing, 
to 'Dept. T.'

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat ad
dress label whenever you write 
us about your subscription. The 
numbers on your address label 
are essential to insure prompt 
and accurate service.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please let us know six weeks before 
you move.

send to Subscribers Service 
down beat

222 W. Adams Street 
Chicago, III. 60606
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Six by David Baker...
□arranging & composing For The 
Small Ensemble: jazz/r&b/jazz-rock 
(1st Ed. 1970) 184 pps., spiral bound 
.......................................................... S12.50

□ jazz improvisation, A comprehensive 
Method of Study for All Players (Re
vised Ed. 1971) 184 pp., spiral bound 
............................................................$12.50

Techniques of Improvisation:

□ Vol I, A Method For Developing Im
provisational Technique (Based On 
The Lydian Chromatic Concept by 
George Russell) (© 1968; 4th printing/ 
Revised Ed. 1971) 96 pp., spiral bound
.............................................................$7.50

□ Vol. II, The 11 V7 Progression (© 
1968; 4th printing 1971) 76 pp., spiral 
bound ...........................................$7.50

□ Vol. Ill, Turnbacks (1st Ed. 1971) 84 
pps., spiral bound..........................$7.50

□ Vol. IV, Cycles (1st Ed. 1971) 260 pp., 
spiral bound.................................$12.50

□ Techniques of Improvisation Set of 
all 4 volumes............................... $29.75

Free Catalog - Free Postage

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC 
315 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019 

Phone orders: 212/581-1480

All arrangements scored for nine instruments: 
trumpet; trombone, alto, tenor and baritone saxes; 
guitar; piano; electric and acoustic bass; and drums.

DAVE BAKER’S JAZZ ROCK SERIES

□ Roly Poly □ One For J. S.
□ 125th Street □ Terrible T
□ Son Mar □ The Dude
n April B □ Black Thursday
□ Prelude n Le Chat Qui Peche
□ Adumbratio □ The Professor
□ Penick □ Calypso Nova # 1
□ Check It Out □ MA 279 Boogaloo
Fl Honesty □ Kentucky Oysters
□ Let s Get It On □ The Seven League Boots

$4.50 EACH
Any ten of the above Dave Baker Jazz-Rock 

Library . . $37.50. A complete set of 20 ... $75.00
□ Gordon Delamont (Modern Harmonic Techniques) 

Vol 1. 2-each$12.50
□ Delamont (Modern Arranging Technique) $12.50
f~l Delamont (Modern Contrapuntal Technique) $5.50
□ W. Fowler (Guitar Patterns For Improv.) $4.00
□ Wes Montgomery (Jazz Guitar Method) $3.95
□ Jerry Coker (Patterns for Jazz) $ 12.50
□ George Russell (Lydian Chromatic Concept) $22.50
□ Roy Stevens (Embouchure Trouble-Self Analysis/ 

Phenomenal-Triple C-Embochure Technique) j>35.
f 1 Russell Garcia (The Professional Arranger) $6.00
□ Anqelo Dellaira (Chord Workshop) $7.50
l~l Angelo Dellaira (Arranger’s Workshop) $5.00
□ Angelo Dellaira (Creative Arranging) $12.50
□ Complete Encyclopedia of Chords $12.50 

(5 great books in one)
□ Colin/Bugs Bower (Rhythms Complete) $3.50
□ Dr D. Reinhart (Pivot System) all Brass $12 50
□ Joseph Schillinger (Kaleidophone) $3.50
□ Schillinger (Enyclopediaof Rhythm) $12.50
□ Colin-Schaeffer (Encyclopedia of Scales) $12.50
□ Dr. Chas. Colin (Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50
□ Slonimsky (Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic 

Patterns) $25 00
□ A Mancini (Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50
□ Dan Ricigliano (Popular Jazz Harmony) $7.95
□ Walter Stuart’s Encyclopedia of Modern Jazz (8 

great Stuart books) Complete volume $12.50
□ Dr. Deutsch (Encyclopedia of Arranging) $ 15.00

( 11 Volumes. Arranging-Vocal-Songwriting)
□ Fake Book for the Club Date Musician $7.50
□ Hank Mancini (Sound & Scores) $12.50
□ Oliver Nelson (Sax Patterns) $8 00
r i Capozzoh (Encyclopedia Around The Drums) $6.95 

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St . New York. N.Y. 10019 

Phone212/LT 1-1480 

will be back for a full-length stint of his own. 
When Ms. McRae did open, she was joined 
several nights later by the Count Basie Or
chestra for a one-night, three-show stint —the 
first big-band appearance ever at Kelly’s 
and/or its sister club. The London House, 
where Stan Getz’ Quartet opened a 
three-weeker Feb. 9. On opening night, Getz 
was presented his 197 I Down Beat Readers 
Poll award by managing editor Jim Szantor. 
Following Getz was the Oscar Peterson Trio 
. . . The February schedule for the Modern 
Jazz Showcase’s Sunday session included the 
McCoy Tyner Quartet with special guest 
Clark Terry, Randy Weston’s African 
Rhythms with Cecil Payne on hand, and the 
Harold Land-Bobby Hutcherson Quintet. 
Watch for the announcement of the new MJS 
site. I’he Land-Hutcherson gig Feb. 27 was 
the last at the North Park Hotel . . . Alice’s 
Revisited continues to showcase the best of 
blues and rock with recent bookings Otis 
Rush, Chicago Slim and Sunnyland Slim and 
Short Stuff, a Milwaukee. Wis. blues-rock 
group . . . Pianist Wallace Burton’s group, 
featured Mondays and sometimes on Tuesday 
at the London House has Chester Williamson, 
bass and John Lillyhridge, drums . . . Erroll 
Garner did two weeks at the Blue Max of the 
Regency Hyatt House .. .Sarah Vaughan was 
heard for a week at an unusual location, the 
Balmoral Park racetrack lounge in nearby 
Crete . . . Judy Roberts’popular trio works at 
Alfie's on Rush Street Sundaysand Mondays 
and moves to Le Pub. 1932 Clark St., for 
Tuesday and Wednesday gigs . . . The Marion 
Brown-Steve McCall Jazz Duo was heard in 
concert at the University of Chicago (Ida 
Noyes Hall) and at Alice’s Revisited on a 
recent weekend.

Boston: i.ennie’s-on-the-Turnpike started 
off the New Year with two Dixieland groups, 
the New Black Eagle Jazz Band and Bill Bat- 
tenPs Riverside Jazz Band. Mose Allison fol
lowed fora week with Harvey Schwartz, bass 
and Alan Dawson, drums. Buddy Rich’s big 
band with Louis Bellson substituting for Bud
dy played next, followed by Stan Getz’ Quin
tet (Chick Corea, piano: Stan Clark, bass; 
Tony Williams, drums; Airto Moreira, per
cussion) . . . The Caulwell Winfield Blues Band 
did a week at the Jazz Workshop. Larry Cor
yell then took over for two weeks with Steve 
Marcus, tenor sax; Mike Mandel, piano; Mer
vin Bronson, bass and Harry Wilkinson, 
drums; McCoy Tyner followed with tenorist 
Sonny Fortune, bassist Calvin Hill and drum
mer Al Mouzon . . . Mark Harvey of the Old 
West Church has organized the Jazz Coali
tion. which acts as a clearing house for jazz 
activity in the area . . . Richy Caruso’s big 
band is playing Monday nights al the Kismet 
Lounge. Playing exciting charts by Paul Kon- 
dziela, Jack Stock and Mike Crotty are Larry 
Pyatt, Emil Cantees, Dennis Collier, Claudio 
Roditi, Tony Klatka, trumpets; Keith O’Quinn, 
John Zawislak, Roger Hock, Rod Hansen, 
trombones; Caruso. Jim Perry, Carl Hosbond, 
George Garzone, Jan Konopasek, saxes; Allen 
Zawod, piano; Jerry Cahill, bass and Cedric 
Jensen, drums . . . Trumpet Bob Summers is 
now playing one of the jazz chairs in Woody 
Herman’s Herd . . . An adaptation of Jesus 
Christ Superstar staged at the New Theater in 
Cambridge was put together by jazz writers 
Bob Bockholt, Gary Anderson, and Jack 
Stock. A few of the musicians were Lenny 
Johnson, Ray Kotwica, trumpets: Stock, trom

bone; Mick Goodrick, guitar: Rich Appleman, 
bass and Cedric Jensen, drums . . . The Me 
Nobody Knows has been playing for over 
three weeks at the Open Circle Theater (for
merly the Charles Playhouse) with musical 
director Ray Santisi on electric piano, organ; 
Mick Goodrick. guitar: George Mraz, electric 
bass and Harry Blazer, drums . . . The Maha- 
vishnu Orchestra appeared at Symphony Hall 
promoting their new album on Columbia, The 
Inner Mounting Flame. With leader John 
McLaughlin on guitar were Jerry Goodwin, 
electric violin: Jan Hammer, electric piano, 
organ; Rick Laird, bass and Billy Cobham, 
drums . . . Berklee’s Thursday Night Dues 
Band and Papa’s Night Life appeared for Op
eration Headstart at the Sheraton-Boston.

Baltimore:The Left Bank Jazz Society 
opened their 1972 season Jan. 23 with Sonny 
Stitt, followed the next Sunday by Groove 
Holmes. Woody Herman’s band was due in 

- Feb. 6 . . . Elzie Street, local promoter and 
clubowner, is attempting to bring jazz on a 
regular basis back to the Royal Roost on 
York Road. Etta Jones played the club for 
several weekends in January and James 
Moody, with Eddie Jefferson, and Sonny Stitt 
with Don Patterson were due in in February. 
Miss Jones, accompanied by the house band 
(pianist Claude Hubbard; bassist Phil Hub
bard; drummer Gary Wilmore) delivered an 
especially fine set the night 1 was there. A 
true jazz singer, and unfortunately a some
what neglected one, she phrases like a horn, 
probably the result of singing with some of the 
best hornmen in jazz over the years since 
1944. Leonard Feather’s Blow l op Blues, and 
a multi-tune tribute to Billie Holiday were 
particularly effective . . . Richie Havens per
formed a brilliant concert Jan. 21 at Painters 
Mill, and Alice Cooper, a bizarre band of rock 
vaudevillians from the West Coast, performed 
a less then brilliant one, musically speaking, at 
any rate, at the Civic Center.

CHORUS
Continued from page 4

that he recognized some of the quiet authority 
and confident dignity of the Snare Drummer 
in all of them. The boy heard and felt it in 
Chick Webb and Davey lough: Sid Catlett 
and Zutty Singleton and Cozy Cole. He rec
ognized it in Jo Jones (oh. that wicked profile 
smile) and in Raz. the drummer with the Sav
oy Sultans. Later on he heard it in Buddy 
Rich and Alan Dawson. Max Roach and El
vin Jones; J.C. Heard and Ed Shaughnessy: 
and Mel Lewis and Philly Joe Jones.

And today, which is really better than most 
“good old days”, there are new names and 
faces who carry on that easy confidence and 
taste (the most elusive quality of all) 
— drummers such as Ed Soph, so talented 
in big and small band work: Peter Erskine, 
precocious at five and quietly superb at 17 as 
number one drummer at Indiana U.; Duffy 
Jackson who at 18 enjoys the quick respect of 
his sometime sidemen: Ray Brown. Milt Jack- 
son. Frank Rosolino. et al. There is Todd 
Canedy who at 18 plays fours and eights and 
whatever is put down with Louis Bellson 
while going to school and working in the Los 
Angeles area. There is Donnie Osborn who at 
15 was sitting in for Buddy Rich (that's never 
easy!) and is now gracing the drum seat in the 
Mt. Hood (Ore.) Community College jazz 
ensemble. And there are others, many others.

To be sure, the boy. now grown, digs other 
players and other instruments but a good 
Snare Drummer is something else —even 
when he’s a percussionist.
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Jack Sperling
doesn’t go anywhere without Premier.

Wherever he works, Jack’s on the job with Premier 
drums. Backing Les Brown’s orchestra. On the Dean 
Martin Show or Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-in. With 
Bob Hope’s tours around the world to entertain 
American servicemen. In night clubs, stage shows, 
and in his own teaching. Premier is Jack’s choice, 
because Jack heard the difference. He was snared by 
the exciting performance of Premier drums and he’s 

been on Premier ever since. He’s found that they take 
all the beating he can give them, too—in the way he 
plays them, in the way he’s always on the move.

Hear the difference yourself. Try Premier drums at 
your Premier dealer’s. Europe’s most popular drums 
... America’s most exciting drums In decades. They’ll 
get you a hearing anywhere you play.

Premier
the different drum

now distributed exclusively in the U.S. by

gw*

Selmer
Box 310, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

DIVISION OF THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY



LOUIS’ SET-UPBUDDY’S SET-UP

20" Thin 
Swish

18" Thin
Crash —

18" Med. Thin 
Crash Ride

8" Thin 
Splash

18" Thin
Crash —

18" Med. Thin
Crash y

14" New Beat
Hi-Hats —

20" Medium 
Ride

20" Medium 
Ride

14" New Beat 
Hi-Hats

18" Med. Thin 
Crash

AVEDIS ZILQJIAN


	BERKLEE CLASS GUITAR SERIES

	the first chorus

	SOUNdsATIONAl!

	word of advice from Elvin Jones “Gretsch”

	chords orodl discords


	down r?n

	MAHALIA JACKSON 1911-1972

	STARS SPARK SRO

	MINGUS N.Y. CONCERT

	GIL EVANS AT SLUGS': A MEMORABLE WEEK

	FINAL BAR

	potpourri

	by Jim Szantor


	strictly ad lib

	INTRODUCING NORMAN CONNORS

	the evolution of MAX ROACH


	Ven?

	♦ SAVE

	1/3 off all domestic labels


	♦ SELECTION

	All in Print Jazz Blues Rock



	down beat’s one-two combination.

	On Epic Records and Tapes



	tommy vig

	has the new thing for his

	RC/1 Records and Tapes

		music	 workshop— publications 4

	The STAN KENTON Series



	bobby colomby

	If f lieyVc good enough n»r Ed...

	—M	I- music


	REMO


	SSNEWSa

	STEVENS ©COSTELLO

	EMBOUCHURE CLINIC

	EMBOUCHURE SELF ANALYSIS

	$35.00


	JAZZ CHARTS AND BOOKS

	Over 200: Arrangements, Methods & Recordings


	DEVELOP YOUR TALENT FOR IMPROVISING

	The DICK GROVE IMPROVISATION COURSE For All Instruments


	"THE

	MAGAZINE

	COLLECTOR''

	Gbs musioal instruments

	£ Nylon Tape Wound

	Osmiroid Music Pen

	$3.75 postpaid

	MUSIC SERVICES
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